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US$1.00 i. P 1.653 (June 2, 1986)
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AM IATIOS
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MFDP - Ministry of Finance and Development Planning
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NDP VI - Sixth National Development Plan
NEMIC - National Employment, Manpower and Income Council
NRZ - National Railway of Zimbabwe
PDSF - Public Debt Service Fund
RSA - Republic of South Africa
RSF - Revenue Stabilization Fund
SHHA - Self Help Housing Agency
SADCC - Southern African Development Coordination Ccnference
SACU - Southern Africa Customs Union
TGLP - Tribal Grazing Land Program
WUC - Water Uttlities Corporation

Historical Exchange Rates

April/March 1979/80 1980/81 1981/82 1982/83 1984/85 1984/85 1985/86

P/US$ 0.805 0.771 0.872 1.071 1.119 1.462 1.897
US$/P 1.243 1.297 1.150 0.936 0.894 0.702 0.532

Calendar Year 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

P/US$ 0.815 0.777 0.83, 1.030 1.097 1.298 1.903
US$/P 1.228 1.287 1.200 0.979 0.912 0.779 0.530
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PUBLIC EXPENDITURE AND DlEVLOPMENT IN BOTSWANA

CHAPTER I: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1.1 In this report we examine Botswana's development strategy for the
next five to ten years and attempt to evaluate the Public Expenditure
Program in the light of that strategy. In order to cope with the
increasing pressures associated with Income disparities and high population
growth, in the short and medium term Botswana must work to expand the
capabilities of existing production activities. For the much louger run
Botswana will need to continue laying the basis for industrialization, and
movement of the majority of its population into urban areas. This
long-term issue is less one of industry/urban versus agriculture/rural than
of the need to reduce reliance on traditional farm systems with their mix
of dryland farming aad cattle-owning supported by government transfers or
remittances from wage-earners. Production and development patterns will
increasingly comprise more large-scale cattle ranching, commercial farming
in the limited irrigable areas and small- and mediumrscale industry with an
active services economy in the towns and cities.

1.2 There is a long road, however, between where the economy is and
where it will be in the longer run. The issues are how best to facilitate
the economy's evolution and what intermediate steps need to be taken to
satisfy more short-term goals. The Governaent's strategy has been to force
the pace of transition by stimulating the development of medlumr- and
large-scale activities in agriculture and industry. With respect to
cattle-raising, which involves technologies which are familiar, the effort
has met with some success. For industry and commercial arable agriculture,
however, the picture is mixed. The Government has largely resisted the
pressure, to which many other African countries have succumbed, to create
state-owned enterprises. The alternative, however, has been to rely on
expatriate ownership or management of these enterprises. At the same time
the traditional economy has been sustained by transfers from family members
working in the modern sector or from Government which constitute a major
portion of the disposable income of many villagers.

1.3 It is this which lies at the heart of the dualism which critics
of the policy claim is the most worrying feature of Botswana society. Yet
this is only a part of the story. It neglects the substantial investments
in human resources through the provision of education and health services;
the expansion of infrastructure; the extent to which vulnerable sections of
the population have been prot.ucted; and the still small, but discermible
growth of a group of Batswana traders, artisans and small businessmen.
There is still a long way to go, but relative to the starting point at
independence, this is a remarkable achievement.

1.4 The public expenditure strategy builds on and extends these
achievements. In agriculture NDP VI introduces ARAP which offers facili-
ties for subsidized infrastructure to middle-size farmers with potential
for commercial operations, and makes proposals for large irrigated farms in
the north of the country. The pcwer program centers on the installation of
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the fourth unlt of Morupule and associated transmission and distribution.
The key program In the education sector is the adding of junior secondary
to the basic education system a}ong with modest expansion of upper
secondary and the university. In the health sector the focus is on
upgrading the major referral hospitals in Gaborone and Francistown. The
Financial Assistance Program for iadustry will be moderately expanded. The
transport program will be dominated by the takeover of the Botswana
operations of Zimbabwe railways.

1.5 For the next five years at least, the resources flowing to the
Government wlll exceed the amount which can be used efficiettly. In that
sltuation there has been a tendency to increase budgetary allocations to
the transfer programs and to relax the attention paid to cost recovery.
Many of these programs have moved beyond the polit of protecting the
poorest groups. The costs will be paid in the future when thei imply
foregoing high return investment activities. The discipline of the Invest-
ment program has also been relaxed. Some Investments - stretches of road,
the Prancistown hospital, the railway takeover, the sugar packing plant (a
BDC project) - would perhaps not have been undertaken on the basis of
purely economic considerations. With substantial amounts of money
available, the political pressures on the expenditure program are inevi-
table, and perhaps we must give as much credit to the many instances where
those pressures have been resisted as the few in which they have not.

1.6 Against this background, this report does not propose major
shifts in direction or significant reallocations of expenditure. Given the
comfortable budgetary picture over the coming years along with the severe
const.sints on skilled manpower, it is recommended, however, that special
efforts be made to identify further self-liquidating projects (i.e.,
projects with little or no recurrent expenditure implications) or other
expenditures which could be justified, particularly ia the area of human
resource development. In addition, there are a number of steps which the
Government may wish to consider for improving the efficiency of public
programs. The rationale for these proposals have been discussed in the
various chapters of the report. The recommendations are summarized below.

a) The Planning Process

The process is a good one which goes much further than in most
developing countries in its coverage of manpower and recurrent expenditure
implications. There remain, however, some improvements to be made and a
number of gaps which could be fairly easily remedied:

1. Ministries should be asked to evaluate and justify the
recurrent expenditure lmplications of existing programs as
is currently undertaken for new proposed investments. As a
means of better integrating recurrent and capital budgeting,
the Government might consider a selective introduction of
program budgeting.

2. The ongoing or committed expenditures in the investment
program should be separated out from the new activities.
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3. Commitments of foreign assistatce should be shown against the
relevant projects.

4. Parastatal -investment programs s-nould be preseated as memo,
Items in the Plan with indications of financing sources. This
should be done even when funding 18 not provided from the
budget.

b) Financing Public ExPenditure

While the overall fiscal outlook presents to problems over the
next five years, the dependence of revenues on the diamond market, in
particular, justifies the cautious approach of the authorities. Now is the
timr to lay the basis for a healthy fiscal situation in the longer-term-and
reduce dependence on mineral royalties and trade taxes (the latter through
the Customs Union). Thus:

1. Increased emphasis must be placed on cost recovery. In
particular the Government sIould strengthen its attention
given to:

a) Increased fees for health services, beginning with higher
charges for food and private rooms.

b) Recovery of a larger share of university and technical
traiaing costs.

c) Institution of fees and loan programs for upper secondary
students.

d) Reducing arrears on current housing rents and raising
rents to economic levels.

2. New sources of raising revenues should be explored. A general
sales tax at either retail or manufacturer/importer level has
obvious potential, as does increased taxation of motor
vehicles. The income tax system should be made more
horizontally equitable or neutral in Its treatment of
agricultural incomes.

3. The system of revenue-sharing between the central government
and local authorities should be reviewed. The arbitrariness
should be reduced so as to provide an incentive for Increased
collections at the local levels. At the same time, some local
taxes, e.g., the di8trict income tax, seem to cost as much to
collect as they generate in revenue, and could be merged into
the national tax system.

4. Subsidy and public works schemes must be constantly
re-evaluated to assess whether they remain necessary and effi-
cient. Drought relief is a case where there is considerable
risk of building in a permanent expectatioa of public
assistance* The Government should ensure that a clear set of
rules for whet drought relief will be given or curtailed is
communicated to relief recipients.



c) Development Strategy and Public Expenditure in Agriculture

The frustration with the absence of progress in arable agricul-
ture is apparent in the new programs whichi are being proposed. The
existing programs, even when their economic returns are doubtful, can be
defended as being directed at the poor* This is not necessarily the case
with the new programs (ARAP and irrigation development) which are targeted
at the medium-sized and commercial producers. It will be important to
ensure that these are developed on the basis of economic viability and that
the subsidies which are being given are justified by the social benefits.

1 The various subsidy and support-programs need to be examined
in relation to each other so that rates of subsidy-can be
brought in line. Farmers should be encouraged to contribute
towards the cost of these programs. Consideration should be
given to merging some of these schemes to reduce overheads.
The Government needs to decide on the major agriculture
support programs which will be retained in the longer term and
focus attention on these.

2. There is a need for a study to determine the causes of the
underlying downward trend in food production (i.e., aside from
the Impact of drought) so that programs can be better
designed.

3. As indicated above, action needs to be taken to determine what
programs should be retained in the post-drought situation.
Some aspects of the labor based relief programs seem to have
the potential for yielding acceptable economic returns, and
the possibility of making this a development program
independent of the drought situation should be examined.

4. After the current study of irrigation potential has been
completed, the Government should concentrate its investment
and development efforts on limited areas so as to build up the
experience and expertise necessary to bring irrigation to
other areas of the country with identified potential.

5. The Tu. i Block offers relatively good soils, proximity to
markets in South Africa and a supply of farmer/entrepreneurs
willing to invest in irrigation development. An integrated
project or a coordinated set of projects -Nould be prepared to
provlde services which are now lacking and which inhibit
development of this area (i.e., transport, power, marketing,
communications).

6. Research programs would benefit from strengthening efforts to
set priorities and coordinate ongoing activities with
extension efforts. A major focus should be on identification
and development of appropriate water retention techniques. In
livestock research there is a need to develop programs to
monitor the effect of continuous heavy grazing on the carrying
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capacl_ nad production of land under different management
systems.

7. The remuneration of the extension field service should be
reviewed and adjustments made as necessary to retain and
-recruit extension workers.

8.-Fiscal incenttves/disiacentives should be examiaed with a view
to encouraging farmers to adopt better livestock management
practices and conservation of land rescurces.

9. Wildlife conservation efforts need to be strengthened through
provision of adequate manpower and finatcial resources,
upgtrding technical and enforcement capabilities, and carrying
out required scientific nlvestigations. Wildlife utilization
policies need to be structured within these conservstion
efforts to ensure survival of this national heritage.-

d) Development Strategy and Public Expenditure in ManufacturiLn

Industrial development has proceeded at a steady pace in
Botswana. It has required substantial intervention by the Government to
attract exnatriate investors or to sponsor new enterprises through its
intermediary, the Botswana Development Corporation (BDC). The development
of indigenous entrepreneurship has been slow. The Sixth Plan projects an
acceleration in the rate of growth of industrial output and employment,
which is only likely to be achieved through more expatriate or BDC
investment. The longer-term gains to Botswana from attempting to force the
pace of industrial growth in this way need careful evaluation. Some steps
whIch might be considered are:

1. To extend access to the Financial Assistance Program to the
small-scale service sector for activities such as repair shops
and construction and for service activities which would
promote tourism development. These are likely to prove an
important nurturiag ground for new entrepreneurs while
providing essential economic services.

2. To intensify efforts at evaluation of ecozomic returns to
providing protection through prohibitive tariffs or quotas to
new medium-scale projects. Even with a time limit on the
protection, the implicit subsidy may be at unacceptable
levels. This Is particularly important for activities such as
sugar packing where the quota will have to be maintained
indefinitely for the plant to remain viable.

3. To continue ongoing efforts at export promotion and explore
particularly the potentials of the regional markets. There
may be some instances when Botswana might benefit through
entering into agreements with neighbouring countries whereby
Botswana might supply certain products in exchange for prefe-
rential access to its market for a limited period of time.
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4. To determine how to encourage agro-industrial enterprises
which would use livestock by-products and increased production
of high value arable crops.

e) Developmental Strategy and Public Expenditure it Infrastructure

Infrastructure in Botswana i8 costiy to build andA maintain. The
Government recognlies this and has attempted to reflect these costs to the
consumers of the various services provided. This places producers in
Botswana at- a competitive disadvantage with producers in other couatries,
though this is substantially offset through the FAP. This is much more
efficient than subsidiziag infrastructure costs directly which would
distort the pattern of demand and use. Over time, as the population
becomes more urbanized and concentrated, the costs of providing services
should come down. Some of the steps which need to be considered are:

1. Provide an explicit subsidy to the Botswana Power Corporation
to cover the losses of providing power to BCL, Ltd., thus
enabling the BPC to reduce the prices to other industrial,
commercial and residential consumers, who must subsidize BCL
at present.

2. Prepare a least cost expansion program for the power sector
over the longer-term which should include the possibility of
exporting surplus power to Botswana's neighbors as well as
importing power from them as needed.

3. In preparation for bringing major villages under Water
Utilities Corporation coverage, and as a means of reducing
government subsidy, strengthen current pricing and cost
recovery principles by curtailing incidence of arrears.

4. Prepare a master plan for national water supply and urban
development to evaluate the sustainability of the current
growth rate of Gaborone given the limited water availability,
and the implications of this for decisions on the location of
new investment.

5. As indicated above, the system of road user charges needs to
be re-examined to provide for greater cost recovery.

6. The national transport plan has been prepared, but the
decision on which roads to construct or upgrade in some cases
seems to bear little relation to the economic potential as
identified in the transport plan. Much of the point of
preparing a master plan is as a line of defense against
political pressures on decision-making. The Government needs
to make a formal commitment to use the transport plan in this
way.
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7. Raise housing rents to economic levels which would cover
construction costs and bring an adequate return to housing
investents.

8. Ensure the land use regulatory framework governing new housing
construction creates a-suitable environment allowing private
sectLr investment activity to meet housing demand of all
types.

f) DevelopMmnt Strategy'and Public Expenditure it Human Resources

Botswana's strategy Is to develop its human resources at rates
which differentiate a.-ong: first, basic education for the population at
large; second, ensuring that there are jobs available for those secondary
school graduates who do not proceed to university; and third, sustainable
growth in graduates with higher professional and technical skills. The
Government's willingness to use expatriates i-. the interim rather than
skewing the system in order to employ more local staff and perhaps create
substantial long-run problems for the country, is exemplary. Given the
relatively comfortable budgetary situation at least In the short run,
effort should be made to ensure that all educational establishments and
other programs in human resources development have materials necessary and
that teaching posts are filled to run efficiently and provide quality
learning environments. The following are some additional approaches on
which greater attention might be paid:

1. A much expanded program of adult education. There are many
so-called industrial class employees who left school for
economic reasons and may have the pctential to move into
higher skill categories given appropriate opportunities or
inducements to them to upgrade their skills.

2. Lowering the costs of expatriate staff through more aggressive
advertising and recruiting elsewhere in Africa, on the Asian
sub-continent or in other lover cost markets. -

3. Relaxing policies limiting certain positions to Ph.D
candidates. Where positions remain unfilled for more than a
year, permission should be given to the concerned agency to
hire the best among the available candidates.

The rapid growth of the education sector implies an increasing
burden on the recurrent budget. As indicated earlier, this means that it
will be important to maintain adequate levels of cost recovery in the
sector*

4. The current fee structure should be reviewed and consideration
given to extending the loan program from university to upper
secondary and Increasing the recovery from university
graduates from its current very low level of 5 percent of
salary a year for 5 years.
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Health and population actlvities are evolving impressively.
There is a welcome recognition of the importance of population control for
Botswana. As with education the longer-run cost Implications of the
expansion of the program require careful monitoring.

5. Carry out the planmed study of fees in the health service
sector with particular consideration being given to charges
for food and higher rates for private rooms. The Government
should monitor the fee structure on a periodic basis
thereafter.

6. The construction plan for the new Francistown hospital should
be rephased with new buildings put into service gradually over
time to relieve congestion in the existing facility. The
existing buildings have been well maintained and, once the
overcrowding is relieved, can continue to be used.



CHAPTER II: THE DEVELOPMENT PERSPECTIVE

A. Botswana's Achievements to Date

2.1 Over the past ten years, Botswana has been the fastest gre .ng
economy in Africa (11 percent per annum). Per capita Income was USMj1O in
1984, having risen from only-US$110 in 1970* During this time, the couatry
has achieved impressive progress In standards of health and education. Of
particular note is that the country has combined-high growth with the
maintenance of a democratic government. This has lent stability to the
economic environment.

2.2 At independence in 1966, the situation did not appear promising.
The prospects for Botswana's agricultural production were poor given the
predominance of subsistence farming using traditional techniques and the
low quality of agricultural soils. Botswana is drought-prone and even in
normal rainfall years receives only minimal precipitation. There was
practically no manufacturing activity and the country possessed very little
physical infrastructure - transportation facilities outside the main rail
and road links to South Africa were virtually non-existent (25 km of the
1,300 km road system were paved), only a relative few had access to a safe
water supply, and except in isolated areas, fuelvood was the only source of
energy. Of perhaps even greater importance was the lack of locally
available skilled manpower to fill positions in Government or in private
enterprise.

2.3 Under these circumstances, Botswana is fortunate that its mineral
resources have served as a source of public income. Since independence,
significant deposits of diamonds have been discovered and exploited
commercially. The income derived from diamond exports has in large part
enabled the Government to undertake investment it human resources and
physical infrastructure, and there has been a substantial evolution of the
Botswana economy. Primary education in Botswana is now almost universal
with only those in the far reaches of the country not yet having access to
schools. In health, an effective network of referral agencies, clinics and
hospitals have been set up. Large investments in physical infrastructure
have taken place so that roads linking the population centers and the most
distant areas of the country have been built; power using indigenous coal
as Its source is available to residents of urban centers and to increasing
numbers of the rural population as well; a large segment of the urban
population and some village residents have access to piped water; and
upgraded standards of housing are increasingly available to urban
residents. While the importance of arable agriculture has diminished due
to the substantial growth of the mining sector and lower agricultural
output due to the drought, the cattle industry has developed into a
relatively efficient and productive sector. In manufacturing there is
increasing capacity In medium-scale production for the domestic market. In
addition, an essential element to Botswana's achievements to date has been
the good management of resources by the Government. The Government
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planning mechanism has chosen projects and determined the mix of public
investment carefully, and effective use has been made of expatriate
manpower when local skills have not been available. And the public
administrative system which has evolved is competent and honest and for
twenty years has served under a stable democratic government.

A. The Outlook For Growth Over The Medium Term

2.4 Botswana's Sixth National Development Plan (NDP VI) covering the
period 1985/86 - 1990/91 was adopted in September 1985. During the Plan
period GDP growth is projected to reach about 4.8 percent per annum in real
terms, as compared with a real growth rate of over 11 percent per annum
achieved during the previous plan period (NDP V, 1979/80 - 1984/85). The
drop in the economy's expected growth rate is a result of slower growth in
production in the previously fast-growing mining sector (primarily in
diamonds). The Plan document argues that by the end of the Plan period the
economy's resource needs will begin to exceed surpluses previously
generated by the mineral sector and that new sources of growth will need to
be found.

2,5 The Plan projects the major contributions to growth to be In the
areas of mining, manufacturing, commprce and government operations,
together accounting for almost 75 percent of incremental growth. The
sectoral breakdown of the Plan growth targets is shown in Table 2.1 below.
The projected real annual growth rate for the mining sector is expected to
drop from over 24 percent in NDP V to only 3.5 percent, reflecting the
expectation that production in this sector has reached a plateau after the
opening of the Jwaneng diamond mine. The Plan assumed that investment in
the Sua Pan soda ash project would have commenced in 1985, but
consideration of this investment is still taking place, and it is unclear
when or if investment will go forward. Average annual growth in the
sectors other than mining should increase from 4.7 percent per annum in NDP
V to 5.3 percent during NDP VI. Of particular significance is the
expansion of the non-meat processing part of the manufacturing sector which
is projected at almost 10 percent per annum in real terms, fueled by real
export growth of other manufactures at more than 14 percent per annum.
Agriculture production is projected to increase by 6.5 percent, reflecting
recovery from the drought, while water and electricity should grow by 7.2
percent, reflecting heavy investment in the early years of the Plan leading
to higher production later.

2.6 The Plan is geared to attacking what is often referred to as the
dualism of the Botswana economy. This dualism is characterized by a modern
economy supporting 20 percent of the population through employment in
government offices, factories, schools, hospitals, etc. and a rural economy
in which 80 percent of the people live as they have for centuries through
subsistence-level crop farming and cattle rearing. While this is often
overstated in that substantial linkages between the sectors have evolved
over time and significant income is transferred from the modern to the
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Table 2.1: Annual Growth Targets of NDP VI

Sector Shares in NDP V Actual NDP VI Projected
1985 GDP (7)

Agriculture 6.9 -4.1 6.5
Mining 31.3 24.5 3.5
Manufacturing 7.4 10.0 8.3
Water and Electricity 3.4 3.0 7.2
Construction 4.4 -2.3 3.5
Trade and Commerce 20.5 - 4.0 3.8
Trausportation 2.8 16.0 5.0
Other Services 7.8 5.3 5.4
Government 15.5 10.4 5.1

Total GDP 100.0 11.2 4.8

Source: NDP VI, June 1985

traditional sector, there is indeed a wide divergence between incomes in
the modern and traditional sectors. In relation to the total public sector
expenditure program, direct expenditure to increase formal employment and
raise rural incomes comprises only a relatively small proportion.
Nevertheless, these programs are critical components of the Government's
development strategy, and to a large degree dominate political and
administrative attention. In view of this, the key strategic elements of
the Plan are the expansion of formal sector employment on the one hand and
the transfer of Income and development of productive opportunities for the
rural population.

C. Constraints to Growth

2.7 For most economies, a section with this heading would deal mainly
with the inadequacy of financial resources* In Botswana financial
cowstraints are far less critical, th1tugh they cannot be ignored. If
revenues and expenditures grow according to the Plan, the budget will move
Into deficit in FY90. As illustrated below in more detail, the budgetary
situation should actually be more comfortable over the Plan period though,
in the longer term, concerns about movement toward budgetary deficits are
valid. The situation is manageable, however, if the Government uses the
current Plan period to institute the appropriate steps. The Government in
the Plan has recognized that increased attention needs to be given to tax
and cost recovery measures. This report, as well as the INF tax study
recently undertaken, provide specific recommendations in this regard.
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2.8 The major constraint which Botswana faces is the supply of
skilled anpower. There are shortages of skilled manpower at all levels.
from technical and managerial personnel to lower level industrial skills.
Botswana does not have a tradition of industrial labor, with the result
that skill shortages are compounded by the low productivity of the
industrial labor force. Botswana is also deficient in the number of local
entrepreneurs who can invest in buildi'g up productive enterprises. -The
development of the mediumr and large-scale industrial and commercial
enterprises has depended on expatriates.

2.9 Botswana has made extremely skillful use of expatriate assistance
over the-years to deal with its manpower needs. Presently there are -

approximately 4,700 expatriates employed in the public and private sectors
in the country as compared to a total modern sector labor force of
110,000. The predominant portion of the expatriates (approximate 70
percent) are in technical or managerial positions. Approximately 40
percent are employed by government (including education) with the remainder
fairly evenly divided between the parastatals and the private sector. In
1984 expatriates formed 4.3 percent of the total modern sector labor force
as compared to 7.8 percent (3500 expatriates, 45,000 total labor force) in
1975. Thus while the absolute number of expatriates has increased, the
relative share of expatriates in the total labor force has diminished over
the past decade. In previous Plans as well as in NDP VI there have been
calls for even further localization of positions. While this Is to be
supported as a long-term goal through increased training activities, for
the present complete localization of highly skilled positions is not
realistic. With the present output level of 180 graduates a year from the
Universily of Botswana, this will scarcely meet the growth in higher level
positions let alone substitute for existing positions currently held by
expatriates. As a practical matter NDP VI recognizes that in some areas,
particularly in technical and managerial positions in the parastatals, the
number of expatriate positions will actually have to increase further over
the Plan period. This is discussed further in Chapter VII.

2.10 The other major constraints Botswana faces are the carrying
capacity of the land and the availability and location of water resources.
Evidence suggests that in some areas Botswana is close to the point at
which further expansion of settlements and cattle grazing could result in
serious environmental damage. It is in this context that population growth
represents an important issue over the longer run. With population growth
approaching 3.4 percent per annum over the coming years, population will
double to 2 million within twenty years. Food availability either through
domestic production or import will have to rise accordingly and allow
increasing per capita consumption levels as incomes rise as well. The
current cattle population (approximately 2.7 million) will most likely
increase once again toward 3 million as the drought lessens.

2.11 The argument is often made that Botswana needs rapid population
growth to overcome the constraint represented by the small size of its
domestic market. Even with rapid population growth, however, the market
will not be able to support an autarkic development strategy. Botswana
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must be outward-looking in its development. At present the market is
effectively much larger given the free access to the other markets within
the Southern Africe 'ustoms Union (SACU). This has been important for
some products such is meat products and hides and skins. In the future the
possibility of the regional market to the-north might become equally
important. This is discussed further ir Chapter I.V.

2.12 Botswana's large size means that physical infrastructure is
important for development. Inevitably a dispersed population means that it
is also expensive to supply power, transport, telecommunications, piped
water, sanitation, and housing. At present it is clear that these still
represent constraints. Power is costly, transportatiot is excellent where,
roads are paved but a problem in other areas, internal telephone services
which are necessary for the strengthening of internal marketing are poor,
and piped water and housing are often too expensive for a large segment of
the population. This is discussed further in Chapter VI.

2.13 By comparison with many countries Botswana has managed to avoid
some problems and has thus achieved some advantages in its development
process. For example, prices are for the most part not distorted, though
it must be noted that this is in relation to the price structure within the
Republic of South Africa which is itself a highly protected economy both
through trade barriers and subsidies given in various forms to industrial
and agricultural producers. Given relative strength of the pula against
the rand and controls on large-scale capital movements, interest rates in
Botswana are maintained lower than in surrounding countries but represent
positive real levels. To a large extent the exchange rate has been
maintained at reasonable levels and adjusted in appropriate directions.
Government administration is honest and generally efficient though there
are instances of over-regulation.

D. A Scenario For Develomeat Over the Medium and Long Term

2.14 There are major intangibles in projecting Botswana's longer-term
outlook. First and foremost are the political and economic uncertainties
facing its neighbors and the uncertain impact on Botswana. Second there is
the outlook for Botswana's three major cosmodity exports: diamonds, copper
and beef. From 1981 until very recently Botswana has had to stockpile a
portion of its diamond production since the world-wide diamond industry is
withholding supply In order to maintain price levels. Copper prices remain
low, and Botswana as an otherwise efficient copper producer has had to
subsidize the industry in order to maintain employment levels and keep it
from failing. Third is the weather and the longer term implications of the
severe, sustained drought of the recent past. Growth projections assume
that Botswana's rainfall will return to normal and that production will
return to pre-drouglt growth levels. With these caveats we have attempted
to project Botswana's potential grcrwth over the next ten years (see Table
2.2).
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Table 2.2: Growth Projections., 1985 - 1995
(US mnllions, current prices)

1985 1990 1995

Exports of Goods & Services 880 1>570 2, 290
of which: Diamonds S55 870 1,230

Beef 50 130 210
Copper/Nickel 60 100 150

Imports of Goods & Services 840 1,660 2,600
Current Account Balance

as % of GDP 12.3% 1.9% -2.0%
Debt Service Ratio 4.3X 7.2Z 9.1Z

Reserves as Months of Imports of
Goods and Services 11 14 12

GDP Growth (2 p.s.) 5.0 5.2
Per Capita Income (1985 US$) 900 1,150 1,480

Source: World Bank estimates

2.15 To a large extent the success of Botswana's development strategy
and the growth of its economy depends on the success of its exports,
particularly diamonds. The balance of pay ents projection contained in
Table 2.2 contains an assumption of export volume growth of between 4 and 5
percent per annum. Currently diamonds comprise approximately two-thirds of
the country's total exports (for 1985 about US$555 million out of total
merchandise exports of US$720). In projections of future export growth the
share of diamonds moves toward approximately 70 percent of total. The
international diamond market is continuing its recovery from the slump
which began in 1981. In order to maintain acceptable price levels, the
DeBeer's Central Selling Organization had until recently withheld diamonds
from the international market, with Botswana retaining Its gem-quality
diamonds. The Pian had assumed that, barring a sharp rise in the value of
the dollar or a new recession in the International economy (both events
would adversely affect demand for diamonds), only by 1987 would demand have
picked up to allow full sale of production. The unit values of diamond
exports should also increase reflecting sales of the higher quallty stones
and further strengthening of the market.
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2.16 The growth performance for the remainder of Botswana's exports
depeuds on a number of factors. Copper prices remain low, with prospects
for significant price increases only in the 199 0s. Whether the country can
continue exporting beef and beef groducts to the EEC depends both on
successful control of animal disease and on whether the quota allocated to
Botswana for such exports is at least maintained beyond Lom IIT . Despite
the uncertainty, however, Botswana Is planning for expansion (e.g.,
construction of a new abattoir in Francistown). Exports of more
non-traditional manufactured goods (e.g., textiles, domestic resource-based
products) will take time to emerge, and Botswana's macroeconomic policy
framework should ensure that it does not discourage investments which would
lead to growth in this area.

2.17 Expectations are that Botswana's imports will grow in volume
terms at about the same rate as exports, reflecting import elasticities
with respect to income just slightly less than unity over the coming Plan
period. Since this is a small drop in the historical elasticity, it
highlights the Importance of policies which encourage increased domestic
food production, develop resource-based manufacturing, substitute coal for
petroleum and increase the emphasis on labor intensive as opposed to import
intensive investment.

2.18 Botswana's current account surplus is projected to decline
steadily over the Plan period. Foreign reserves will be maintained at
fairly high levels (an average of 13 months of imports of goods and
services) through a combination of inflows of direct foreign investment and
medium- and long-term borrowing. Botswana has a good credit standing in
view of its large revenue from diamond sales, Its relatively low debt
service ratio (around 4.3 percent in 1985), its sizeable forelgn exchange
reserves and, probably most significantly, its record of good economic
management. Raising the net financing involved in these projections
should, therefore, be feasible. Under the projection presented in Table
2.2, net requirements over the Plan period will total approxlmately US$600
million, of which just over 10 percent of this amount was already
committed by the end of 1984. By the end of the Plan period, Botswana's
debt service ratio should range between 7 and 8 percent.

2.19 There is nothing automatic about the achlevement of these
targets. While Botswana is in an enviable position regarding the flows
from the mineral sector, The Government must still make sensible policy
choices and administer policies and programs effectively at both the macro
and sector levels if the planned growth outside the mineral sector and the
social goals planned for NDP VI are to be attained. The succeeding
chapters elaborate those choices. Given Botswana's past record there are
strong grounds for believing that the potentials will indeed be achieved.



Chapter III: THE PUBLIC EXPENDITURE PROGRAM

A. Preparing the Pion

3.1 The macroeconomic projections underlying the plan were prepared
by the Ministry of FiLance and Development Planning using the Macro-
Economic Model for Botswana (MEMBOT). MEMBOT is an input-output model for
the real economy, with production and investtaent in cattle, other agricul-
ture, mining, manufacturing (including BMC), water and electricity, and
government as the leading sectors, or as exogenously determined variables.
The other sectors, construction, commerce, travaport, and other services,
are endogenous futctions of growth from the independent variables. The
input-output coefficients used in the projections were prepared in 1976177,
and although some revisions in the coefficients have been sttempted, they
may not fully reflect Botswana's current stage of development. Another
limitation is that the base data for the projections covering 1985/86 -
1990/91 are from the 1981182 National Accounts. The macroeconomic
projections Include five budget scenarios which are discussed below. The
base scenario, which was felt to represent a realistic outlook for the six
year period 1985/86 - 1990/91, forms the basis for the overall expenditure
-ceilings.

3.2 The preparation of the Plan began with each ministry preparing
sector policy papers. Through these papers, the ministries presented their
views on policy issues and specific problems within their responsibi-
lities. Discussions of the papers took place within the Economic Committee
of the Cabinet, which is composed of the entire Cabinet, all Permanent
Secretaries, the Governor of the Bank of Botswana and others, and wichin
the guidelines for overall expenditure growth, determinations were made
regarding the sectoral allocations of recurrent and development
expenditure.

3.3 Once recurrent and capital expenditure ceilings were fixed,
ministries were asked to propose priority ac:ivities within their allocated
share of the development budget ceiling. Expenditures on low priority
activities or those providing services for which demand is not necessarily
related to population growth were saintained constant in real terms.
Attempts were made to ensure that departments providing services to the
general public grew by at least the Government's projections of population
growth. High rates of growth in expenditure allocations were determined
for: education, reflecting the efforts to improve basic education and
overcome the constraints imposed on the economy by the lack of skilled
manpower; grants to district and local councils, highlighting the
weaknesses in the finances of local authorities but also the Government's
efforts to encourage rural development; railway transportation, stemming
from the takeover of the National Railway of Zimbabwe's operations in
Botswana; health, largely due to the recurrent cost implications of the new
hospital in Francistown and the upgrading of the hospital in Gaborone; and
the Financial Assistance Program, reflecting the Government's increasing
involvement in the developmett of productive sectors through subsidy
programs. The recurrent cost Implications of each project are explicitly
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spelled out and the coosistency of ministerial growth targets for recurrent
expenditure and the recurrent cost implications of its investment program
was cheeked.

Tble 3.1: Alloctiof Recurret and DuvELt ERE&diwe
(ia '000, 19/5/86 prim)

-~~~ &Kweqet

Reswnuit (eu SIP)
1984/85 % 1990/91 1 Per amu

- aiEditure ERpdture gmrth I F_itume I

1brlUam -t 1,596 0 934 0 -. 5 450 0
Preldu± 44,079 13 53,22D 11 3.2 9,990 6
nmce & Dev. Pluming 16,033 5 18,829 4 2.7 3,300 2

Hb Affais 9,M 3 12,42D 2 4.1 2,600 2
APiaiture 31,486 9 38,706 8 3.5 8,80D 5
Mxoatiam 74,749 22 139,039 28 10.9 33,000 20
0mroe & I1&stzy 6,766 2 9,240 2 5.3 3,30D 2
locil (bv't & Ids 53,118 16 85,848 17 83 22,000 13
Wbks & 0,uicadais 51,736 15 75,170 15 6.4 55,OO0 33
Mxeral ewurm &

Water Affairs 16,472) 5 18,923 4 2.3 16,500 10
Heath 24,489 7 35,435 7 6.4 11,600 7
.astice 1,216 0 1,594 0 4.5 400 0
Attormy Geral 845 0 1,100 0 4.5 0 0
hjdttr(liw 484 0 484 0 0.0 0 0
Pxteral Affairs 3,189 1 4,0C46 1 4.0 200 0

Total 338,794 1OD 504,160 100 6.8 168,850 10D

Soroe: NDP VI

3.4 As for capital expenditure ministries were requested to euumerate
the programs which would be necessary for the realization of their sector
policies. The sector programs were presented in summary form i the thumb-
nail sketch of each project, which contained a description of the project,
its purpose and its costs in both recurrent and developmental expendi-
tures. The ceilings for developmental expenditures were determined from
the overall growth of recurrent expenditure and the historical relatlonship
between recurrent and development expenditure. The ceilings which were set
for capital expenditure, however, limit ouly those expenditure which have
recurrent cost implicatious. Additional capital expenditures are permitted
if a ministry can demonstrate that these will be self-liquidating.
Ceilings for the self-liquidating project were derived from overall
resource availabilities.
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3.5 The system has many positive features. Most striking, it pays
strong attention to the balance between recurrent and development expendi-
ture. But there are also weaknesses, The balance between recurrent and
development expenditure In the plan was derived from a simple regression of
total recurrent expenditure and capital expenditure during recent years.
First of all, it is not clear whether the historical relationships between
recurrent and capital expenditure has been entirely atequate. A further
complication is that the ratio for the past was calculated by comparing
actual recurrent expenditure with total capltal expenditure (i.e.,
Including projects which had no recurreat cost implicatious, now called-
self-liquidating projects), but is applied, for the future, only to capital
expenditure excluding self-liquidating projects.- There are several ways of
refining further the process of analyzing and allowing for recurrent budget
implicatious of capital expenditures. One alternatt-ve approach would be to
calculate first the recurrent expenditure growth for a zero-expansion
investment program and then add the recurrent cost implications of new
programs and projects. In addition the selective introduction of program
budgeting might be worth considering. As part of the budget monitoring
process, planning officers in the ministries should continuously assess the
performance and adequacy of recurrent budget allocations to Government
programs. Results of this monitoring would be useful inputs to future
planning and budgeting.

3.6 Another isportant aspect of the Plan Is how carefully manpower
implications are spelled out. As explained below the availability and
allocation of increased levels of skilled manpower for the Government was
the primary constraint on allotted growth of recurrent expenditure. Total
modert sector employment (including self-employment) is expected to
increase by 5.7 percent per annum over the plan period, representing an
average annual increase of 11,500 jobs as compared with the annual increase
in the potential labor force of 21,000. Total employment at all levels of
government (local, district and central) should increase more slowly than
overall employment (5.3 percent compared with 5.7 percenat). The expansion
of established positions within the Central Goversment is projected to be
just over six percent per annum while the expansion of in-post employment
(i.e., including filling of existing vacancies) -t to increase by 7
perceat. This means that the Central Government's share in total
employment will actually increase somewhat over the Plan period, though at
the higher skill levels, this growth (5.1 percent) should be less than
growth of available supply. Any higher growth than that planned would
begin to crowd out the private and parastatal sectors. Most of the growth,
however, will take place in the education sector where the number of
employees (primarily teachers) will rise from just over 9000 to almost
16000. This increase represents over 70 percent of the total increase in-
Government employment. Much of the remainder of the growth will take place
in the health sector.

3.7 Although the Plan is an important document for aid coordliation,
it does not indicate where external assistance has been committed for indi-
vidual projects. It could be argued that it might be difficult if not
impossible to show external financing sources for projects in the Plan
since often donors do not block-in" their commitments until shortly before
the project begins. For many projects, however, the donors are known, par-
ticularly for the early years of the plan, during the time of the Plan's
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preparation. Technical assistance in particular seems to have been
unevenly treated with only that assistance flowing through the development
budget included in the Plan. Thus some donors have found that agreed
programs were not included In the document. The Goversment may wish to
consider making an indication of external assistance explilcit in future
Plans.

3.8 An important issue concerns the treatment of public enterprises.
Their investment programs are rightly treated as within the area of
decision-making of their Boards. Therefore, the investments of public
enterprises are only roflected in the plan insofar as they are financed by
borrowing from the Government (lending from the Public Debt Service Fund-
/Revenue Stabilization Fund) or through the Government (on-lending of aid
funds). Given the critical importance of the Investment programs of the
public enterprise sector and particularly as parastatals borrow more on the
internatlonal capital markets, it would be useful to maintain on an ongoing
basis a consolidated record of parastatal financial and investment
activities and to summarize them in the plan document. It would also be
useful to review periodically other issues common to public enterprises
such as budgetary and financial relationships, taxation and dividend
policies, and pricing issues.

3.9 The degree to which Plan proposals were disseminated and
discussed within all levels of the Govermuent is impressive. One would
certainly expect a fair degree of consultation within the various
ministerial offices in Gaborone, but this Plan was discussed at the
District and Local levels as well. While one runs the risk of causing
frustration at these levels if suggestiimns made in this context are not
then taken into account, the benefits one gains through operational level
feedback in the process far outweighs any possible disadvantages to such
widespread consultation.

B. Public Expenditure as an Instrument of Public Policy

3.10 An unusually high proportion of monetized income passes through
the public sector in Botswana, In recent years the primary source of this
revenue has been mineral revenues, though Customs Union receipts remain a
significant source as well (see Table 3.2). Other sources of income
including sales and income taxes, dividends, interest, and external grants
and financing are less important to the budget. Government revenue in
terms of GDP in 1979/80 was 37 percent, while in 1984/85 government revenue
represented an estimated 56 percent. The Government not only uses this
income for purpose of public consumption and investment, but also as a
transfer mechanism to affect the distribution of income and employment.

3.11 The striking feature of Botswana's revenue base is the narrow
dependence on two major sources, i.e., revenue from the Customs Union and
Mineral Revenue, with their combined share in total revenue averaging
around 70 percent in recent years. Each Customs Union member collects
duties on the imports which enter from outside the common area and also the
excise tax on goods produced in that country. Each member country's share
In the common revenue pool is calculated according to a negotiated formula
which reflects its imports and domestic production subject to excise taxes
relative to that of SACU as a whole. The share of Customs Union receipts
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in total revenue has declived sharply in recent years, dropping from 38
percent it 1979/80 to 21 percent in 1984/85, while increasing in value over
the same period from Pula 80 million to Pula 156 million, or an average 14
percent per annum. Mineral revenue comprises taxes on profits, royalties,
income from mining leases and government's dividends from equity shares in
mining companies. Revenue from the mineral sector increased almost
five-fold between 1979/80 and 1984/85, reflecting the coming on stream of
the Jwaneng mine, but also, more recently, the depreciation of the Pula,
boosting mineral revenue In Pula terms. Other revenue Includes profits of
the Bank of Botewana, which handles the Government's financial assets, aad
interest iucome from leading to parastatals. Both revenue items have grown
considerably in recent years, due to the Government's substantial
accumulation of reserves and lending to parastatals. While external
assistance to Botswana is substantial in per capita terms, as can -be seen
In the table below foreign grants and net external loans have not played a
major role in financing government expenditure in recent years. However,
only direct borrowings and cash grants are recorded in the budget; direct
borrowings by parastatals, for example, are not considered part of the
Government budget.

Table 3.2: Swonxs and Uses of Piblc Fuds, 1979/80 - 1984/85
(In uiliso Paul)

1979/80 1980/81 1981/82 1982/83 1983/84 1984/85

swrces 261.1 318.2 334.6 452.6 583.0 823.9

oists ThiU 80.2 102.0 104.3 114.3 156.8 155.8
Mineral R1eue 76.6 101.1 77.0 99.4 193.8 376.5
Otier Re'mue 55.4 66.4 101.7 132.8 164.2 219.0
Grants 36.9 37.8 39.8 47.2 48.2 39.3

aternal Finaning (net) 12.0 10.9 11.8 589 00 33.3

Uses 261.1 318.2 334.6 452.6 583.0 823.5

Qwrret Eqimdidle 1220 166.8 200.0 227.3 272.0 344.6
of whdch:

wogs & SaLries- 56.3 80.9 91.7 101.4 109.2 144.0
caital Egditrwe 8.1 104.6 1086 156.6 136.3 165.1
Net edidlg 17.9 37.6 32.8 30.8 51.2 94.4
kuestic Pserves 33.1 9.2 -6.8 37.9 123.5 219.8

Source: Data provided by the Botum axtbzres.

3.12 Recurrent expenditure levels as a percent of GDP are about
average by comparlson with other African countries. Recurrent expenditure
as percent of GDP averaged around 22 percent in recent years, compared with
an average of 20 percent for all African countries. Botswana has an
efficient and productive public administration. Salary levels and growth
are somewhat restricted by government policy, but permit a reasonable
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living standard. Over the previous Plan period salaries rose only slightly
in real terms, and in the future real salary levels are projected at
constant levels. Non-monetary fringe benefits are kept to a minimum. On
the other hand, expatriate staff allowances are high, something which has
an important impact on the wage bill, given the relatively large number of
expatriates working for the Goverament.

3.13 In recent years current transfers have been a high and growing
portion of the recurrent budget, mainly on account of greater need for
drought relief. Through various programs, the Govermatet at present
provides drought-related supplementary feeding to over 365,000 people. The
Government provides supplementary rations to over 200,000 schoolchildren as
well. In addition, as discussed in subsequent chapters, the low levels of
cost recovery on social programs create an. implicit transfer which must be
compensated for with increased expenditure.

.3.14 Capital expenditures omit some large public sector investment
programs which are being implemented by parastatals, although they itclude
lending for partial funding of most of these programs. Government lending
to parastatals comprises on-lending of funds from donors and lending from
the Public debt Service Fund/Revenue Stabilization Fund, which are financed
by surpluses on past budgets. There are also capital transfer programs,
which are critical determinants of the level of private investment in
Botswana, e.g., programs like FAP for manufacturing investment, ALDEP and
ARAP for agriculture. These are discussed in Chapters IV and V.

C. NDP VI: Financing and Expenditure Allocations

{i) Budget Scenarios

3.15 The Plan contains four budget scenarios, a base case and three
alternative scenarios. The base case, which in terms of revenue is the
most optimistic scenario in the Plan, forms the basis for NDP VI expendi-
ture allocations. In the base case, the Plan provides for total expendi-
ture including on-lent aid funds ranging from P 743 million, or 43 percent
of GDP in 1985/86 to P 899 million, or 42 percent of GDP in 1990/91, with a
substantial share, increasirg over time to 64 percent of total expenditure
in 1990/91, being allocated to recurrent expenditure. The base case and
the alternative scenarios have several assumptions in common. The
scenarios were projected in constant 1985/86 prices and assume unchanged
tax rates throughout the Plan period; constant Pula-US dollar and Pula-Rand
exchange rates of roughly US dollar-Rand 1.00 per Pula, a domestic
inflation rate of 10 percent per annum, and a world inflation rate of 5
percent per annum. They differ with respect to drought relief expenditure,
diamond exports, and foreign financing.

'3.16 The base case assumes that (i) the current drought will end soon
and that the Government can phase out the relief programs; (ii) Botswana
can increase its diamond exports so that from 1987/88 on it can sell all
its output on the world market; and (iii) drawing of foreign loans will be
considerably above historic levels. In this case, the overall budget
balance is projected to swing from a surplus of I percent of GDP in 1985/86
to a deficit of 6 percent of GDP in 1990/91 (see graph 3.1), reflecting
approximately constant revenue collections, while expenditure (including
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lending) is projected to expand at a rate of 3.8 percent, which is slightly
below the growth rate of GDP. Assuming that around 30 percent of
development expenditure will be financed from external sources, it follows
that the Government will build up substantial-reserves with the Central
Bank-during most of the plan period, but will have to start to draw down
its deposits in 1990191.

3.17 The alternative scenarios are, In a sense, designed to test
whether policy actions, in particular new revenue measures, are needed
under less favorable conditions than in the base case. The first alterna-
tive scenario is more pessimistic in terms-of drought relief-expenditure.
It assumes that the current drought will persist and that due to the
resultant effects on economic activity the Government has to continue to
support the rural population through relief programs. Consequently,
government expenditure would be higher and the deterioration in the
financial situatiot of the Government more rapid relative to the base case,
leading to a budget deficit of 7.5 percent in terms of GDP in 1990/91.

3.18 The second alternative scenario highlights the budgetary effects
of a less favorable performance of the diamond sector. It differs from the
base scenario in assuming that world demand does not expand sufficiently to
absorb that portion of Botswana's diamond output which is currently stock-
piled. Although this portion is low in terms of volume (about 2 percent),
it is substantial in terms of value (up to 30 percent), reflecting the fact
that most of the stockpiled diamonds are the highest quality stones. If
Botswana has to continue to add to its stock of diamonds at the same rate
as in the past, mineral revenue would reach only 70 percent of the
collections in the base case, and the Government will suffer a sizable
revenue loss. The Plan suggests that under these less favorable
conditions, the Government might consider cutting expenditures, both
recurrent and development. It demonstrates that if growth of recurrent
expenditure were zero (compared to 6.8 percent growth in the base case),
total expenditure would still be 22 percent above revenue by the end of
NDP VI, compared with 15 percent in the base case, resulting in an overall
budget deficit of about 9 percent of GDP in 1990/91.

3.19 Finally, the lower aid flow case assumes that less external aid
funds than projected in the Plan's base case will be forthcoming, and that
the gap would be filled by a smaller accumulation of balances with the
Central Bank or a drawdown of balances accumulated in prevlous years.
While this change in the pattern of financing will have no major impact on
the overall financial position of the Government, it is likely to have
Important consequences for Botswana's balance of payments and monetary
situation. If disbursements of external loans amount only to roughly 50
percent of the base case level, the plan projects that the overall balance
of payments position would ba_ome negative towards the end of the plan
period, compared with a surplus throughout the plan period in the base case
and that the Government's recourse to domestic financing sources would
reach the equivalent of 5 percent of GDP in 1990/91, compared with 2
percent of GDP in the base case.

3.6:I In all budget scenarios, the financial situation of the Govern-
ment is projected to deteriorate considerably during NDP VI, with the
overall balance dropping between 6-10 percentage points of GDP over the
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Plan period. However, the projections were prepared before the recent
substantial decline in the Pula vis-a-vis the US dollar. Particularly with
diamond exports priced in US dollars, this has resulted in a marked
increase in Pula revenues. Mission projections that take these recent
developments along with other factors into account suggest that the
Government will experience a more comfortable financial situation than
projected in the Plan's base case. At the same time, the Inflow of foreign
funds wili be substantially higher in Pula terms, contributing to a build
up in domestic reserves which exceeds the projections in the base case by a
wide margin. However, given the narrow base of the revenue system and its
vulnerability to external and highly uncertain factors, a certain amount of
risk is attached to both the Plan's and the mission's revenue projection.
Also, the responsiveness of the revenue system with respect to domestic
inflation is rather low. Thus, if domestic inflation exceeds the levels
assumed in the Plan (10 percent per annum), this would have an adverse
effect on the overall budget balance. In the following, the revenue
projections and expenditure allocations of the Plan's base case are
discussed in more detail.

(ii) Revenue and grants

3.21 Total revenue and grants are expected to grow by an annual rate
of only 0.5 percent in the base case, leading to a decline in total revenue
and grants in terms of GDP from 44 percent in 1985/86 to 36 percent in
1990/91 (see Table 3.3). The main factor underlying this downward trend is
a sharp drop in mineral revenue which is only partly offset by the growth
in non-mineral revenue items. As a result, the share of mineral revenue in
total revenue and grants is expected to fall from 47 percent in 1985/86 to
34 percent in 1990/91.

Table 3.3: Revwe and Grants, 1985/86 - 1990/91
(milics of Pula at 1985/86 prices)

1985/86 1986/87 1987/88 1988/89 1989/90 1990/91

QJstCs PReWe 166.5 192.0 195.6 205.4 216.4 198.6
1Xlneral Peye 358.5 305.3 325.3 302.2 281.8 263.6
Otber mix T 97.5 99.3 102.7 108.0 115.4 123.6
Other Revemae 73.1 82.7 90.1 96.7 99.8 99.9

wlojmuzt Grats 39.4 39.4 39.4 39.4 39.4 39.4
Interest Revie 23.3 34.9 43.2 48.9 51.9 53.7

Total Revemue
and Grants 758.3 753.6 796.5 80D.6 804.7 778.9

Sorce. NIP VI
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3.22 The Government's mineral revenues come from royalties, rents,
dividends and income tax on mining companies. Despite the assumption that
Botswana will be able to sell all its annual output (including the high
quality stones) by 1987/88, the Plat projects that mineral revenues will
decline by an annual rate of about 5 percent (in 1985/86 Pula prices) from
Pula 359 million in 1985/86 to Pula 264 million In 1990/91. There are
four critical elements underlying the projections relating to the world
market prices for diamonds, the US dollar price, the dollar-Pula exchange
rate and the volume and quality of diamond exports. First, The Plan argues
that world market prices for diamonds will only keep pace with world
inflation of 5 percent per annum, while the Plan deflates government
revenue by the domestic inflation rate, which is assumed to be 10
percent. This price-differential of 5 percentage points without
compensating exchange rate movements Is the main factor responsible for the
downward trend of mineral revenue in the Plan's base case projections.
Secondly, the projection does not take into account the sharp devaluation
of the Pula in the base year. Because diamonds are priced in US dollars,
when the Pula depreciates, for example, revenues from the diamond exports
increase in Pula terms. The plan projection is based on an exchange rate
of roughly US$1.00 per pula, which despite differential inflation rates in
Botswana and the rest of the world does not change significantly over the
plan period. This exchange rate is close to that which prevailed in the
two years prior to the Plan's drafting. In real effective terms the Pula
depreciated over 25 percent on a trade-weighted basis during 1984 and
1985. Against the US dollar, however, the depreciation was greater, and
the average rate during 1985 was US$0.53 per Pula. In 1985/86 the Pula
value of mineral revenue should exceed the Plan projection by over 50
percent.

3.23 While the value of the Pula is dependent upon the fortunes of the
Rand, and the Government is reticent to plan using current exchange rate
levels, a rate in the range of US$0.625 per Pula seems to represent a more
realistic assumption of the value of the Pula. Using this exchange rate
means that Pula revenue from diamonds will continue to be substantially
greater than that projected in NDP VI. Finally, the Plan's projection
assumes that Botswana can gradually increase its diamond exports so that
from 1987/88 on, it can also sell the high quality stones. As pointed out,
d6mand growth allowing a discontinuation of the practice of stockpiling
roughly 2 percent of the annual diamond output volume essentially already
occured in 1985/86 and contributed to the phenomenal growth in mineral
revenues. The projection for export receipts in the Plan supporting the
revenue projection, however, shows only an increase of 2 percent for
diamond export receipts (after factoring in some export growth and an
appreciation of the currency) between 1985/86 and 1987/88.

3.24 If the projections were revised to take these factors into
account, diamond revenue throughout the period would be higher than assumed
in the Plan. Using as a base the revised estimate for mineral revenue in
1985/86 of P 630 million and the budget estimate for 1986/87 of
P 686 million (P 623 million in 1985/86 prices) instead of the Plan's
projections of P 359 million and P 305 million, respectively, and changing
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only the exchange rate in the base scenario to US$0.625 Pula for the period
1986/8? - 1990/91 increases the Pula value of diamond revenue collections
by almost P 600 million in just two years time. At this exchange rate over
the entire Plan period, total revenues could approach P 1800 million beyond
that expected in the Plan (a 38 percent increase). The exchange rate
movements would presumably not have such a significant impact on
expenditure since despite the large depreciation of the Pula against the
dollar, nominal appreciation of the Pula against the Rand has resulted in
relatively little movement In effective terms on an import-weighted basis.
In nominal effective terms, there was 4.8 percent appreciation of the Pula
during 1984 and 1985, while in real terms there was a 6.6 percent
depreciation. Table 3.4 contains revised projections of Central Government
revenue and expenditure for NDP VI. While revenues are substantially
higher and expenditure somewhat greater than Plan projections, showing a
much more comfortable budgetary picture-than originally planned, the
overall trend is toward smaller surpluses and potential budget deficits
sometime after the beginning of the next Plan.

1ible 3.4: SwumEy of Overal Fcisca Operatims of the Central GDwVMnet, 1985/86 - 199091
(lRda mions, 1985/86 prkis)

1985/86 1986/87 1987188 1988/89 1989/90 1990/91
est proN. an. EM1. p V-i- O

Total Revrem 1,015.2 1,086.2 1,0687 1,0885 1,10.3 1,087.1
Osstai Revenue 145.4 175.9 184.2 1934 203.8 187.0
mineral Reveou 595.0 623.4 609.2 596.5 583.5 554.3
Otbar resmue 245.4 249.4 229.7 253.0 275.5 300.1
Q'ants 29.4 37.5 45.6 45.6 45.6 45.6

-Dtal Eau=dituz 772.8 821.5 860.7 887.0 926.0 98&5
Wow Kil 163.6 184.9 197.5 210.9 225.2 240.6
luterest Pay9nts 22.4 25.5 43.2 45.8 45.6 42.6
Othwr Qinrt Eip. 245.4 271.1 289.6 309.3 330.3 352.8

ats/Q=rpart Exp. 29.4 37.5 45.6 45.6 45.6 45.6
(Ck-lentAid unds - - 45.2 40.2 40.2 54.5
Other K Eqxp. inc. I 312.0 302.5 239.7 235.2 239.0 252.5

Overall Balace 242.4 264.7 208.0 201.5 182.4 98.6
(as % of (MP) 12.4 12.9 9.7 8.9 7.7 4.0

rinscixg -242.4 -264.7 -208.0 -2D1.5 -182.4 -98,6
Extemal (net) 49.8 83.1 134.6 115.5 - 102.9 121.3
Otber -292.2 -347.8 -342.6 -317.0 -285.3 -219.9

?hnvrmd item
GDP 1,952.3 2,049.9 2,152.4 2,260.0 2,373.0 2,491.7

Sorce: suici estimites and projecticns
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3.25 The second largest revenue component is customs and excise
duties, which the Plan projects to increase by an annual growth rate of 4
percent. This corresponds to a rate of growth in imports that is signtfi-
cantly lower than the projected erowth rate for GDP, reflecting the
assumption that Botawana will make some progress in terms of import-substi-
tution (the implicit import elastietty with respect to GDP is 0.7). Given
that there has been only a slight real effective depreciation
(import-weighted) of the Pula, projections in Table 3.4 for customs duties
collections do not represent much of a change from original Plan
projections. Income tax revenue-from the non-mineral sectors, which to a
large extent consIsts of wage tax revenue, is projected to grow in line
with GDP. Other revenue and interest revenue is basically Bank of Botswana
profits and interest on lending to parastatals. The Plan projects the
combined total of these two revenue components to grow by an annual rate of
about 10 percent, due to the envisaged increase of the Government's
deposits with the Bank of Botswana on which the Bank of Botswana does not
pay interest, and the substantial lending to parastatals over the Plan
period. This is another area where the recent devaluation of the Pula
may have a positive revenue effect. In addition, the higher revenue from
the mineral sector and customs bas already enabled the Government to
accumulate more reserves than estimated in the base scenario, further
boosting revenue. Finally, the real level of external grant aid, excluding
grants-in-kind, is envisaged to remain stable in absolute terms during the
plan period.

3.26 The main conclusion which emerges from the discussion of the base
case's revenue projections is that since they do not reflect recent
developments with respect to the Pula exchange rate, they tend to under-
estimate Pula revenue collections. In the revised budget estimates for
1985/86, revenue collections are expected to exceed the Plan's projections
by 34 percent. Mission projections suggest that this margin may widen
somewhat more by 1990/91. Thus, one might argte that there Is no need for
new revenues in the near future and in fact the Plan does not propose any
new revenue measures. However, despite the favorable revenue projections,
there is scope for reviewing the Government's revenue system and through
other means, such as the tMF report on expanding the revenue base, the
Government is identifying potential measures to be taken. As mentioned
above, the projections are based on a best judgment about various factors
to which a great deal of uncertainty is attached. In particular, the
diamond market is extremely fragile and the political situation in the
region is very unstable. With roughly 70 percent of government revenue
coming from diamond exports and the Customs Union with South Africa and
other countries, a deterioration in the diamond market or the political
situtation in the region could easily have significant adverse effects on
government revenue. Thus, there is scope for diversifying the sources of
government revenue with a view to reducing the vulnerability to external
developments. Further, there are several areas where the revenue system
could be rationalized.

3.27 The mid-term revlew of NDP VI should utilize the results of the
recent IMF tax mission as well as the study of incentives and disincentives
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to livestock production which the Government has agreed to carry out. A
number of areas which could be considered are discussed below:

(i) increaslng taxation of agricultural incomes by making taxation of
agricultural incomes more borizontally neutral. The Botswana
Government has historically granted tn extensive array of fiscal
concessions to the livestock industry which are not available to
other sectors of the economy. For example, the Government
currently allows capital expenditures on agricultural investments
as deductions against taxable income rather than as the more
common practice of considering them to be depreciable assets, as
in the industrial or commercial sectors. As a result of this and
other tax concessions, Incentives to invest in agriculture are
much greater relative to other sectors. To the extent such
investment leads to increasing stock levels without promoting
better management of cattle and land and higher offtake rates,
granting concessions to agricultural investments may actually
contribute to further degradation of the land.

(ii) the revenue intake could be substantially increased and the
revenue base stabilized by following other members of SACU and
introducing a broad-based sales tax at either the retail or
manufacturer/importer level. Tentative estimates suggest that a
5 percent ad valorem tax on major consumption goods would yield
some P 30 million in additional revenue.

(iii) there may be room for rationalization in the rates for personal
and corporate income taxes. The top marginal personal income tax
rate of 60 percent compares with a corporate tax rate of 35
percent, which is low by international standards. However,
before action is taken it may be necessary to evaluate the impact
of an increased corporate tax rate on foreign investors.

(iv) the funding system of local governments needs to be reviewed.
Currently the three major towns are to a large extent
self-supporting financially, mainly through property taxes and
local income tax, while rural districts rely heavily on Central
Government grants. Those transfers are targeted to grow by an
annual rate of 9.5 percent, which is the second fastest growing
expenditure item in the recurrent budget. An increase in local
taxes in the rural districts, coupled with a reduction in the
dependence on Central Government grants, would certainly be
conducive to local democracy and accountability. However, this
would also require careful evaluation of the efficiency of tax
collection procedures, particularly in rural areas, since some
taxes seem to cost nearly as much to collect as they yield in
revenues.

(v) more attention should be paid to cost recovery programs. In the
health sector, medical fees and charges have not been revised
since 1975. In the education sector, only a negligible amount of
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the bursaries is recovered; graduates have to repay only 5
percent of their Income for five years. In the housing sector,
arrears on service levy and building material loan payments under
low-ilcome housing programs are a major problem; further,
although this does not affect the budget directly, BBC charges
rents which are below economic levels. In the transportation
sector, cost recovery from road transportation is an area of
concerm. Road users are charged through various fees and permits
as well as through a sales tax on petroleum. Despite ad hoc
adjustments from time to time, taxation of road transportation
has declined considerably in real terms In recent years; further,
the maintenance costs for the roads during NDP VI are projected
to exceed revenues from road users by a wide margin.

3.28 Although this list is not exhaustive, it shows that there are a
number of areas where the revenue system could be improved to broaden and
stabilize the revenue base and improve the overall efficiency of the
revenue system. With respect to generating more revenue, an objective
which will become important only over the medium and long term, the revenue
measures cited above suggest that the sources should be ample to deal with
the Government's financial needs beyond the current Plan period.

(iii) Expenditure

3.29 As set forth in NDP VI, total expenditure Including lending will
grow by an annual rate of 4 percent, leading to a slight decline in the
share of goverament expenditure In GDP by 2 percentage points to 42 percent
in 1990/91 (see Table 3.5). The Government's share in total expenditure
remains high compared with other African countries, reflecting the large
amounts of mineral royalties and other revenues going through the
Government budget. The structure of expenditure will shift, however,
towards recurrent expenditure; the share of recurrent expenditure in total
expenditure will increase from 55 percent in 1985/86 to 64 percent in
1990/91, reflecting a leveling off of capital expenditure, while recurrent
expenditure will grow steadily. This change in the structure of
expenditure highlights the close attention that was given to the recurrent
budget implications of investment expenditure in the plan.

3.30 Ministerial recurrent expenditure (i.e., excluding interest
payments), are projected to increase by at annual rate of 6.8 percent
compared with about 10 percent during the previous plan period. As
discussed earlier, the overall ceiling for ministerial recurrent expendi-
ture has beet determined not only by financial but also by manpower
considerations. Clearly, the projected sharp drop in the growth rate of
government revenue and grants from the 12 percent actually recorded during
NDP V make it necessary to constraia the target rate for recurrent
expenditure growth. But, more important, since at Botswana's current
stage of development, an expanslon in recurrent expenditure necessitates a
nearly equal expansion in manpower, the containment of the targeted growth
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3.33 The Plan projects capital expenditure including lending to
average Pula 316 million per annum-during the plan period (Table 3.6). The
Plan identifies five categories of capital expenditure and lending:
ministry expenditure (170 million p.a.), self-liquidating projects (40
million p.a.), drought projects (average 6 million p.a.), on-lent aid funds
(54 million p.a.) and lending to parastatals (54 million p.a.). Ministry
expenditures comprise projects undertaken by ministries which have implica-
tions for the recurrent tudget in terms of supplies, maintenance and
staffing. Thus, they are constrained by the growth of recurrent expendi-
ture. An analysis of capital and recurrent expenditure undertaken by the
Ministry of Finance Indicates that, in recent years, each P 25 million
increase in capital expenditure results ln a one percent increase in the
growth of recurrent expenditure. Assuming that this overall ratio will
reflect an adequate accommodation of the recurrenLt cost requirements for
future investment programs of the Government, a recurrent expenditure
ceiling of 6.8 percent constrains the level of development expenditure to P
170 million a year. However, the Government felt that its financial
position during NDP VI would allow for higher capital outlays. Therefore,
the category of self-liquidating projects was introduced. The projects are
capital expenditures without significant recurrent cost implications.
Thus, total annual development expenditure is targeted to average around P
210 million during NDP VI, comprising P 170 million ministry expenditure
and P 40 million self-liquidating projects. A detailed list of all
envisaged individual projects, including project summaries which also
indicate the project's recurrent cost implications can be found in part II
of the Plan document. About two thirds of total ministry expenditure have
been allocated to three Ministries: Works and Communications, Education,
and Local Governments and Land.

Table 3.6: 2Ws otlfn Capital E dltur ncudt L,ding, 1985/86 - 190/91
(in mll1itas oEf Rla at 19bi/86 prixm)

1985/86 1986/87 1987/88 1988/89 1989/90 1990/91

Miistry Fpediture 170.0 170.0 170.0 170.0 170.0 170.0
of wbidh:.

Wo&rs and Commicatics (55.0) (55.0) (55.0) (55.0) (55.0) (55.0)
ducati (33.0) (33.0) (33.0) (33.0) (33.0) (33.0)

lowAl Gbv. and Land (22.0) (22.0) (22.0) (22.0) (22.0) (22.0)

Other projects 30.0 34.0 380 42.2 46.5 50.8
Drought projects 20.0 10.0 5.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Ca-lent Aid Finds 680 882 42.2 37.6 37.6 50.9

Not Lrudng to Parastatals 47.9 480 45.9 42.5 41.8 50.5

Tot capital expuditu
inciluing net le:dig 335.9 350.2 301.2 292.3 295.9 322.2

Source: NDP VI
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ble 3.5: ERwuldture aid Net 1 . 1995/86 - 199D/91
(mO llc et Ra at 1985/86 prie)

1985/86 1986/87 1967/88 1988/89 1!11/9 1990W/9

Rewrrt .pmuesa 382. 406.7 435.7 465.4 497.6 532.2
MEeqIpiet fProme 288.0 302.2 255.3 249.8 254.1 271.7
lIterest Pald 25.0 34.9 43.9 48.1 48.1 45.4
Net T to to
Parstsats 47.9 4&0 45.9 42.5 41.8 50.

Total EpwAituze 742.9 791.8 7#08 805.8 841.6 899.0

&Srce: MP VT

in recurrent expenditure reflects the Government's efforts not to crowd-out
the private sector by absorbing too large a share of scarce skilled
manpower. The plan projects an annual growth rate of 7 percent for the
skilled and professional levels. The projected growth rates of GDP and the
Government's contribution to GDP are 4.9 percent and 5.1 percent
respectively.

3.31 The departmental allocation of recurrent expenditure varies
widely (see Table 3.1). As discussed earlier, the high growth items are:
education (10.5 percent per annum); grants to local authorities (9.5
percent); railway transportation (from no expenditure in 1984/85 to P 14
million in 1990/91); and health (6.4 percent). For most of the other
departments, the recurrent expenditure ceiling is much lower; it averages
arouad 3.4 percent, which is the expected rate of growth of population.

3.32 The Plan assumes the maintenaace of real wages and salaries for
government employees. However, merit increases may be granted from time to
time and grade promotions will continue and structural Increases such as
that scheduled for April 1986 may take place. As pointed out above, the
expenditure provisions do not take into account the recent change in the
Pula rate which, to the extent the import-weighted effective exchange rate
has also depreciated, may require higher expenditures for imports. For
this and other reasons discussed below, the ceilings on the recurrent
budget for some sectors may be difficult to sustain. The projections for
interest payments are also based on exchange rates which do not reflect the
recent devaluation of the Pula. Interest payments will, therefore, exceed
the Plan projection by a wide margin, particularly since most interest on
long-term debts are denominated in currencies other than the Rand.
Finally, it is not clear what the long-term liabilities arising from the
pension scheme are; the Government might wish to consider setting up a
special pension fund.
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3.34 Based on the assumption that the current drought will end soon,
provision for drought relief expenditure has only been made for the first
half of the plan period and at declining rates, totalling P 35 million.
However, the Plan's intention to phase out drought relief measures as soon
as the drought ends may prove to be overly ambitious since many of the
drought relief programs have an open ended character. Already the
Government has experienced the internal political pressures which can be
brought to maintain drought relief programs. The Government may thus find
itself in a position where it has to take over the funding of relief
programs, currently financed by dotors, who, with the end of the drough~.
may discontinue that form of assistance. Therefore, the Government should
establish ar.d communicate to recipients clear and fixed criteria for the
conditions under which drought relief will be provided to particular areas.

3.35 On-lent aid funds are related to the investment program of the
parastatals. A large share of their projects is financed by borrowing from
donors. Insofar as the donors request the lent funds to be channeled
through the Government accounts, they appear in the plan as on-lent aid
funds to parastatals. They are projected to average P 54 million per annum
during NDP VI, stemming largely from the construction of the Moropule Power
Station, and loans to the Botswana Telecommunications Corporation and to
the Water Utilities Corporation. Another financing source for parastatals
is borrowing from the Government. Government lends to parastatals through
the Public Debt Serviee Fund (PDSF) and the Revenue Stabilization Fund
(RSF), both of which are financed through the budget. The PDSF is financed
by an appropriation from the original budget. Ex-ante surpluses after
transfer to PDSF are transferred to the RSF. Governmeat lending to
parastatals is projected to average around P 45 milliot per year.
Parastatals are involved in a large investment program which is, however,
only partially reflected in the Plan. The present system of parastatal
management allows the necessary degree of autonomy from government
interference. However, analysis of the aggregate impact of parastatals
(e.g., for external financing and debt servicing requirements) would be
facilitated through consolidated accounts which could be presented on the
Plan documents.

3.36 Overall, the capital budget appears to be well-conceived.
However, It is based on exchange rate assumptions which are not based on
current levels. In order to implement the projects included in the Plan as
envisaged, expenditure allocations including lending may have to be
increased somewhat, largely depending upon the import content of the
investment projects and the degree to which the import-weighted exchange
rate has depreciated. To a some degree this problem may only be a question
of accounting, since at current exchange rate levels external projects
assistance and foreign borrowings in Pula terms will also increase.
Mission projections presented in Table 3.4 assume that capital expenditures
including lending will exceed Plan projections by approximately 5 percent
as a consequence of effective depreciation of the Pula. The mid-term
review of the Plan and the annual budgeting exercises will have to
determine the extent to which actual allocations will have to increase.
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(iv) Borrowing

3.37 . The base case predicts that substantial government borrowing will
be needed only toward the end of the plan. If In addition to the on-lent
aid funds, 30 perceat of the ministry capital expenditure were financed
from external sources,.the Government would accumulate sizable amounts of
deposits, albeit at a declining rate, with the Central Bank through most of
NDP VI. If there were a sharp rise in the overall budget deficit, as
projected in the base case for 1990/91, it would necessitate a considerable
draw down of domestic deposits, amounting to about one third of total
borrowing requirements in that year. Although in terms of flows, the
Government would be a net user of funds from the domestic basking system in
1990/91, it would, it terms of stocks, only slightly change the significant
feature of Botswana's banking system of the Government being a net supplier
of funds. According to mission estimates, the Government will accumulate
deposits with the Central Bank throughout the whole Plan period, largely
reflecting the higher Inflow of foreign funds in Pula terms. The Plan
projects Government's external debt service as a percentage of exports to
Increase from 3 percent In 1985/86 to 5 percent in 1990/91. Concurrently,
the parastatals' external debt service is estimated to grow from 2 percent
in 1985/86 to 6 percent in 1990/91. Bank projections (see Table 2.2)
foresee total debt service increasing to 7 and 9 percent by 1990 and 1995,
respectively. These projections represent a sharp increase in debt
servicing, though not one which is out of line with requirements or the
capacities of the Government to handle.

3.38 On balance, therefore, it appears that the projected level of
resources flowing to the Government during NDP VI will exceed the envisaged
expenditure program. Notwithstanding this surplus, the longer-term
outlook, which foresees movement toward budgetary deficits given current
expenditure growth estimates, suggests that the Government would be
well-advised to use this breathing space to review the traditional revenue
sources and to explore new ones. Increased emphasis must be placed on cost
recovery both for its revenue and efficiency implications. Also, and more
importantly, the tax base has to be broadened in order to reduce its
vulnerability to external shocks and make it more elastic with respect to
inflation and economic growth, even if initially low rates imply only small
collections. On the expenditure side, no major reallocations among sectors
are proposed, though the following sectoral chapters suggest some policy
changes which may entail some increased expenditure or sub-sectoral
reallocation. This points to the need to pay even more attention to
scrutinizing investments closely to ensure that only investment projects
having acceptable economic returns are undertaken. In the short run,
however, particularly given the exceptionally high expected budgetary
surpluses in the next few years, the Government should make special efforts
to identify further development projects which have little or no recurrent
cost implications (i.e. self liquidating projects) and which could be
implemented in this Plan period. Recognizing that manpower limitations are
the binding constraints on increasing other investment and recurrent
expenditures, it would be particularly beneficial if efforts were made to
identify SLPs or other expenditures which could be justified in the human
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resource development area. Special effort should also be made to ensure
that ongoing programe, again particularly in the human developmet sectors,
have all required supplies (e.g. book,, medical supplies) to un
effIciently.



CHAPTER IV. DEVELOPMENT POLICY AND PUBLIC EXPENDITURE
IN AGRICULTURE

A. Introduction

4.1 The agricultural sector is more Important to Botswana than its
relatively small share of GDP - 7 percent in 1985 - would indicate.
Despite lower production in recent years due to the drought, agriculture
plays a signlficant role as an employer for most of the rural population.
The Government recognizes the limits of agriculture and has continued to
encourage employment generation in non-agricultural sectors. Realities
appear to dictate, however, that a large -proportion of the rural population
will be dependent on agricalture for the foreseeable future. Exploitation
of the country's non-renewable natural resources allows the agricultural
sector to receive a net transfer of financial resources. But Investment of
these resources In agriculture, in the long-run, needs to be as cost-
effective as possible and must be targeted at assisting the rural
population to improve and then sustain increased productivity. Presently,
a large amount of attention is given to assisting farmers who require
technical support, incentives and asesitance in provision of inputs and
on-farm investments. Within this context the present expenditure program
shifts emphasis toward arable agriculture as a means of achieving higher
production and providing employment opportunities. In NDP VI, programs
aimed at the small traditional farmer are continued, and new programs
directed at medium farmers and irrigated production are to be instituted.

4.2 Although Botswana's land area is relatively large (600,000 km2),
most of it consists of arid and semi-arid regions that are unsuitable for
arable agriculture; about two-thirds of the country's land area is covered
by the savannah grasses and thorn bush of the Kalahari Desert. Conse-
quently, most of the population of just over one million have settled on
about 10 percent of the total land area in the catchment areas of the
Limpopo River, along the country's eastern border with Zimbabwe and South
Africa. However, even in these more habitable areas, the climatic
conditions are not particularly favorable to arable agriculture. Droughts
occur regularly, often in successive years, and the average annual
rainfall, even in these preferred areas, is only about 350 mm to 550 ma.

4.3 Of the approximately 80,000 farming households in the country
(down from 85,000 in 1981), about 75 percent are engaged in traditional
farming on the tribal lands of some 37 million ha. Many of these
households grow crops for subsistence as well as holding cattle wbieh are
grazed communally. However, an estimated 50 percent of farming households
do not hold any cattle, even as draft power, and depend solely on off-farm
incomes or crops for their subsistence. Of the 360 commercial farms on
freehold land, approximate- 200 specialize in cattle production while the
remainder raise both crops and cattle; even on these mixed farms, however,
cattle production usually predominates.

4.4 The average farm family on tribal land plants up to about three
ha under sorghum, maize or millet. Most of these families use oxen for
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draft power (about one-half of these farmers, who do not own draft power,
either share or hire) and yields may be as low as 150 to 300 kg/ha for
sorghum, maize and millet in a normal year, as compared, for example, with
Malawi, where rainfall averages are much higher, which produces about 800-
1,000 kg/ha. It is estimated that in an average year, only about 30 per-
cent of the traditioual farm families produce enough for their own needs.

4.5 The cattle which graze on tribal land account for about 2.3
million head, or about 85 percent of the total herd of approximately 2.7
million. However, most of the herd, which is held on tribal land, is
actually owned by people living outside these areas, either by freehold
rancherL or by urban residents who depend mainly on other jobs for a
living. The freehold ranchers who own and hold about 0.4 million head of
cattle, are known to graze a large number of cattle on tribal land where
they operate cattle posts (boreholes at which the watering of cattle takes
place).

(1) Agricultural Performance

4.6 The overall performance of the agricultural sector has been
dominated by the drought. Agricultural value added in real terms has
declined for 7 consecutive years since 1977/78. The substantial drop in
agricultural output is largely due to the decline in crop production as
shown in Table 4.1 below. Total annual production of the three main
cereals - sorghum, maize, and millet -- varies greatly, with production at
best about half the national requirement during normal years and falling
seriously short in drought years. However, NDP VI notes that a declining
trend in basic food production is discernible above the fluctuations due to
drought. The fall in output of arable agriculture has resulted in a large
number of farmers not producing enough to meet their caloric requirements
and having to supplement their diets with food purchased or obtained
through government relief programs.

Table 4.1: Production of Major Crops, 1979 - 1984

1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984

Sorghum '000 tons 4.3 29.1 28.3 3.8 5.2 5.7
Maize '000 tons 2.3 11.6 21.4 12.4 8.5 0.5
Millet '000 tons 0.9 2.9 1.8 0.5 0.4 0.7
Beans & pulses '000 tons 1.0 1.8 2.7 0.5 0.3 0.4

Total production 8.5 44.8 54.2 17.2 14.4 7.3

Source: Ministry of Agriculture, Statistical Bulletin.

4.7 To meet its domestic cereal requirements, Botswana's food Imports
have risen accordingly to 170,000 tons of cereal in 1983/84. Food aid
meets less than 20 percent of the total need. In terms of value, however,
as Table 4.2 below shows, food imports represent a small share not only of
total imports, but also of export revenue.
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Table 4.2: Cereal Imports and Percentage of Revenue 1980-84

1980/81 1981/82 1982/83-- 1983/84

Cereal imports '000 tons 79.4 111.0 173.6 170.0 1/
of which food aid 9.2 4.9 24.3 31.3

Value of Imports of cereal &
milled products (P) 20 23 27 59
as Z of total imports 5 4 5 7
as I of export revenues 8 7 7 7

Source: Report on the National Food Strategy, MOF.

1/ Estimated figure. -

4.8 In contrast to arable agriculture, the livestock subsector has
expanded rapidly in terms of numbers, offtake and beef sales. The national
herd has increased significantly over the last two decades, from 1.4
million in 1964 to about 2.7 million in 1984, with a peak of a approxi-
mately 3 million before the drought in 1979 (Appendix 7.5); the number of
cattle slaughtered also increased from 228,000 head in 1979 to 239,000 in
1984; and the value of beef and beef products increased from about P38 m
in 1979 to P120 m in 1984. The expansion of the subsector can be
attributed to (a) attractive prices which reach the final producer; (b) a
physical environment relatively favorable to livestock; and (c) government
support and incentives.

(ii) Agricultural Constraints and Potential

4.9 The most serious constraints affecting agricultural production
in Botswana stem from sparse rainfall and poor soils. Under these environ-
mental conditions, not much can be expected in terms of marketable crop
surplus from dryland farming with the prevailing technology. Irrigation,
particularly through large-scale operations, has some potential to increase
production, but irrigable areas are limited. While conditions favor
livestock production, in some respect, as stated above, the cattle
population is near the upper limit of its carrying capacity under present
levels of management.

4.10 Botswana has had below average raiufall or drou8hts since the
1978/79 season. The effect of these rainfall levels on rural activities
has been devastating. The number of households holding land fell from
70,000 in 1980 to 59,000 in 1984 and the number of households engaged in
planting over this period dropped by about 30 percent. Total cereal
pr4duction fell to its lowest recorded level of about 7,000 tons in the
1983/84 season. The drought also affected grazing conditions and watering
points which led to livestock weight losses and high cattle mortality. The
cattle mortality rate rose from about 13.8 percent in 1980 to 19.3 percent
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in 1984 for the traditional farmers and from 3.9 percent in 1980 to 10
percent in-1984 for the commercial farmers (Appendix 7.6). During NDP V,
the Government had to allocate about P14 m to MOA for various relief
measures. However, drought is not a new phenomenon in Botswana. Any
assessment of the natural resources of Botswana's soil and climate
concludes that the potential for Aylsad farmin is limited given currett
technology. Soil quality is low and the high sand content is partly
responsible for the high evapotranspiration rate. The low and erratic
rainfall coupled with extreme and rapid changes of temperature adversely
affects both planting and germination. Other constraints affecting arable
agriculture include lack of high yielding, adaptable, short season
varieties of staples and lack of draft power at the time required.

4.11 In light of the very limited increase in production from dryland
farming, irrigation has often been mentioned as a potential solution to the-
problem. There are two main sources of surface water in the country: the
Limpopo River and its tributaries in the east and the Okavango Delta in the
northwest. Expansion in the use of the Limpopo, which is also used for
irrigation by Zimbabwe and South Africa, will require agreerient between the
countries concerned regarding water use. The Okavango Delta, although
relatively iuaccessible, is a natural swamp with large quaatities of
seasonal water. Other areas mentioned include Lake Ngami River, Chobe
River, Boteti River and Kasane Kazungula Triangle. Although these water
resources have not yet been the subject of a careful study, the costs of
developing them for Irrigation purposes are expected to be high. While
ground water in some areas may be tapped for cattle and crops, the
potential of distributing the larger quantities required for irrigation has
not yet been determined.

4.12 Currently there are about 1,100 ha of land under full irrigation,
mostly on freehold land in the Tuli Block along the Limpopo. The main
crops grown are wheat, cotton, citrus and vegetables. Whi'e the Tuli Block
farms have potential for increased crop production, at present cattle
ranching is by far the most prevalent enterprise. Evidently there are
farmers now possessing land in the Tuli area who would move land into crop
production if the right signals were received. Currently, increased crop
production is limited due to lack of basic infrastructure and services.
Road links are often inadequate, preventing easy access to inputs and
produce; domestic marketing facilities catering to a large volume of
production are limited or unavailable. Power transmission lines are
non-existent in some places, and power is priced above economic levels (see
Chapter VI), leaving irrigation to rely on expensive diesel for power gene-
ration. Further study of crop marketing is required, and preparation work
needs to be carried out for an integrated project or a coordinated set of
projects which would enhance the production capability of the Tuli region
by providing increased and upgraded infrastructure and marketing support.

4.13 Botswana is in many respects cattle country. There are few
areas where cattle do not graze, and under the current management system,
most areas have either reached or will soon reach their maximum sustainable
capacity. The communal tenure system encourages overgrazing and provides a
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disincentive towards moderm management techniques, and drought conditions
exacerbate the situation further in terms of range degradation. Further
production growth in the subsector, if it is to be achievred, will have to
come primarily from increased offtake derived from more efficient use of
land resources and not from growth of the herd.

B. Agricultural Strategy

4.14 For more than a decade, Botswana's basic strategy for development
depended upon achieving quick and large returns from capital investment in
diamond mining and reinvesting those returns in infrastructure and social
services. In addition emphasis has been given to strengthening the
productive beef industry which enjoys preferential access to the European
Common Market. However, the mining and beef industries have not been
significant sources of employment for an expanding labor force, and almost
half of the rural population remains in poverty despite government efforts
to increase access to education and other social services. Against this
uncertain background, the Government sees agriculture, particularly the
arable subsector, as a key area for employment creation, income
redistribution and increases In income.

4.15 The Government recognizes that the severe drought that has
affected Botswana for the last four years is not an exceptional but a
recurring cyclical phenomenon that should be anticipated in the long-term
development of agriculture. This has now been incorporated in the National
Food Strategy (NFS), supported by the Plan, which aims at achieving
recovery in food production, establishing a food-grain reserve and giving
priority to irrigated agriculture to reduce fluctuations in year-to-year
output.

4.16 To achieve these objectives, policies for developing agriculture
will focus on provison of adequate technical support (extension and
research), incentives (producer prices and marketing facilitles), and
various programs to provide inputs and on-farm investments on a subsidy/
grant basis. These programs formulated for different groups of farmers are
the Government's main interventions to counter some of the constraints to
expanded agricultural production. The main new emphasis of NDP VI is on
large-scale irrigation and subsidized infrastructure for middle-size and
commercial farmers.

(i) Government Incentives and Assistance Programs for Agriculture

4.17 To encourage agricultural crop production, the Government,
through the Botswana Agricultural Marketing Board (BAMB), has established
floor prices for the major crops, based on prices of imports from South
Africa. However, producers are free to sell above the established prices.
As Botswana is a member of the South African Customs Union, agricultural
products (excluding those from livestock) move freely across borders.
There are no subsidies for consumers. BAMB, as a last resort purchaser of
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grain, maintains input stores and storage dep4ts at strategic remote
areas. Botswana, through the Botswana Meat Commission (BMC), has one of
the best organized marketing systems in the world for its beef and beef
products. Approximately 85 percent of the country's beef production is
exported and producer prices reflect the returns from overseas sales.
About 50 percent of the export market sales are to EEC, where prices tend
to be 25-30 percent higher than the average world prices.

4.18 The current approach to research concentrates on the farming
system and commodity base, emphasizing drought avoidance strategies such as
early maturing varieties of food grains. The formulation of reliable and
financially attractive technical packages is extremely difficult in the
harsh natural conditions of Botswana. As a result, no significant
achievements in arable agriculture have emerged despite the continued
existence of several programs. These various research activities,
supported mainly by donor agencies, are being carried out in a disjointed
manner. The key to research in Botswana is setting priorities and the
various on-going activities need to be integrated and expanded into a
research program that directly supports the Governrent's objectives for the
sector. The Farming System Research Program (PSRP), which is looking at
activities that will lead to identification of plant varieties and
techniques less vulnerable to drought, seems to have produced some success,
but only in a limited area. This program, therefore, may require wider
coverage than hitherto. Notably lacking from the research program is the
development of water-retention technology, which needs to be a high
priority. There is also the need to identify technologies already
developed elsewhere and to speed-up their adoption by farmers. Botswana
has a good research program for livestock, and an extensive data base in
livestock production. However, as the problem of range degradation becomes
more critical, research effort is needed to develop a program to monitor
the effect of continuous heavy grazing on carrying capacity and production
under different management systems.

4.19 The role of the extension service is stressed in the Plan. It is
charged not only with responsibility for delivering innovative technologies
in agriculture, but also with the delivery of some of the programs of
financial assistance. Extension efforts on crop husbandry have had minimal
impact so far. Lack of improved packages to present to farmers is a major
factor in this. The widely scattered farming population and vast amounts
of territory make the work of the extension field staff difficult. Lack of
career incentives, compounded by a rapidly expanding workload, makes a good
extension agent in the MOA susceptible to better offers from the parasta-
tals and commercial banks. The Government should review the remuneration
packages of the extension field services and make the necessary adjustments
to enable the MOA to retain and recruit competent staff. While provisions
for housing and transport of agents are included in the plan, the expanding
workload may also require more systematic programming of extension workers'
visits with farmers and supervisors. Work plans for extension staff should
be drawn up and adhered to.
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(ii) Arable Programs

4.20 The Arable Lands Development Program (ALDEP), introduced in 1979,,
remains a key program through which the Government is attempting to remove
some of the known constraints facing the poorer traditional farmers. These
farmers are defined as those holdiag less than 10 ha of land and owning
less than 40 head of cattle, with a potential individual investment capaci-
ty of under P2,000. ALDEP's assistance to farmers is provided in the form
of draft power, farm implements, fencing and water tanks. Initially,
financing of the various packages consisted of loan/subsidy to farmers.
Because of poor credit repayments and low farmer participation, the Govern-
ment, since October 1983, has revised the financing plan to an 85 percent
government grantl/. Since the change, the number of participants has
increased significantly: before October 1983, only 2,225 packages were
distributed whereas between October 1983 and June 1985, 6,297 were distri-
buted. However, of all the packages distributed in the last two years, 59
percent were for fencing and only 22 percent and 18 percent were for farm
implements and draft power, respectively. Implementation of ALDEP rests
largely with the extension staff, who are required to identify beneficia-
ries, process applications, aud distribute the packages.

4.21 Even with the large grant component ALDEP has not moved as fast
as the Government had anticipated. The reasons for this include the
drought, the problems of the extension staff and the lack of promising
technical packages. ALDEP represents a worthwhile effort to help poorer
farmers undertake on-farm investments which they would not have been able
to make through their own resources. However, only after the current
drought is over will it be possible to measure its achievement over the
past years.

4.22 A new program, the Accelerated Rainfed Arable Program (ARAP)
similar in concept to ALDEP was introduced in September 1985. ARAP is
conceptually directed towards intermediate or mediuw-scale dryland farmers
though the ALDEP target group, small-scale farmers, are also eligible for
assistance. The program includes: grants for destumping, draft power hire
for ploughing, row planting and weeding, input procurement and distribution
(sorghum and millet seeds, fertilizer), communal water development for crop
farming, and an 85 percent subsidy for fencing. The maximum land area for
assistance has been set at 10 ha, except for the supply of free fertilizer
for plots of land up to 3 ha. The fixed amount given for different
activities seems to represent 100 percent of cost, at least up to the 10 ha
specified. As in the case of ALDEP, Implementation of ARAP will rest with
the extension staff.

4.23 Further assistance to farmers is provided through an array of
other programs inciuding the Agricultural Relief Programs (ARP). This
program has an expected life of one year (1985/86) by which time it is
hoped that the drought will be ove-, Among the drought relief measures
are: a free seed distribution scheme, 85 percent subsidy for draft power

I/ Except for the oxen component of the draft power package, where
financing is on the basis of 60% grant and 40% farmers' contributions.
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and grants for destumping. To regain former levels of production after the
drought, a program called the Post Drought Recovery Program (PDRP) has been
included in the Plan. According to the Plan, this program will provide
subsidies for hire of draft power, purchase and distribution of
supplementary seed and fodder supplies, payment for destumping of arable
lands and other measures which can be considered appropriate to the
recovery period. Indirect assistance to farmers under ARP also includes
the Labor Based Relief Program (LBRP) which offers short-term work
opportunities to the rural population who are paid a daily wage of P2 for
their labor In rural infrastructure schemes identified by the villages
through village development committees. Projects that have so far been
undertaken through LBRP include: construction of dams and airstrips,
clearing of minor roads, erection of drift-fences for grazing management
and clearing of firebreaks. When directed particularly at construction of
small dams, other water retention devices and other productive purposes,
this program appears beneficial both in terms of employment creation and
its impact on production capability.

4.24 While the programs to boost dryland agriculture may have some
productive impact, they appear more important as measures for income
redistribution than for agricultural development. It does not seem likely
that these programs can generate large increases In rural employment or
iacomes. In the case of Botswana, some subsidization of the poorest
farmers may be justified given the availability of resources and when there
are reasonable prospects that recipients could become more self-sufficient
in food production or could otherwise benefit from better nutrition through
increased production at the farm level. These programs must be kept under
review, however. Programs, such as ARAP, directed at higher income groups,
should be justified on economic grounds.

4.25 In general, these programs seem to have been formulated without
adequate consideration of possible duplication of coverage and disparities
in benefits. For example, the ARAP program provides an outright grant for
the better-off intermediate farmers, while the poorest farmers under ALDEP
must contribute financially through a dowupayment. One major point of
concern is the degree of overlap among ARAP, ALDEP, PDRP, and DRP, all of
which provide similar packages and, to a great extent, to the same groups
of farmers. There would be advantages in consolidating these programs, or
at the least coordinating and harmonizing the different activities, to
avoid duplication and allow for better implementation. Of particular
urgency is a decision on which of the drought relief measures should be
maintained in a post drought situation.

4.26 There is some indication, as noted in NDP VI, that iaere may be a
declining trend in basic food production over and above the fluctuations
that can be attributed to drought. A determination of whether this indeed
is the case would seem to justify a comprehensive study or survey. Such a
study could be useful in determining assistance packages for different
levels of farmers. There are many factors contributing to the lack of
participation and/or low productivity by farmers in Botswana. Some of
these factors (as indicated earlier) are known, and are being addressed
through the various agricultural programs. However, a downward trend in
production would seem to suggest other unresolved issues and/or need for
alternative methods of motivatilg farmers.
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(iii) Irrigation Potential

4.27 Because of the drought and the desire for food self-sufficiency/
food security, the possibility of exploiting irrigated agriculture is being
stressed to a greater extent than hitherto. During the Plan, a series of
studies will be undertaken to determine the potential for irrigated agri-
culture based on Botswana's rivers and groundwater resources. In an effort
to encourage private investment in irrigation, a number of feasibility
studies will be undertaken for commerical schemes in the Chobe River area
and south of the Okavango Delta. Private itvestment will also be
encouraged through the Financial Assistance Policy (FAP) which offers
assistance to commercial farmers for Irrigation, FAP provides a grant
covering a proportion of the initial capital cost. Up to this point,
however, very little FAP funds have been used for irrigation.
Infrastructure improvements-(roads) will be undertaken mainly in the Tuli
Block areas. The Molapo Development Project, which was initiated In 1983
- for small scale irrigation - will be continued, and an Irrigation
Development Unit will be established within the MOA.

4.28 Commerci > irrigated agriculture has a role in agricultural
development in Bo* vana. Farmers using irrigation are likely to be
producing higher valued crops, which could earn valuable foreign exchange
and offset expenditures on food Imports. In light of lack of experience of
developing irrigation, however, the Government needs to proceed cautiously
and should avoid the possibility of spreading its efforts too thinly. For
the near future, concentration in the Tuli Block area, for example, which
is already being developed with reasonable success by commercial farmers,
could generate information and experience which would be valuable for the
long-run development of irrigation. While cattle ranching is currently the
dominant activity in these farms, farmers could eventually expand their
crop acreage. The Government could increase crop production through
provision of infrastructure, services and the negotiation of water rights
on the Limpopo. With respect to marketing, there is a need to analyze the
potential for export and processing facilities given the limited domestic
demand. The other two areas identified for irrigation development, even if
proven viable agronomically, are a considerable distance from mark.ts and
service centers. Moreover, the development of land around the Okavango
Delta must proceed cautiously because of the fragile eavironmental balance
of the area. Conceptually, small scale farms have more potential for
creating employment than large holdings. The Molapo pilot program, if
successful, would offer a basis for replicating the approach elsewhere.
However, experience elsewhere in Africa, raises doubt about the viability
of smallholder irrigation schemes. Further study of the economics and
employment creation of small and large holdings is thus required.

(iv) Agricultural Diversification

4.29 In addition to the promotion of arable and livestock development,
the Plan supports the diversification of agriculture in a number of areas
including: small stock, poultry and eggs, dairy products, horticulture,
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forestry and fisheries. These enterprises, seem to present viable economic
alternatives to dryland crop production. Small stock provides an important
source of income and nutrition in rural areas. They are relatively drought
reslstant and suitable for small production units. The promotion of
poultry and egg production has had some success, particularly around the
cities, and Imports of these products have been reduced to-only 5 percent
of total requirement. A major constraint to expanded poultry production,
however, is the avallability of quality feed. The overall constraints for
these enterprises are in the areas of marketing, processing facilities,
inputs and technical know-how. There would seem to be scope for a study
that would among other thlngs, examine the potential for smallstock and
their interaction with crops/livestock (mixed farming). The study should
include accurate- assumptions about trends including demand and supply
situations.

(v) Food Self-Sufficiency and Grain Reserve

4.30 Food self-reliance Is conceived as a priority within the NFS and
NDP VI. In the long run, the Government hopes that Investments in both
dryland and irrig.ted agricultur' will lead to self-sufficiency. As a
medium-term objective, the Government intends to achieve food security
during the Plan period by maintaining 30,000 tons of strategic foodgrain
reserve and an adequate foreign exchange reserve. While the Government
justifies these policies on the political uncertainties In the region, it
must also recognize their economic costs. Given the substantial magnitude
of its food deficits, as well as ecological constraints and uncertainties
of growing foodgralns through irrigation, it will be extremely difficult
for Botswana to achieve the high rates of growth in foodgrains implied by
the goal of self-sufficiency. Also, as indicated earlier (pars 4.8), the
import of food does not necessarily represent a heavy burden on the
country's foreign exchange. With regard to maintaining a 30,000 tons food
reserve (roughly three months' of commercial imports in a non-drought
year), the Government needs to evaluate this proposal carefully, as this
could result in higher costs and inefficient turn-over of the stored grain.

(vi) Livestock Programs

4.31 The Goverament's aim has been to promote the maximum sustainable
production and Income growth for the cattle industry. This policy has been
backed by the Tribal Grazlng Land Policy (TGLP) which proposes major land
tenure reforms. TGLP, which was Initiated by the Government In 1975, is
aimed essentially at changing the traditional system of land tenure in the
tribal grazing areas. Under this program, leasehold ranches were to be
established within the tribal lands, while ensuring that adequate land
would be reserved around the villages for communal grazing to ensure that
"every tribesmen has as much land as he needs to sustain himself and his
family." 2/ Thus, the intention was to replace communal grazing with
leasehold ranching, except in those areas needed for draft purposes by

2/ TGLP
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small subsistence farmers. On the ranches, which would be fenced, exclu-
sive right to the use of the land by individuals or groups of individuals
forming syndicates or group ranches, would be recognized.

4.32 Although the program has seen some progress, a combination of
technical, political and economic constraints have limited its impact.- In
recent years, the emphasis has been reversed and aimed at leaving most of
the tribal land under traditional tenure, while establishing some ranches,
quite often on unsettled land outside, or on the periphery of the tribal
areas, depending on the amount of land that is made available for ranch
development by the local land boards. In addition, the land use planning
procedures and land zoning have not been consistent with TLGP's original
concept.

4.33 TGLP, if implemented along the guidelines of the original policy
document, could achieve sustainable output of fodder from the grazing
resource, which In turn could lead to an expanded level of livestock
production. In an attempt to put TGLP back on its track, the Government,
during the Plan, will implement a National Land Management and Livestock
Project (NLMLP) which, among other things, addresses the fundameatal
reforms in the planning and administration of land use. In addition
abattoir capacity will be increased through the construction of a new
abattoir in Francistown. This will permit an increase in the slaughter
offtake which has remained relatively constant because the abattoir
capacity of the country has been fully utilized. It will also reduce the
need for shipping the animals to Lobatse (in the south) and impoundment of
animals at foot and mouth disease gates. Other programs to be implemented
during NDP VI include improvement in livestock marketing facilities, which
will also provide Incentives for increased offtake; expansion of the cordon
fence system to provide strict control of cattle movements; and a program
referred to as Service to Livestock Owners in Communal Areas (SLOCA), which
alms at encouraging the use of improved animal husbandry techniques and
provision of livestock inputs and marketing services.

4.34 While the livestock programs seem to be basically sound, the
existing differential grade pricing system for livestock producers does not
create enough incentives for the majority of farmers to invest ini improved
range mangement practices and quality beef production. There Is a need,
therefore, to refine the package of fiscal and pricing incentives and
disencentives to discourage the overgrazing of the range and to stimulate
production of higher quality of meat for export. In addition, as specified
in previous Bank studies, there are a number of measures which, if
initiated, would lead to greater efficiency and cost recovery in the
livestock subsector. For example, veterinary services costs and the costs
of improving and extending the trek route system should be recovered from
user charges, and current nominal TGLP land rental rates should be aligned
with market values. As noted earlier (pars. 3.27), the income tax system
should treat agricultural and other income and capital expenditures on a
horizontally neutral basis.
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C. The Agricultural Expeaditure Program

4.35 This section focuses on the Ministry of Agriculture's (MOA)
expenditure, which represents the main avenue of public support for
agriculture. However, Investment in support of agriculture also includes a
number of parastatals 3,, donor agencies and private institutions which
are not Included in the Plan. Table 4.3, below, shows the forecast and
outcomes for the previous Plan in comparison with NDP VI.

Table 4.3: Agriculture Development Expenditure

NDP V Planned and Actual Couwared to ND? VI Forecast
(P '000)

NDP V I/ NDP VI
Planned Actual Planned

Value X Value X x Iuplemented Value X

Animal health 16,733 15.5 18,703 29.7 }11 4,285 5.4
Livestock development 44,714 41.2 17,722 28.1 39 7,321 9.2
Arable development 24,067 22.1 13,760 21.8 57 52,830 66.2
pesearch 4,621 4.2 1,609 2.6 35 1,300 1.6

Manpower training 3,689 3.4 5,246 8.4 142 310 0.3
Other 2/ 14,729 13.6 5,902 9.4 40 13,811 17.3

Total 3/ 108,445 100 62,942 100 57 79,857 100

i/ Excludes expenditure on drought relief projects which amounted to about P13.8
million in NDP V.

2/ Others inlcude projects such as: horticulture, poultry, forestry, housing, etc.
3/ Excludes expenditures oan drought relief projects or self liquidating projects

which amounted to P14 m actually spent in NDP V and an estimated P8 m for NDP VI.

4.36 The total development expenditures allocated for MOA in the Plan
of P 80 m at 1985 prices excludes expenditure on drought relief or self
liquidating projects estimated at about P8 a (Appendix 7.7). This
represents a slight decrease in agriculture's share in total actual
development expenditure from about 7.4 percent in NDP V to about 6.3
percent in the current NDP VI. This reduction is partly a matter of
accounting. Thus:

(i) a large investment for the construction of the Prancistown
Abattoir will be undertaken by BMC, and is therefore, not
included within MOA's budget;

(ii) most of the responsibilities for irrigation development have
been allocated to BDC and other ministries; and

3/ Botswana Meat Commission (BHC); Botswana Agricultural Marketing
Board (BAMB); National Development Bank (NDB); Botswana Livestock
Development Corporation (BLDC); Botswana Development Corporatien (BDC)
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(iii) while most of the major programs implemented during NDP V
are carried through during NDP VI, some major activities
like the Botswana Vaccine Institute and the expansion of the
Agricultural Training College have been completed,

A breakdown of the developmeet activities and expenditures is given it
Appendix Table 7.8. The figures indicate a significant shift in emphasis
from livestock to arable farming, with most of the allocations going to the
arable agricultural programs. Allocations to animal health and livestock
development in NDP VI are estimated at only 15 percent as compared to 58
percent actually spent in NDP V. Arable agriculture accounted for 22
percent in NDP V as compared to an estimated 66 percent It the current
Plan. As the core of the Government's strategy to boost dryland produc-
tion, ARAP and ALDEP account for the largest share of about 54 percent of
the total agricultural development budget. Allocation to manpower training
in NDP VI is estimated at only 0.3 percent as compared to 8.4 percent
actually spent in NDP V, reflecting the major expansion of the Agricultural
College, which was undertaken during NDP V.

4.37 The MOA has been allocated real growth of recurrent expenditure
of 3.5 percent per year during NDP VI, as compared to about 10.0 percent a
year in the previous Plan (see Appendix 7.9). This is well below the
overall growth in the recurrent budget of 6.8 percent per year. The
Government has set the ceiling for recurrent expenditure growth on the
basis of manpower scarcity as well as the fact that with the exception of
irrigation, the tewly identified programs have minimal recurrent implica-
tions. As a large proportion of the agricultural programs depend on the
ability of extension agents to administer them and given that 20 percent of
the extension service field posts are currently vacant, it will be
important, therefore, to evaluate whether limitations on the recurrent
budget are adversely affecting the implementation of some programs,
particularly ARAP and ALDEP.

4.38 Iv view of past experience in implementing agricultural programs
and the limited extension capacity, it seems that the overall allocations
to arable agriculture, particularly for ARAP and ALDEP, may be too
ambitious. Even if drought recedes, funds may not be disbursed as quickly
as planned. Moreover, while the implementation of ARAP is planned for the
current 1985/86 season, no clear directive had been sent to the field staff
by the end of 1985, and there had been no reinforcement of staff to execute
the new programs in addition to the several on-going ones; this spells
delays in implementation. Although allocations for research are low by
comparison with the past, the under-utilization of funds in NDP V and the
ample availability of donor funding for research, some of which does not go
through the Government's budget, seem to justify the present allocation.
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D. Wildlife Conservation

4.39 The ecological system in Botswana with its variety of wildlife
habitats and diversity of wild animal populations represents 8 unique
heritage for future generations of Batawana which must be maintained.
There is growing awareness both within the couttry and internationally,
however, of the potentially detrimental impact on Botswana's wildlife and
environmental resources of the country's growth and development efforts.
These concerns stem from the fragility of the environment and the effects
of increased land-use competition from hlgh population growth, greater
-demand for limited water resources, the effects of overgrazing and movement
of cattle onto lands once only occupied by indigenous and migratory -

wildlife. Through the years steps have been taken to set aside discrete
areas of the country as national parks, game reserves and cattle free
zones. At this point 17 percent of Botswana's total land area has been
designated as parks and reserves with additional lands (another 17 pereent
of total) proposed as wildlife management areas. Problems remain,
however. Parks and reserves are not necessarily self-contained ecological
units, as evidenced by the seasonal migrations into non-reserved areas
which continue to take place. This creates problems as wild animals must
confront the growing populace and cordon fences, which have been erected to
control foot-and-mouth disease, and compete for forage on already
overgrazed lands. Overgrazing also results in increased risk of
encroachment of cattle onto the reserved areas, putting even greater
pressure on wildlife.

4.40 In NDP VI the Government recognizes that fence construction
throughout the country as well as the drought have affected wildlife
migratlon patterns and that careful planning of wildlife utilization, along
with agriculture and land-use development, is essential to conserve these
resources. Government policy In the Plan period will emphasize wildlife
utilization as a means of promoting rural development and employment
creation as well as conservatiou of wildlife resources. If pursued
carefully under an appropriate policy regime, utilization and conservation
need not be mutually exclusive. During NDP VI wildlife management areas
are to be formed in which wildlife utilization would be the primary form of
land use. However, to promote long-term utilization and conservation of
these resources and to implement appropriate conservation strategies, the
Government, through its policies and allocation of manpower and financial
resources, must ensure that the Department of Wildlife and National Parks
has the requisite technical and enforcement capabilities. In addition, the
Government needs to ensure that adequate machinery exists for
inter-governmental coordination, especially between the agencies
respocsible for livestock development, range ecology, wildlife conservation
and mauagement, and tourism. NDP VI calls for In-post manpower in the
Departuant (including administrators, clerical employees and game wardens)
to in"rease from 207 in 1984/85 to 293 in 1990/91. Authorization for this
increase has already been made. The Department's recurrent budget will
also increase by 6 percent per annum, from P 1.9 million to P 2.7 million
(in real 1985/86 prices). These efforts must be complemented by the
necessary scientific investigations to determine wildlife distribution and
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8is5x natural rates of populatlon Increases and the effects of planned
offtake so that approprilate hunting and capture quotas can be set. Only in
this way can one be assured that the utilixation program itself wlil not
lead to further contraction of this valuable natural resource and beritage.



Chapter V: DEVELOPMENT POLICY AfD PUBLIC EXPEDITURE IN MANUFACTURING

A. Introduction

5.1 Manufacturing in Botswana is still at an early stage of develop-
ment. The sector is dominated by the activities of government agencies
which, in the absence of an indigenous entrepreneurial base, have taken up
the task of promoting industrial activities. The growth and development of
manufacturing in Botswana is inhibited by a number of factors: a) the
small size of the domestic market; b) the lack of skills in both the work
force and management aad absence of an industrial labor tradition; c) the
high cost of infrastructure; d) competition with South African products
(although there exists an option for protection under the SACU agreement);
and e) the high cost of international marketing.

5.2 Most of Botswana's rural population are poor, outside the cash
economy and dependent on government's development and drought relief
programs. Therefore, the target market for the modern industries is the
urban areas consisting of major cities and mining towns. An urban
population about 200,000 with relatively low purchasing power does not
appear to offer an attractive domestic market for most modern industries to
achieve economies of scale in production. The situation becomes more
critical when one looks at the easy supply of high quality products in the
domestic market from South Africa. In other words, Botswana's industries
have to compete directly with the highly sophisticated industrial sector in
South Africa for the market share.

5.3 Modern industries in Botswana, in the absence of a pool of local
technical and management skills, are virtually dependent on expatriates.
Also, as a consequence of the lack of any past industrial tradition, the
productivity of factory workers is low. In addition, high salaries of
expatriate workers contribute to the high costs of production, which in
turn make the domestic products uncompetitive with South African products.
The development of industry in Botswana, therefore, will require careful
planning of production activities and manpower, both local and expatriate
workers.

5.4 Many African countries have faced similar problems in the initial
stages of the industrialization process. However, these countries had the
option of developing agricultural production; for Botswana that option is
not readily available because of the limited production base in agricul-
ture. Therefore, there is a strong argument for promoting manufacturing in
Botswana. Furthermore, the industrial environment in Botswana does have a
number of positive features to offset the problems cited above: a) the
availability of foreign exchange for imports; b) a relatively stable econo-
my which has attracted capital from other parts of Africa, primarily South
Africa; c) the availability of certain raw materials for processing, e.g.,
animals products and minerals; and d) a comparatively undistorted policy
environment with relatively free trade. The surpluses generated by the
mineral sector have enabled the Government to maintain a foreign exchange
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regime relatively free of restrictions, to introduce simple and attractive
tax policies for non-resident businesses and provide comprehensive
financial assistance for manufacturing industries.

B. Government Programs for Industry Development

5.5 The Government has established a number of institutions and
programs for industrial development. I/ The Ministry of Commerce and
Industry (MCI) has the mais responsibility for promoting and regulating
industrial development through these programs. In addition, parastatals and
autonomous agencies such as the Botswana Meat Commission (BMC), the
Botswana Development Corporation (BDC), and the National Development Bank
(NDB) have played important roles in promoting industry in the country.
The results of these governmencal efforts-have been impressive it terms of
diversification of the industrial base, capital investment and employment
creation. From 1966 to 1980 only six new establishments per year began
operation, compared to over fifty per year in 1982-1984.

Table 5.1: Development of Formal Manufacturing Sector 1966-84
(Number of new establishfents per period)

1966-80 1981 1982 1983 1984 Total

Subsector
Meat & Meat Products 1 - 1 2 1 5
Dairy & Agro-based Prod. 2 - 1 6 3 12
Beverages 5 1 3 3 4 16
Textiles 15 7 13 9 7 51
Tanning & Leather Prod. 4 - 2 1 1 8
Chemical & Rubber Prod. 7 1 3 5 7 23
Wood & Wooden Products 5 - 1 3 5 14
Paper & Paper Products 3 1 1 2 1 8
Metal Products 19 3 7 2 6 37
Building Material 13 2 7 7 3 32
Plastics I - 3 4 4 12
Electrical Products 3 2 5 1 5 16
Handicrafts 1 - 2 2 - 5

Total 87 17 51 51 53 253

Source: Ministry of Commerce and Industry

1/ These include Batswana Enterprises Development Unit (BEDU), Rural
Industrial Officer Cadre (RIO), Business Advisory Services (BAS), Trade
and lavestment Promotion Agency (TIPA), and Industrial Extension
Coordinating Committee (IECC).
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5.6 In 1984, there were 209 medium- and large-scale manufacturing
enterprises 2/ in the formal sector with a total capital investment of
P 115 million and employing more than 10,000 people (Appendix Table 10.1).
Between 1978 and 1983, manufacturing sector value added grew at about 5
perceat per annum in real terms.

5.7 An important feature of the industrial development in Botswana
may be observed by looking at the ownership of these enterprises. Large
and medium industries 3/ are owned mainly by expatriates or by the Govern-
ment through BDC, and small-scale and rural industries are dodinated by
citizens. Another interesting feature is that, while the medium- and
large-scale industries have expanded into a variety of production areas
(see Table 5.1) over the last decade, the small-scale sector is
concentrated mainly in sewing/knitting, carpentry, cement block making,
shoe making and bakeries. Botswana nationals have been successful in trade
and commerce. In 1984, they owned 85 per percent of the licensed
establishments (Appendix Table 10.4).

5.8 The overall progress of Industrial development may be attributed
partly to the Financial Assistance Policy (PAP) and partly to the
Government's free trade policies. FAP, introduced in May 1982, aimed at
creating productive employment by offering a unified scheme of financial
incentives in the form of grants to manufacturers instead of a series of
subsidies to offset the high cost of utilities, housing and industrial
lands, and shortages of raw materials and skilled manpower. Details of FAP
are given in Annex IV of the Country Economic Memorandum (October 15,
1985). Table 5.2 summarizes the main features of the program.

5.9 The impact of FAP in general has been positive in attracting new
investments and creating employment (Appendix Table 10.5). Development of
large- and medium-sized industries has come mainly from expatriate
Investors who received support from FAP and have taken advantage of the
liberal tax policies of the Government. The highest marginal rate for both
resident and non-resident companies in Botswana is 35 percent. Remittances
of 100 percent of profits are allowed after payment of company taxes. In
addition, protection is available under the SACU agreement, though if a
company elects to apply for protection, however, it will only be given In
place of the FAP benefits. There are essentially two types of such infant
industry protection under SACU. The first is where the tariff external to
SACU is raised for an industry which could provide 60 percent of the total
needs of the product withit the customs union. It this instance, the
industry would have free access within all areas of the customs union.
Under the second type, protection to local manufacturing could be granted
for 8 years through raising tariffs on particular goods entering individual
member-states within SACU. Only two enterprises in Botswana, Kgalagadi
Breweries and Kgalagadi Soap, have received this protection.

2/ Of the 259 medium- and large-scale units established since 1966, 50 have
closed.

3/ Medium industries are defined as those ranging from P 20,000 to
P 900,000 of investment and large industries over P 900,000.
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Table 5.2: Main Features of the Financial Assistance Policy

Small Grants on capital invest- or P 2,000 per citizen
Industry meuts and working capital job created

Automatic Package Case By Case Method
Medium-scale Reimbursements of company Capital grant of P 1,000

Industry taxes paid, for 5 years on (maximum) for each
a sliding scale (25%-100%) citizen job created

Reimbursements of unskilled Grant on sales revenues
labor costs, for 5 years on for 5 years on a sliding
a sliding scale (201-80%) scale of 2% to 8%

Training grant of P 2,500 Reimbursements for
(maximum per worker each unskilled labor costs and
year) training grants are

similar to those under
automatic package

Large Industry Grants are similar to those under the medium-scale
industry either for Automatic Package or for Case by Case
Method. They can be, and usually are, less than the
formula amounts if the Government determines the higher
amounts are not warranted.

Note: a minimum of 6 percent financial rate of return is
expected on medium and large projects to become eligible for
grants.

5.10 The Government, through BDC, is also active in investing in the
large and medium industries. BDC has invested over the last decade in a
wide range of activities ranging from air-transportation to handicrafts
manufacturing (Appendix Table 10.6). A major objective of government
investments through BDC is to create new employment. While these invest-
ments are expected to be financially self-supporting, there are questions
about the underlying economic viability. It appears that in some instances
investments have been made entirely for their associated employment. The
implicit shadow price of labor may well be negative in this instance. For
example, the Investment in sugar packing in Francistown has created 120 new
jobs, but has also distorted sugar prices in the economy. The retail price
of sugar has increased by 30 percent with wholesalers now paying P 606 per
ton for sugar imported from Zimbabwe re-packed in Botswana. The wholesale
prices in Zimbabwe are under P 450 per ton.

5.11 A large number of agencies and programs, public and private, are
active in the promotion of small industries. The most important agency in
this field is the Batswana Enterprises Development Unit (BEDU). The
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National Development Bank (NDB) is also active in promoting small
enterprises. However, the results of 'ihese efforts have been mixed.
For example, a recent study 4/ found that of about 100 SSEs sponsored by
BEDU, only 26 were successful, 30 were unsuccessful and the remaining
needed additional assistance for survival. BEDU has since been reorganized
and under the new organization structure Business Advisory Services (BAS)
and Rural Industrial Officer Cadre (RIO) have become a part of BEDW-. This
step appears to be in the right direction lin consolidating BEDU's work and
focussing its expertise on extension services and training.

5.12 NDB is also experiencing difficulties in its "micro credit"
operations due to the high costs involved in processing and supervising -
loans of P 500 or less. According to NDB, each of these loans costs P 211
to P 273 - an enormous implicit subsidy. This situation is further
complicated by the depressing effects of the drought and NOB's problems in
collection of arrears. Credit from NDB is considered costly in relation
to the grants and subsidies available through ALDEP, ARAP, FAP and
drought-related programs. While reducing or possibly eliminating NDB's
micro operations altogether would be premature at this time, there is a
need to reassess NDB's role in providing all forms of credit, including
whether its lending policies and the government's policies regarding equity
transfers and other financial relief are appropriate for that role. As
part of this reassessment, there is a need to determine whether commercial
banks would engage in smaller-scale lending and what might be necessary to
promote expanded commercial activities in this regard.

5.13 Micro enterprises deserve more attention and active support both
for expanding local commercial activities and for encouraging the develop-
ment of Batswana entrepreneurship. However, hardly any commercial banks
are supporting such enterprises. Barclay's Bank Is supporting projects
having a capital expenditure over P 5,000. NDB appears to be reluctant to
get much involved in micro enterprises in the future. BDC has set aside 10
percent of its profits to encourage sub-commercial projects. But this fund
is basically benefitting organizations such as the Forestry Association of
Botswana and the Accountants Training Institute in their various pilot
projects. There is a demand for capital for small and micro enterprises.
But assistance is not forthcoming from the formal financial institutions
primarily because those micro loans are costly to process and service. One
way to overcome the problem would be to encourage micro enterprises to
organize business/industry cooperatives and then apply for loans. BEDU,
with the assistance of the marketing division of Tswelelo may be able to
offer the required technical assistance to micro enterprises toward this
endeavor.

4/ 1984 BEDU Report
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5.14 Although a number of institutions, 5J offer short-term and non-
formal courses in skills training, there is a need to expand courses for
entrepreneurship development. Current programs offer either technical or
business management skills, but fall short of preparing participants in
practical and psycbological terms for modern businesses. In addition, a
number of committees (Industrial Extension Coordinating Committee (IECC)
and Development Advisory Committee (IDAC)) have been set up to coordinate
the activities of those programs. It may be worthwhile to look into the
activities of these programs and committees and then rationalize them for a
more cost effective delivery system.

C. Industry Sector Expendlture Program in NDP VI

5.15 The manufacturing share of GDP in 1985 totalled about 7.4
percent. Its projected share in NDP VI will rise to almost 9 percent.
This increase is based ,.n the assumption that the two largest enterprises,
BMC and the Brewery, will grow moderately (5 percent), while other
manufacturing activities will grow at 10 percent per annum.

5.16 The major objectives of the Government in industry and trade in
NDP VI are to encourage the growth of private sector, diversify the manu-
facturing base, create employment opportunities, particularly In rural
areas and support citizen ownership of businesses. The main emphasis is on
employment creation in the formal sector and the development of the rural
sector. The Government plans to achieve the employment targets in industry
during NDP VI by relying chiefly on the private sector. It intends to
sustain a favorable business climate through the FAP, liberal tax policies,
and providing better information on investment opportunities through the
Trade and Investment Promotion Agency (TIPA) of MCI. The Government's
direct investments in this sector (estimated at P 110 million) will be
through BDC 6/ (Appendix Table 10.7). This constitutes about 33 percent
of the total expected investment In manufacturing over the Plan period.
This implies a heavy reliance on private sector development to meet the
targets.

5.17 Based on a projected annual growth in sectoral GDP of 8.3
percent, manufacturing is expected to create more than 87,000 new jobs
between 1985/86 and 1990/91 or about 55 percent of the total of new formal
employment in the Plan. However, manufacturing grew at only 5.3 percent
between 1978 and 1983, and the projected higher growth in NDP VI rate may

5/ Institute of Development Management (IDM), Partnership for Productivity
(PFP), Batswana Enterprises Development Unit (BEDU), Rural Industrial
Officer Cadre (RIO), Rural Industries Innovation Center (RIIC).

6/ P 77 million from borrowings and P 33 million from share capital and
internal sources.
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be difficult to achieve for a-number of-reasons. First, masnufacturing
enterprises must be supplied with manpower possessing the requisite
skills. Thus growth in this sector is linked to successful implementation
of Plan programs in manpower development. Second, plans for developing
industries in rural areas are likely to suffer a delay due to the drought;
and if the drougbt continues, livestock numbers will further decline with
consequent shorttalls in the beef-related industries. Third, further
import substitution will be difficult to achieve due to the constraints on
the availability of raw materials in the economy. Fourth, the strength of
the Pula, relative to the South African rand, may pose problems of
competitiveness. The Government may have to accept a slower growth rate in
manufacturing, and focus on entrepreneurship development which in any event
is necessary on a long-term basis.- There also appears to be scope for
exploring further the potentials of regional cooperation through the
Southern African Development Coordination Conference (SADCC).

D. Possible Further Action

5.18 The key elements of efficient industrial growth in Botswana are
in place. There are, however, a number of eytensions or modifications of
the approach which should be considered. These are: (1) strengthen the
project review process assessing economic viability before proceeding with
BDC support or extending FAD; (2) extend FAP, on a selective basis to
small-scale activities of citizens it the commerce and services sector; (3)
rationalize the institutions/programs supporting industrial growth; (4)
explore areas of regional cooperation (e.g., transport, heavy industries);
and (5) explore the potential of agro-industrial enterprises which would
make use of livestock by-products and increased arable production.

5.19 The Government's financial incentives to investors - expatriates
or citizens - through PAP have been successful, but at a cost. 7/ The PAP,
without any doubt, has attracted many investors who otherwise would not
have come forward. However, the future success of the program depends on
Identifying entrepreneurs who will, after five years, expand and grow
without FAP assistance. The Government will have to resist the temptation
of assisting marginal industries by extending the period beyond five
years. There is a need to train staff in project review particularly at
the district level. A number of projects, both small and medium, received
PAP approval but could not get off the ground because applicants later
found either that the projects were not profitable or they could not raise
the minimum capital needed to receive additional support from the Govern-
ment* As a result, disbursements of FAP grants, among other reasons, have
been less than projected.

5.20 The developmett of entrepreneurship among citizens has been
slow. Nevertheless, a number of Batswana have become successful in trade
and commerce. Government policy should recognize that participation in

7/ 'Report on Evaluation of FAPV, April 1984, MFDP.
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trade and commerce is a natural route for the ievelopment of
entrepreneurship in manufacturing. Consideration should be given to
extending some of the benefits of FAP to Batewana nationals engaged in
certain commercial aud service activities such as repairs as well as to
activities promoting tourism development.

5.21 A large number of agencies are involved in promoting entrepre-
neurship. These institutions or agencies communicate well among themselves
and make people-aware of their existence. Nevertheless, there is a cost in
terms of overhead and use of scarce personnel. There are serious
questions, for example, in whether NDB is actually providing much
additional service relative to what can be received from FAP, BDC and the
commercial banks. In the case of institutions serving the-small-scale
sector, it may be worthwhile to rationalize the activities of various
groups Into a more cost-effective delivery system.

5.22 Botswana's small market size and landlocked location suggest that
cooperation with the neighboring countries may be a key to success of
manufacturing development. Within SADCC Botswana should push for
exploration of the possibilities of greater economic cooperation and
interdependence in areas such as transportation and the development of
basic industries in the region. This may be a strategy for industrial
development which will only bear results in the longer run. But the
groundwork should be initiated now. In addition, Botswana must look toward
manufacturing activities which would make economically efficient use of its
natural resources. Livestock by-products include a range of products which
could be processed further in the country. Until this point it has
evidently been financially advantageous to export hides and tallow, for
example. As production of high value crops increases over time, these
products represent potential inputs to domestic processing industries as
well. The Government should consider how best to encourage greater
domestic value added of these products.



CHAPTER VI: DEVELOPMENT POLICY AND PUBLIC EXPENDITURE
ON PHYSICAL INFRASTRUCTURE

A. Introduction

6.1 Despite ies high cost, the expansion of totsvana's infrastructure
base has proceeded rapidly. Roads which were virtually non-existent twenty
years ago are excellent in the heavily travelled corridors and are
available, though to varying degrees, in other areas of the country. In
urban areas, the vast majority has access to piped water, and In villages
and rural areas most of the population has access to some-form of assured
water supply. Domestic generation of electricity using indigenous sources
of energy is increasing and is available even to an increasing proportion
of the rural population. In relationto- most countries, Botswana's infra-
structure Is for the most part well-maintained, though its pricing policies
in some cases need improvement. Public utilities are efficient and well
managed. Given the high costs of supplying these services to a small
population spread out around the country, the emphasis has to remain
getting the most out of the system. Future investment choices have to
emphasize economic returns and priorities especially since they imply
expanding services to the more thinly-pop2lated areas of the country and
often involve cross-subsidization paid for by consumers in the major
population centers.

B. Energy

6.2 Starting from a small base, domestic production of energy in
Botswana (coal, petroleum and electricity) now accounts for over half of
total commercial requirements with the remainder representing imports of
petroleum products and some electricity. During the years since
independence, the energy sector's primary accomplishment has been to supply
required levels of energy to the major growth sector of the economy: the
mining industry. In the future, however, the energy sector must reorient
its efforts toward serving other areas of the economy. In addition to
meeting the needs of the mining sector, demand from the emerging productive
sectors of the economy (manufacturing industries located in urban and rural
areas), from the rapidly growing urban population, and from rural consumers
(who require power for a number of purposes, including irrigation) must
also be met at economic prices if Botswana is to achieve its stated
objectives for the next Plan period.

(i) Background

6.3 Coal is Botswana's largest known energy resource. It primary use
is in the production of electricity, though substantial amounts are also
used in the mining sector and to a lesser extent in manufacturing. No
hydroeLectric or geothermal potentlal exists. While there is some thought
that there might be petroleum deposits in the Kalahari Desert area, this
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ts speculative and requires further geophysical investigatious. Petroleum
requirements for transportation, Industrial and all other uses are thus met
through imports. Although fuelwood is the major source of energy for rural
areas, its potential is limited since woodlands in areas surrounding the
population centers are rapidly being depleted. Wind power has some
potential and is being used to produce power in Isolated parts of the
country. The climate is suited for limited application of solar
technology. As in the case of wind power, more research/feasibility
studies are required.

6.4 Botawana's rapid economic growth over the past two decades as
well as its rapid growth in total and urban population have resulted in
large increases In energy consumption. Total national demand for electri-
city since the oid-1970s has increased by over 10 percent per annum, most
of which came from the diamond and copper industries. Over the same period
demand in southern Botswana, the country's primary growth area, grew at an
average of 13 percent per annum. In the last three years, demand has grown
at closer to 15 percent per annum, reflecting strong demand in all
sectors. Power investment is for the most part the responsibility of the
Botswana Power Corporation (BPC), a wholly Government-owned enterprise.
BPC's major new investment in recent years is a coal-fired plant at
Morupule where generation of power should begin early in 1986. Already a
major achievement of this project has been that of connecting the
previously separate northern and southern electricity supply systems of the
country through one primary north-south transmission line. BPC capital
expenditure in 1984/85 and 1985/86 totalled over P 200 million as
construction began on the first phase of Morupule. This compares with an
average of only P 11 million over the period 1979/80 - 1983/84. After the
Morupule units have been completed, some older coal and diesel operating
sets will be retired, leaving the basic supply capacity to BPC as:

Power Complex Size (megawatts)

Gaborone (diesel) 6 MW
Morupule (coal) 90 KW
Selebi Phikwe (coal) 80 KW
ESCOM interconnection 30 MW
Total 206 KW

With the addition of this capacity, demand for electricity as projected in
NDP VI is expected to be met until 1988. While more recent projections of
power demand show slower demand growth, the projections still show a need
for further capacity by the end of the decade.

(ii) Objectives and Targets

6.5 The primary objectives of Botswana's energy policy and for the
NDP VI period are to reduce energy imports by maximizing use of indigenous
energy resources and to provide electricity at least cost and at
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prices which properly reflect resource costs. These objectives imply a
substantial reorientation of past policy and emphasis and are to some
extent mutually conflicting. The basic problems relate to 1) potential
conflicts between current expansion plans and the goal of least cost
provision of energy, and 2) the current system of energy pricinag which acts
as a disIncentive to most uses of electricity..

(iii) Issues

6.6 Least Cost Expansion. The present long-term expausion program of
the Botswana Power Corporation relies almost solely on further expansion of
the Morupule coal-fired thermal power plant. Though proven coal reserves
and the requisite water would permit installation of up to 300 MW at
Morupule, which would supply demand within Botswana until after the year
2000, this is not necessarily the least cost solution. The Government
needs to consider other options seriously to determine whether there might
be lower cost meats of supplying that power. Such alternatives include
enlarging the scope of planned interconnections with Zambia to cover border
and other areas, establishing interconnections with Zimbabwe, and
increasing interconnections with South Africa. The Government is naturally
concerned about possible interruptions of supply from interconnected
systems, but this is unlikely if there are two or three sources of supply.
In addition, if interconnection represents the least cost means of
supplying electricity, consumers would benefit from consequent reductions
in tariffs.

6.7 BPC's capital expenditure targets for NDP VI include construction
of 3 more 30 MW units at Morupule in addition to the three units now being
constructed. When the development plan was written, the fourth unit was
expected in 1988, the fifth in 1990 and the sixth shortly thereafter. (See
Table 6.1 for BPC's financing requirements over NDP VI). Construction
plans for the fourth unit have been made, and work is already proceeding.
Prior to going forward with subsequent additions to the Morupule complex,
an expansion plan which sets out costs of proceeding with the various
alternatives should be developed.

6.8 Pricing. Due to financial restructuring agreements between BCL,
the Government and other creditors, charges for power supplied to BCL, as
well as to the Shashe Dam and Selebi Phikwe pumping stations, are related
to historical capital costs of the power facilities. In order to meet its
financial return requirements, BPC must, therefore, compensate by cross-
subsidizing with higher tariffs from all other consumers. Although BCL
accounted for slightly more than one half of total electricity sales in
1985, the average electricity price charged BCL was only one third that of
all other consumers (Table 6.2). This implies that on average electricity
prices to non-BCL consumers are 50 percent higher, and average tariffs
which BPC can charge BCL one half of which would be needed to maintain
adequate financial returns.
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Table 6.1: ErerD Sector Pbar ProMLects 1 wen It VI
(Rl1a mUims, 1985/86 prime)

1914/85 1985/86 1986/87 1987/88 1988/89 1989/90 1990/91

BDtmW Ibier CrpoatriM
(,rqiUle (opiex)

of lhtich Its 1-3 144.6 61.5
tIkits 4-6 - 4.0 15.0 41.0 21.0 15.0 45.0
-Petwl*tino 6.0 10.0 5.6 2.4 2.4 4.0 8,0

BW IFtal 150.6 75.5 20.6 43,4 23.4 19.0 53.0

kIral POW suwpie 2.0 0.9 0.1
oil & Gas Eploiorati 2.5 2.5
otral Power Suplpe 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
Otbur 1.4 0.8 0.8 0.7 0.8 2.7

Mnistry Subtotal 3.6 4.4 3.5 1.0 1.0 2.9

TMtW Fmgy sector Capital
*xpeoditure durigM MP VI 79.1 25.0 46.9 24.4 2.0 55.9

Total for BIC &ring NDP VI (1985/86 - 1990/91) 234.9
TaOl BEMy ExpgNditue Airin NP VI 251.3

Sourc: NDP VI

Table 6.2: Electricity Sales Yield
(thebe per kilowatt/hour, current prices)

1974/75 1980/81 1983/84

BCL 2.9 3.4 4.2

Non-BCL consumers 5.2 10.9 12.3

Southern Division 5.3 11.3 12.4
Northern Division 4.8 9.8 11.9

Source: NDP VI, June 1985
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6.9 The policy of cross-subsidizing BCL tariffs with increased
receipts from all other consumers does not recognize the economic costs
associated with this practice. It raises input prices for all direct and
Indirect users of electricity, hinders economic activity in other sectors,
and distorts the competitive position of domestic producers. For example,
since Botswana's agrlcultural pricer are essentially given by the South
African market, farmers who wish to irrigate in Botswana must use
high-priced electricity or diesel to produce crops which compete with So.th
African producers using much lower-priced electricity. Similarly, the high
cost of electricity reduces the competitiveness of domestic maDufactures.
The government should consider reducing electrilcity tariffs for non-BCL
users with subsidization of BCL's electricity use continuing through a
direct Government grant to BCL or, in lieu of raising BCL's electricity
tariffs, to BPC. Currently this would require a grant of approximately
P 10 million per annum.

C. Water Supply

(i) Background

6.10 Due to natural climatic conditions Botswana suffers from limita-
tions on its water supply potential. Even during normal rainfall years,
average rainfall ranges from only 250 mm per annum in the desert southwest
to 650 mm in the north. For the last four years Botswana has been in a
drought cycle, making the provision of adequate supplies of water that much
more imtportant and difficult. In response to the drought, water use
restrictions were imposed ia 1983, most notably in the Gaborone area. In
addition to curtailing water use for domestic purposes, new connections for
commercial undertakings were limited which impinged on this region's
ability to support increased levels of employment creation and economic
growth. Over the NDP VI period Botswana's total population is projected to
grow at 3.8 percent per ansum; urban population is expected to move beyond
40 percent of total; manufacturlig growth is projected to exceed 8 percent
per annum; and the country is expected to make increasing use of
irrigation. These factors make necessary future additions to water supply
capacity, not only in the Gaborone area but for the entire country.

6.11 Surface water is estimated to represent 80 percent of Botswana's
total water potential. However, most surface water (85 percent) is located
away from the main population centers. Perennial water resources exist in
the Okavango area in the remote northwest and in the northern Chobe area,
both of wiich are around 500 km from Gaborone by direct route and over 900
km by road. Surface water outside these regions can primarily be found in
the Limpopo River and its tributaries, along Botswana's eastern border with
South Africa, but the availability of these waters is much more erratic.
The country's groundwater potential is still being investigated. Ground-
water in the more populated eastern section can be found at depths from
30-100 meters and at shallower depths is generally assumed to be recharged
from rainfall. Most existing boreholes are located in the eastern quarter
and serve rural and village populations as well as the country's large
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cattle population. Groundwater has been located in the KalIhari region,
but at depthe reaching 100 meters and with only miuimal yields and
recharge.

6.12 Water supply in the main urban centers is the responsibility of
the Water Utilities Corporation (WUC), which covers the towns of Gaborone,
Selebi Phikwa, Francistown, Lobatse, and Jwaneng and encompasses 19 percent
of the total population. Water supplied from WUC is generally surface
water with the largest reservoirs in Gaborone and Shashe. WUC operations
involve supply and reticulation, and presently 80 percent of WUC's coverage
receive piped water. WUC was established to operate on a commercial basis
with charges for water reflecting the cost of supply. In large part this
principle has been maintained, though there is some cross-subsidy from high
to low volume consumers, and to some degree price' may not fully reflect
the cost of investments financed through the Government budget. WUC has
only slowly taken over operations in different areas, and in so doing has
maintained a fairly sound financial footing. Water supply and reticulation
in the major villages (over 5,000 population) is the responsibility of the
Department of Water Affairs (DWA) in the Ministry of Mineral Resources and
Water Affairs (MMRWA). DWA constructs the water supply systems in smaller
villages after which responsibility for administration of the systems is
given to the District Councils. Consumers using standpipe water are
assessed no fee on the theory that hauling water is enough of a
disincentive to waste. Rural consumers with piped water are expected to
pay the cost of connection and a charge on water consumed not to exceed
comparable urban tariffs. In practice, however, full cost recovery aud
collection of charges in rural areas is not achieved, and the Government
subsidizes the cost of supplying water. As areas are moved under the
coverage of WUC, their cost recovery record would be expected to improve.
This issue will become more important as the major villages which now
receive significant subsidies will begin to come under WUC coverage and
tariff principles.

(ii) Objectives/Expenditures

6.13 To meet near-term demand requirements, the Government has identi-
fied two major investments during the NDP VI period: construction of addi-
tional water supply facilities for the Gaborone area and raising of the
Shashe Dam, which would provide additional water supply capacity to the
Francistown/Selebi Phikwe area and possibly allow water transfer to other
areas. The NDP VI investment program estimates the former operation to
cost P 100 million with P 25 million from the Government budget and the
remainder to be raised by WUC through external borrowing, including from
the World Bank. Raising the Shashe Dam is estimated at P 32 million, of
which up to one-third would come directly from budgetary resources and the
remainder from externally borrowed funds. Of total expected investment in
water supply during NDP VI, WUC accounts for 61 percent and MNRWA programs
for 39 percent (Table 6.3), the major MMRWA capital expenditures are
planned to be enlarging old and constructing new village water supply
schemes.
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6.14 Governmeat recurrent expenditure on water supply is more
difficult to estimate since such expenditure includes activities of the
District Councils, which have their own budgets. Total recurrent
expenditure for district water supplies during NDP V grew by 13 percent per
annum itL real terms. Annual growth in allocations to IWA for NDP VI is
expected to be only 2 percent In real terms while Central Government
subsidy to District Councils, which would cover water and all other
responsibilities of the Councils, will grow by 9.5 percent per annum. As
population growth and the influx into the major villages results-in
expansion of water supply facilities at an evea greater pace, the degree of
cost recovery by District Councils may become iacreasingly important and
should be monitored closely-by the Government.

6.15 Gaborone Area Expansion. The total population of Gaborone,
1obatse, and nearby villages already making use of the Gaborone reservoir
(Tlokweng and Mogoditshane) surpassed 123,000 in 1985 and is projected to
grow by 7 percent per annum reaching 185,000 by 1991. NDP VI projects
growth of domestic and commercial water demand of approximately 7.4 percent
per annum in this region (see Table 6.4). Additional capacity was expected
to be required in 1988. Given that Gaborone/Lobatse area water demand is
recovering more slowly than expected after the lifting of water use
restrictions imposed because of the drought, the timing required for this
additional capacity is presently being reviewed. For enlarging the
Gaborone area supply capacity, NDP VI specifies construction of two
earthfill dams on the Metsemotlhaba and Kolobeng rivers to the west of
Gaborone. This project has been delayed following a recent decision to
weigh the construction of the Kolobeng/Metsemot3haba dams against an
alternative groundwater source near Kanye where investigations and
feasibility studies are still on-going to determine whether this optlon is
viable.

Table 6.3: Summary of NDP VI Water Investment Programs

Program P millions Percentages

Urban Water Supply 135.6 61.2
of which: Gaborone area 99.8 45.0

Shashe area 33.4 15.1
Jwaneng 2.4 1.1

Major Village Water Supply 29.6 34.4 13.4
Village Water Supplies 29.8 34.7 13.5
Other programs 26.5 30.9 12.0
MMRWA Subtotal 85.9 100.0 38.8

Total 221.5 100.0

Source; NDP VI, June 1985
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Table 6.4: Urban Water Consumption
(megaliters)

Growth in
Area 1981/82 1982/83 1983/84 1985/86 1990/91 NDP VI (X)

Gaborone 4.9 6.2 3.3
Lobatee 1.4 1.5 1.1 .
Subtotal 6.2 7.7 4.3 11.0 15.7 7.4

Francistown 1.0 1.1 1.2 ..
Selebi Phikwe- 11.6 11.4 11.9 ..
Subtotal 12.6 12.5 v13.1 15.2 17.2 2.5

3waneng .. .. .. 1.4 1.8 5.2

Source: NDP VI, June 1985

6 16 Water Master Plan. The long-term challenge to Botswana in this
sector is to provide adequate water supplies to the growing population and
meet the growing demand from industrial and agricultural concerns. The
Governmett's primary efforts in the past in this area have been to ensure
supply to the main urban, industrial and mining areas and to expand
groundwater availability it rural villages and grazing areas. For the
future efforts in this regard must be augmented by the formulation of a
long-term strategy for the use of this scarce and unevenly distributed
resource. Supplying water Is an expensive proposition in Botswana and
given the country's natural limitations, must be planned carefully and with
due regard to the timeframe required to implement long-range investment
decisions. Since under extreme drought conditions, as in recent years,
filling newly constructed reservoirs could take up to seven years, major
water Investments can take 10 to 12 years from inception to completion.
The Government recognizes these concerns and proposes to formulate a Water
Master Plan early in NDP VI which will provide the framework for
determining long-range requirements and investments.

6.17 In the future all major investments in the water supply sector,
including the possible raising of the Shashe Dam, should be considered
within the context of the Water MHster Plan. As NDP VI points out, by the
turn of the century or soon thereafter, projected water demand from known
local resources will not meet projected supply capacity in some areas of
the country, primarily the Gaborone/Lobatse area. As part of the input to
the Master Plan, increased attention needs to be given to completion of
detailed groundwater resource investigations and to studying further
exploitation of existing and potential surface water sources. Economic,
technical, and environmental feasibility studies of water transfer schemes
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from Shashe, Okavango, and Chobe need to be undertaken, and since riparian
rights are involved, the implications and requirements for international
agreements should be enumerated.

6.18 The key long-term issue in Botswana is the issue of future
location of population centers and investment. Initial Indications from
previous water resource studies are that future development in the country
may need to shift toward settlements in the northeastern section of the
country in order to meet water requirements, while growth capacity in the
southeastern Gaborone/Lobatse area shlould be reassessed. Current relative
water tariffs are already structured so as to give the correct price
signals to urban water consumers, I.e., water prices are higher in
southeast Botswana, reflecting the relatively expensive long-run cost of
supplying water to that area. Maintaining these water tariff signals
by ensuring that prices reflect the full cost of supply should be an aim of
future water policy. However, this signal will not be sufficient
encouragement to increased investment in locations other than the Gaborone
area. Other infrastructure (transport, power, communications, etc.) in
targetted areas must be made available for such non-public investment to
take place. Moreover, further expansio= of Gaborone and particularly its
satellite settlements should be deferred until the proposed master plan's
conclusions are examined. Otherwise the Government will risk an untenable
situation developing in the Gaborone/Lobatse region.

D. Transportation

6.19 In the past transportation expenditure in Botswana was primarily
related to roads. However, with the acquisition of the Botswans railway
system from the National Railway of Zimbabwe (NRZ), a substantial amount of
resources will be directed toward the purchase, renovation and running of
this enterprise.

6.20 With Botswana's vast land expanse (580,000 km2) and population of
just over 1 million, It is one of the least densely populated countries in
the world. As a result of this and the fact that materials needed for road
construction are tot available indigenously in many parts of the country,
provision of road transportation infrastructure is extremely costly. At
independence Botswana's stock of roads was minimal. In the twenty years
since then a great deal of investmett activity in the transportation sector
has occurred and has resulted in the construction of major stretches of
paved roads which now serve the north-south corridor linking Lobatse and
Gaborone with Francistown and Kasane, and to a lesser extent other areas of
the country. At present there are 13,000 km of roads and tracks in the
country, of which 8,000 km are gazetted (maintained by the Central
Government) with the remainder the responsibility of District Councils.
Twenty-five percent of the gazetted roads are paved, 15 percent are gravel
and 60 percent are dirt. Where paved roads exist, they are of good
quality, though given the use made of the paved roads by heavy transit
traffic, maintenance of these roads does present a problem. The construc-
tion and maintenance of the gravel and dirt roads are of varying quality.
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6.21 The major challenge to the roads sector in Botswana in the coming
years is to expand and upgrade the quality of the existing system in order
to facilitate further expansion of production in the other sectors of the
economy and development of the rural areas. In NDP VI and the National
Transport Plan (1984) the Government has identified the major investments
to take place over the coming years. During NDP VI average expenditure by
the Roads Department from the development budget is projected to be P 29
million which in real terms is approximately the same as that in the
previous Plan period and represents about 15 percent of total Ministerial
expenditures from the developmental budget during the coming Plan period.
One of the major road construction projects is to link the diamond mine in
Orapa with the major aorth-south road at Serowe. The economic feaslbility
studies determined that construction of this road would result in only a
minimal economic return. A more economic alternative would have been to
upgrade the current road from Francistown to Orapa. The Maun-Nata road is
expected to bring a much more satisfactory economic rate of return, as is
construction of a spinal and feeder roads In the Tuli Block along with a
road linking the Selebi Phikwe area directly to South Africa. This should
be a particularly beneficial investment since it will allow the commercial
farms in the Tuli area much better access to agricultural markets in
Botswana and South Africa, thus removing a current disincentive to
increasing agricultural output and helping the planned diversification of
economic activity in the mining town of Selebi Phikwe. The development
budget for roads will also fund other rural roads, bridges and detailed
design and feasibility studies.

Table 6.5: Cost Recovery in Roads
(Pula millions, 1985/86 prices)

79/80 80/81 81/82 82/83 83/84 84/85 85/86

Expenditure 5.8 6.1 5.3 5.8 9.4 15.2 18.2

Revenue 2.3 2.7 2.4 4.2 7.0 4.0 3.0

Source: NDP VI

6.22 The fact that thece investments must now take place in an
environment where resources may not be as plentiful as in previous years
points to the major issue in the transport sector. As is recognized in
both the Transport Plan and NDP VI, in the future greater attention must be
given to cost recovery measures. The need for greater cost recovery is
made even more evident by the phenomenal growth of Government expenditures
on road maintenance over the past several years as compared with
transportation revenue. While Government expenditure on road maintenance
increased three-fold from Pula 6 million in 1979/80 to P 18 million in
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1985/86 (in constant 1985/86 prices), transport revenues began this period
at P 2 million, reached a peak in 193/84 at P 7 million before declining
to hlda 3 million in 1985/86 (Table 6.5). I/ A continuation of the 20 per-
cent per annum real increases in the recurrent budget for roads Is not bud-
geted duriug NDP VI; rather the Roads Department is allotted a 4.5 percent
p.a. real increase. As with other sources of revenue in the Plan, trans-
portation revenues are projected to remain constant in real terms. Given
the need to diversify the sources of revenue and the fact that cost reco-
very In this sector is so low, the Government should give greater attention
to increasing taxes and other sources of revenue from the transport
sector. The Government has considered some alternatives, and NDP VI iden-
tifies these potential sources as sales taxes on gasoline and diesel,
vehicle licenses, transport permits and other fees. Taking advantage of
recent petroleum price reductions, the sales tax on diesel was reinstituted
in March 1986. Automobile owners are generally those who could most afford
to pay a substantial registration fee. However, vehicle license fees are
currently very low and could easily be increased without detrimental effect
on the users. Given the large amount of transit traffic by non-Batswana
carriers who presently contri-bute little or nothing toward the cost of
maintaining the roads they are using, it would be prudent for the
Government to institute greater cost recovery measures from this source.

6.23 A major development ia the transportation sector in recent years
is the planned acquisition by Botswana of the railway system in the country
tow owned and operated by the National Railway of Zimbabwe. Since new
locomotives and rolling stock need to be procured, this acquisition will
have a major impact on the Government's budget over the coming years,
accounting for P 110 million of the total development budget for
transportation of P 323 million, and by 1990/91 for 19 percent of the
recurrent budget (P 14 million out of total P 75 million) allocated to
transport. The actual payment for the system, which could be as high as
Pula 70 million, is not budgeted during NDP VI since it probably will not
take place until the 1990s. The economic benefit to Botswana of acquiring
and owning the railway is not immediately apparent, particularly given that
many national railway systems have proven uneconomic and require large
subsidies. Nevertheless, given that the system even under Botswana
ownership will mainly serve transit traffic and that rail lines generally
do not exist in areas other than the eastern section, there is the
potential for the railways either to make a profit or not to be a large
drain on the Governmet's budget. The Government will need to ensure that
the railways has the required numbers of trained manpower and rolling stock
and that the lines are being maintained.

E. Housing

6.24 Background. In the past the Government has provided the major
proportion of housing in Botswana through the construction and sites and

1/ This excludes revenues on petroleum which may be collected via the
Customs Union.
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serviciog activities of the Botswana Housing Corporation (BHC) and the Self
Help Housing Agencies (SHHA). The Government is presently the primary
landlord in the urban areas where as of 1984, 68 percent of all urban
dwellings were rented, as compared to oaly 4 percent in the rural areas.
Botswana's urban population currently represents approximately 20 percent
of total and has growi almost 10 percent per annum since 1971. Over the
Sixth Plan period growth in the main urban areas 2/ and the villages which
will come under the urban classification 3/ by the end of the decade 4/
is projected at 6 percent per annum, a rate which may be on the low side
given the record of growth over the past 15 years. Given the consequent
numbers of new housing required in these areas and the budgetary resources
which can be directed to the housing sector, the Government will no longer-
be able to be the eountry's main landlord and provider of housing. As' a
result of this and in order to minimize the growth of squatter communities
without basic services, new policies must be implemented to remove the
existing disincentives to private sector initiative in construction,
finance and ownership of rental property. The Government should direct its
efforts toward supporting private construction through its sites and
servicing activities.

6.25 The housing sector is currently dominated by BHC and the SHHAs
under the administration of local councils. The SHHAs are responsible for
the sites and services programs (construction and upgrading) benefitting
the low income urban populace under which low cost housing is constructed
privately or through "self-help". SHHAs receive subsidies to cover staff
costs and other technical assistance. Low Income housing receives a
cross-subsidy from higher cost housing to defray infrastructure costs. In
addition, plotholders must repay Building Material Loans and are charged an
average monthly service levy of approximately P 9. During the NDP V period
(1979-1985) over 7,700 new plots were developed while almost 5,000 were
upgraded. On the whole SHHAs provided new or upgraded housing for 70,000
low income dwellers during this period, almost half of whom were in
Gaborone.

6.26 BHC Is responsible for construction of higher cost housing,
generally for high income residents but also for those in the middle income
range who can meet income eligibility requirements. Finance for BHC
largely consists of loans from the Central Government at less than market
interest rates (10 percent interest, 25 year maturity) which thus
represents the Government's primary subsidy of BHC. BUC charges monthly
rental fees on its properties. During NDP V BHC provided 3,300 housing
units. Thus new housing provided by both SHHAs and BHC totalled
approximately 1,800 per annum during NDP V as compared with average annual

2 Gaborone, Francistown, Selebi Phikwe, Lobatse, Orapa, Jwaneng

3/ Settlements of more than 5,000 people with at least 75 percent of the
labor force in non-agricultural activities.

4/ Serowe, Mahalapye, Molepolole, Kanye, Hochude, Maun, Palapye, Ramotswa,
Tlokweng, Mogoditshane
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requirements over NDP VI-of 2,800 new housing units in urban areas. In
addition the newly urlan major villages will require approximately 1,600
new units per annum, though currently there are no SHHAs in these areas.
Aggregate need in rural areas is even greater, but the major programs are
designed primarily to provide for urban requirements.,

6.27 Issues. NDP VI does not envision expansion of Government
activities in the housing sector to provide for total requirements in the
coming years. Rather the Government has recognized that it must look to
the private sector to fill the construction gap. Despite BHC's waiting
list for housing which has over 14,000 applications, the private sector has
shown little interest in constructing housing for rental or sale (except
for high cost housing). Financing institutions have also evidenced little
interest in providing housing finance for low or medium cost housing. To
at least some extent these problems result from the current record
regarding less than economic pricing and cost recovery and problems with
arrears. While time may be needed for some people to begin to understand
that services provided in conjunction with housing are not free and must be
paid for, this problem should not be overestimated and should not obscure
the point that the Government needs to reduce disincentives to greater
housing production. The regulatory framework for land allocation and use
in the urban setting is another area needing more consideration. Given
reasonable pricing policies, relaxation of zoning regulations could be used
to encourage construction of the types of housing in short supply.

6.28 Over the previous Plan period, nominal rents charged by BHC
increased by only 20 percent, meaning that in real terms rents declined by
almost 40 percent. Another 20 percent rent increase took place in
September 1985, but rents are still below previous real levels and, more
importantly, still stand at only an approximate 65 percent of economic
levels - the level at which full cost recovery plus a reasonable return on
investment is achieved. Losses to BUC on account of these pricing policies
must be compensated for by subsidies from the Government. There is thus no
effective demand for privately constructed and leased low and medium cost
housing since urban dwellers are willing to wait for BHC housing rather
than pay economic rents to other landlords. Similarly there is little
incentive for the private sector to construct houses for selling purposes
given the financial advantages to potential buyers of renting at
sub-economic prices. In addition the BRC tenant-purchase scheme will have
little impact until rents charged are moved to economic levels.

6.29 Arrears in paying rents are also a problem in Botswana. For low
income housing at the beginning of 1985, 73 percent of all dwellers were at
least 30 days late in paying service levies, and 64 percent were 30 days in
arrears on Building Material Loans. These percentages somewhat overstate
the extent of the problem since in 1983/84 total levy collections as a
percentage of the amount due ranged from 65 percent in Francistown and 81
percent in Gaborone to over 100 percent in Selebi Phikwe. Non-governmental
financial institutions and landlords must have expectations for timely
rental payments for them to lend for and construct greater amounts of
housing. Thus institutional arrangements regarding collection and enforce-
ment procedures need to be reviewed toward making them more effective.
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6.30 In NDP VI the Government states Its intention to develop a
National Housing Plan which would be updated regularly and would strengthen
the planning, implementation and management of Botswana's housing
programs. Since responsibility for housing is dispersed among a number of
agencies, coordination of housing activities and policies through such a
mechanism would be beneficial. However, the Government should not await
the completion of this Plan before acting on economic pricing, subsidy
issues or the creation of a suitable regulatory framework for land use
which would allow private sector investment activity. In an attempt to
assist the Government in this regard, the Bank has proposed to undertake
a study of issues within the housing sector. The proposed study will
review housing finance in Bot8wana to examine how to encourage a greater
role for financial institutions in financing low and medium cost housing,
as well as other instutitional constraints to promoting more private sector
and individual involvement in housing construction.



CHAPTER VII: MANPOWER AND HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPNENT

A, The Availability of Skilled Manpower in the Medium Term

7.1 As explained earlier the projections of manpower needs are one of
the most impressive aspects of the Plan. There was a careful analysis of
the relation between the expected supply of manpower through primary and
secondary school system, the university and technical training, and
requirements of manpower for carrying out the public expenditure program
and meeting the manpower needs of private sector enterprises and
parastatals. This analysis took place as part of the National Manpower
Developmeut Plan in 1984 and fed directly into NDP VI. The results are
summarised in Table 7.1.

Table 7.1: Skilled Manpower Supply and Demand over the Plan Period,
1985-1991

1985 1991
Manpower Requirements

Primary education or less 220,311 280,994
Completed secondary school 45,742 64,116
University degree or higher 2,768 3,681

Available Supply of Manpower

Primary education or less 461,786 511,050
Completed secondary school 42,781 85,748
University degree or higher 1,159 2,286

Source: National Manpower Development Planning, 1984
MFDP, Gaboroue

7.2 The situation in 1985$ as shown in the table, is that there is a
large surplus of labor which is relatively unskilled while there exists a
shortage of more highly skilled workers. During the NDP VI period, the
over abundance of low-skilled labor as compared to manpower requirements
will increase even more. The availability of persons having completed
secondary school will more than exceed demand, though these workers may
still not have the necessary vocational skills the ecotomy actually
requires. At the higher levels, there will still be a gap which will not
be filled from the present educational and training schemes and the
proposed expansions. There are two potential sources for fill -.g these
gaps. The first is to introduce new or expand existing training programs,
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and the second Is to make more use of expatriate manpower. Limits to the
first alternative include the trainability of secondary school graduates In
the medium term as well as flnancial constraints on the budget. Thus,
while the Plan does propose new training schemes, It also recognizes that
the absolute number of expatriates will increase from its present level of
4,700 to over 5,000 during the Plan period. The Plan's practical goal is
for the share of local staff in total skilled employment to continue to
rise.

7.3 Given the pressure on the Government to localize the administra-
tion, the willingness to increase expatriate employment is a courageous
decision. The extent of employment of expatriates has drawn critilcism not
only from Parliament, but from the donor community as well. It needs to be
recognized, however, that Botswana is fully exploiting whatever trained
manpower It has. This is not a country where trained manpower has been
lured abroad by higher salaries. At this point in time, the real
alternative to employ!tg expatriates is to keep positions vacant, i.e., to
limit the programs whihe require skilled manpower.

7.4 There are two areas, however, in which the Government might wish
to consider changes in its programs. The first is the possibility of
upgrading the skills of individuals who, for ecGnomic reasons, did not
complete their secondary schooling and enter university. Industrial class
employees should be given an increased opportunity to study in adult
classes and programs. Existing non-formal education programs have received
a limited share of the education recurrent budget but within those
limitations has made substantial progress since the establishment in 1978
of the Department of Non-Pormal Education. Current government strategy
includes the expansion of correspondence courses leading to junior and
general certificates up to a maximum of 3,000 enrollees. Further expansion
of these efforts should be considered while continuing to maintain present
standards of cost recovery (fees are charged to cover the cost of
materials). A second area to explore might be the possibility of shifting
expatriate employment to lower cost sources of supply such as other parts
of Africa and South Asia, or younger, perhaps less qualified graduates from
the industrial countries. The Economics Department of the University, for
example, has three vacant positions which the Department would like to
fill, but is under instructions that only expatriates with Ph.D's be consi-
dered. The salary and allowances have not proven sufficient to attract
Ph.D's, however, and as a consequence, these positions have been vacant for
a number of years. This is a self-defeating position to take when young,
recent masters degree-holders could meet the need in the medium term.

B. The Evolution of the School and Training Systems

7.5 Botswana has achieved very substantial coverage of the population
through the primary school system. Going much beyond present levels means
reaching very sparsely populated areas and is probably not feasible In the
short term. The Plan obviously takes this into account by providing
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recurrent expenditure increases for primary schools which are proportionate
to the expected growth in enrollment rather than the higher cost per
student which expanded coverage would imply. There is historically a sharp
drop in enrollment at the secondary levels, and, as a result, the
Government has decided to extend the period of basic education to cover
junior secondary as well. While this will be costly in financial terms, an
additional two years of schooling will raise the basic skill endowment of
the population.

7.6 A very serious problem in the past has beet the inadequacy of
training in math and science in the schooling system. The University found
that earollees did not possess even basic knowledge of these subjects. An
innovative and effective response has been the establishment of a six-month
pre-science course at the university designed to bring secondary school
graduates up to standard in these areas..

7.7 Planned development expenditure on education of P 38 million per
annum represents approximately 22 percent of the development budget (see
Table 7.2). In 1984/85, education's share of the recurrent budget was also
22 percent, but with the planned growth in the education recurrent budget
(10.9 percent per annum in real terms), this share will increase to 28
percent by the end of the Plan period. Although this high growth will
carry education's share of the total budget beyond averages of other
countries of similar income, it is not unwarranted given the special needs
of Botswana to upgrade basic educational and technical skills of the
population. During NDP VI the predominant portion (42 percent) of
education's capital budget will be for construction of secondary schools,
while construction of primary schools, which had been the major expenditure

Table 7.2: Development Expenditure on Education
(annual averages in 1985/86 prices, Pula '000)

Projected
Expenditure Share of Total

Expenditure Category In NDP VI NDP VI NDP V

University 4,807 13 9
Vocational training 2,425 6 3
Liter'ny Program 1,500 4 4
Secondary School Construction 16,090 42 29
Primary School Construction 5,000 13 33
Brigades 1,100 3 3
Other 7,078 19 19

Total Expenditure on Education 38,000 100 100

Source; NDP VI, 1985
Budget documents
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item during the previous Plan, will fall to a relatively minor share (33
percent of total during NDP V to 13 percent in the current Plan). This
reflects the inclusion of junior secondary education in the definition of
basic schooling. The relative emphasis on secondary education is also
evident In the allocation of recurrent expenditure (see Table 7.3).
Recurrent growth for secondary schooling reflects the projected increase-in
secondary enrollments (8 percent annual growth in junior secondary schools
and 12 percent in the senior secondary) and the itcreased requirements for
qualified local and expatriate teachers (teachers required will rise from
1,250 in 1985 to over 2,160 in 1991, growth of approximately 10 percent per
annum).

Table 7.3: Growth In Recurreut Spending on Education over ND? VI
(in 1985/86 prices, Pula '000)

Annual
1984/85 1990/91 Growth (2)

Primary 30,199 41,853 5.6
Secondary 25,564 54,228 13.4
University 14,128 31,702 14.4
Technical Education 2,317 5,840 16.7
Nov-Formal Education 822 1,669 12.5
Other 1,719 3,754 13.9

Total OE Expenditure 74,749 139,046 10.9

Source: NDP VI, June 1985

7.8 The expansion of the university has been carefully planned in
relation to the long-run absorptive capacity of the economy. Botswana has
learned from other countries where excessive university expansion has
turned shortages of skills into surpluses of unemployed liberal arts
graduates. Even with planned enrollment in the University growing from the
current level of 1,600 students to over 3,400 students, this phenomenon
should tot occur at this point in Botswana. Continuing efforts should be
made, however, to monitor requirements for and available supply of
graduates with various types of degrees.

7.9 On the whole, there is little to argue with the careful expansion
of the education system. As mentioned earlier, greater efforts at adult
and non-formal education should be considered, and various alternative
means of promoting this, including the possibility of education loans for
industrial class employees, should be considered. These efforts wculd
support the role of the brigades which over the last ten years have
contributed significantly to the training of out-of-school men and women
for industrial class occupations. In addition, the trainees pay fees which
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partially cover trainiag costs. Although the brigades are far from being
self-supporting, thelr contribution to the fisancln of their activities
represents a savings to the Government.

7.10 Botawasa is at present it the fortunate position of being able to
afford virtually free education at all levels. No fees are charged for
primary education but ome are at the secondary level (see Table 7.4). NDP
VI envisages an equalizatioa of the sconadary school rates which presettly
vary considerably. Univeralty costs are recovered from salaries of the
graduates (5 percent a year for 5 years). Since, with rapid population
growth, the education burden on the budget will contiaue to increase, It is
liportant that the recovery of coet related to education be expanded over
time. As experiences in other countries have shows, there Is scope for
extending a fee/loa prosa to the upper scoa"ry school level and for
ratsing the recovery from universlty graduate from its current very low
level to a level mre related to actual costs.

Table 7.4: Coat Recovery In Education

Average Cost Source
Type of School per stuStut Govenment

(Pula) (Z)

Prlmary 160 0 100

Secondary
Government School 833 10 90
Government Assisted 460 14 86
Community Junior

Secondary School 349 62 38
Private Independent 2,000 100 0

University 8,079 5X of graduate's salary
for 5 years Is collected

Source: NDP VI and other Gover!_zent sources
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Table 7.5: Unit Costs of Education, 1984/85

Governmet
Recurrent Cost per

Program Expenditure Enrollment Student
u0 P ula) Pula

Technical 2,054 650 3,160
Brigades 750 750 1,000
Non-Formal 907 36,000 25
Primary 33,323 208,400 - 160
Secondary 20,030 27t326 733
Teacher Ed 1,456 1,001 1,455
University 9,760 1,208 8,079

Source: NDP VI

C. The Health System

7.11 Health is generally a success story in Botswana relative to
conditions prevailing in most of sub-Saharan Africa. Tropical diseases are
found in relatively low levels due to the drought, Infant mortality is low
and declining, life expectancy rates are among the highest, and the country
has a good health care system based on a network of outpatient services
with referral to hospitals in Gaborone and Francistown. The donors have
been effective In the health field, and most of Botswana's physicians have
come under various aid programs. Non-governmental organizations, private
practitioners and the mining companies also provide services.

7.12 However, public health problems do affect the country In
significant magnitude. These include tuberculosis; diarrheal diseases and
skin and eye infections associated with poor sanitary practices and lack of
safe water; sexually transmitted diseases; and malnutrition, particularly
as it affects children up to the age of five. Since independence the
Government has shifted its health care focus from that based on a curative
system to developing a preventive care network of basic health services for
the rural population. In addition government policy has been to educate
the population as a means of achieving better health standards. Unlike
most of the surrounding countries which devote up to 75 percent of their
health budget to hospital services, less than 50 percent of the Botswana
health budget has been directed to hospitals in recent years. Alongside
this approach has been the development of systems of referral, supervision,
and manpower training. In this respect, substantial gains have been made
in providing an accessible health care system to the population.

7.13 In line with past emphasis on primary health care, over the plan
period the Government is increasing the share of the recurrent budget
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devoted to this system, as evidenced by the 14.2 percent per annum real
licrease in the budgetary allocation to primary health care (Table 7.6).
However, the relative share of hospital services will also rise to 57
percent. reflecting the 8.1 percent sanual growth in expenditures on this
item. This corresponds to the plan's major investment in the health
sector, the construction of a new hospital in Francistown. While expanion
of the existing health facility is clearly needed and the existing site has
some limltations, the plant at the current hospital is in good condition.
There is thus a serious question about the need for building an entirely
new facility at this time. Corstruction of the new hospital comprises
over 40 percent of the health sector's capital budget over the plan (Table
7.7)- It would perhaps be more appropriate to maintain the current
hospital facility and to phase in activities at the new site over an
extended period. After a while, there could be a functional division
between the current facility and a less ambitious fa. ility at the new
site. While this would Involve some duplication of central services, the
final cost wouid be far less than that of servicing a loan on hard terms
which the constructiot of the new hospital will require.

Table 7.6: Projected Recurrent Expendit ,e in Health, 1985-1991
(P'000 1985/86)

Actual Growth Rate Projected
1984/85 X per annum 1990/91

MOH HQ 2,891 1.0 3,069
Manpower 2,815 3.0 3,361
Primary Care 2,034 14.2 4,512
Hospital Services 12,554 8.1 20,033
Technical Services 4,195 1.0 4,453

Total 24,489 6.3 35,432

Source: NDP VI
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Table 7.7: Pro eted Devel t iture In Health 1985-499
(P' 1985 86 ptlces)

Total

Health Manpower 1,120

Hospital Servlces 50,436
of which: Prancistotva hospltal 28,900

Primary Health Care Services 13,835

'Technical Support Services 4,390

Total 69,789

Source: NDP VI

7.14 The important question for the long ruan is the sustainability of
quality health servlces. Health services are curreatly provided at costs
whibh are truly nomial (see Table 7.8). It is important to review the fee
structure. In particular, higher charges for private patients and for
mals for all patients would sem to be calleo for.

Table 7.8: Schedule of Fees in the Health Sector
(Pula)

General Private
Patients Patients

Hospital Patients

Initial Examination 0.4 3.0
Daily Fee for Ward Care 0.l
Residents 5.0
Non-residents 10.0
Keols free free

Maternity Fees

Ante/post satal care 0.4 25.0
Health Center/Hospital delivery 0.5
Delivery mid-wife 10.0
Delivery by physicin 20.0
Family Planoing Program
Membership Fee 0.4

Source: Government Publicatiofls
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D. Population

7.15 Because Botswana has only a million people in a couatry the size
of France, there could be a tendency to be complacent about the population
issue or even to argue that rapid growth Is an advantage. While this
argument oight be valid in a country with less lidited resources, In
Botswana it would lose sight of the constraints on availability of water
and good quality land. Even at present levels of population, land is
becoming over-grazed and cattle posts must be pushed further and further
into the areas previously untouched. In these areas there will be
increased competitlon between cattle and wildlife for limited grazing and
water resources. In addition, as pointed out eleewhere in the report,
population growth imposes pressures on other key areas such as education,
urban infrastructure, transportation and water and utility supply. Curbing
population growth would lessen potential demand in these services as well.

7.16 At currently expected rates of growth, there is no reason to
believe Botswana's population will be stabilized short of three million
people. The real issue for policy-makers is whether the stationary popu-
lation point will be three or four million, or even more. Botswanats
current net reproduction rate (NRR, the mnmber of daughters a newborn girl
will bear during her lifetime) is currently estimated at 2.8. For
Botswana's population to become stationary at around 4.4 million, the NRR
will have to decline to unity by the year 2020, i.e., the required decline
in reproduction rates will have to take place in just two generations.
Whether even this is feasible may well be the difference between a growing
economy with ample food, education and health for all citizens and a
decline Into the scarcity and falling income levels that have characterized
other African countries.

7.17 While the governmeut has recognized the implications of high
population growth on overall economic growth, it has not developed a
comprehensive population policy. Since the early 19709, though, it has
progressively introduced family planning into its program of maternal and
child health. Current efforts are directed toward spacing of pregnancies
and births as a means of improving health standards of woman and children,
and it thus mskes a meaningful contribution to improving maternal and child
health. As family planning prevalence increases and as education efforts
for males and females proceed, the Government should develop a population
policy and redirect its family planning programs toward encouragiag
contraception to reduce the birth rate and lower famlly size. NDP VI makes
no explicit reference to this objective though it does have as a goal an
increase in the proportion of women using family planning from 15 percent
to 25 percent over the Plan period. Although family planning activities
fall under the budgetary category of primary health care (see Table 7.6),
its share of the 14 percent per annum recurrent expenditure growth may only
be minimal so long as government policy does not reerognize reducing the
birth rate as a concrete goal.
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Final Thoughts

1. To be useful, a report must focus on the elements which could be
improved rather than the things which are being done well. In Botswana's
case this is especially unfair because its relative performance has been so
good. The key point to keep In mind is'the fragility of the base on which
the development effort rests. The polltical and economic instability of
the Southern Africa region, the volatility of world markets for diamonds,
copper and livestock products, and the uncertainties of the weather, all
call for an unusually large safety margin in entering into new commitments
and allocating the available resources. It is importatt that Botswana
continues to view itself as a country with a large temporary cash inflow,
rather than a country with a large permanent income.

2. During the mission's stay, we visited a village in the north of
the country. We had been given the name of a manufacturer who had
benefitted under the Financial Assistance Program. We asked him how he
came to be an entrepreneur. He had left school after eight years and
joined the Post Office. A few years later, he resigned and put his savings
into a grocery store which was where we met him and which was obviously
very successful. Several years after that he saw a business opportunity in
making cement blocks for local construction, and when the concerned
government official came to talk about the FAP at the kgotla (the communal
meeting) he seized the opportunity and applied. The brickmaking unit is
now operating successfully and employing about eight people. We asked
whether demand was sufficient and he assured us that it was and that indeed
he hoped to expand his production at some point in time. We asked why he
did not go ahead and expand right away, and he replied after a moment of
thought "Rome wasn't built in a day."

3. That is a hard lesson both for governments and international
agencies to learn. We are impatient that highways and dams be built, that
factories and farms expand their production, that the poor be better fed,
clothed and housed. But in so much of Africa these achievements have not
been sustained. Botswana is carefully laying the foundations for
sustainable growth in the long run, and its efforts merit the continued
support of the international community.
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APPENDIX

Tables

1.1. - Selected Demographic Data
1.2 - Population by Sex and Age, 1985
1.3 - Formal Sector Employment by Economic Activity, 1975-1983
1.4 - Estimated Number of Persons Employed and Basic Payments by

Economic Activity and by Citizenship, 1984
1.5 - Employment tn South African Mines, 1973-1984
2.1 - Gross Domestic Product at Curreut Market Prices by

Industrial Origin, 1974/75-1983/84
2.2 - Percentage Distribution of GDP at Current Market Prices by

Industrial Origin, 1974/75-1983/84
2.3 - Gross Domestic Product at Constant Market Prices by Industrial

Origin, 1974/75-1983/84
2.4 - Percentage Distribution of GDP at Constant Market Prices by

Industrial Origin, 1974/75-1983/84
2.5 - Growth of GDP at 1979/80 Market Prices by Industrial Origin,

1974/75-1983/84
2.6 - Implicit Deflators for GDP at Market Prices by Industrial Origin,

1974/75-1983/84
2.7 - Expenditure on GDP at Current market Prices, 1974/75-1983/84
2.8 - Percentage Distribution of Expenditure on GDP at Current Prices,

1974/75-1983/84
2.9 - Expenditure on Gross Domestic Product at Constant Market Prlces,

1974/75-1983/84
2.10 - Growth of Expenditure on Gross Domestic Product at Constant Market

Prices, 1974/75-1983/84
2.11 - Net Direct Taxes on GDP by Industrial Origin, 1973/74-1983/84
2.12 - Implicit Deflators for Expenditure on GDP, 1974/75-1983/84
2.13 - Production, Consumption and Investment, 1974/75-1983/84
2.14 - Gross Capital Formatton by Sector, 1974/75-1983/84
2.15 - Gross Capital Formation by Type of Asset, 1974/75-1983/84
3.1 - Summary 8alance of Payments, 1976-1984
3.2 - Recorded Foreign Trade, 1975-1984
3.3 - Percentage in Total Exports and Imports of Recorded Foreign Trade,

1975-1984
3.4 - Destinatton of Exports, 1975-1984
3.5 - Origin of Imports, 1975-1984
3.6 - Unit Value Indices and Terms of Trade, 1975-1982
3.7 - International Reserves, 1976-1984
4.1 - External Debt
5.1 - Summary of Government Operations, 1978/79-1986/87
5.2 - Government Revenue, 1978/79-1986/87
5.3 - Percentage Dtstribution of Government Revenue,

1978/79-1986/87
5.4 - Government Recurrent Expenditure, 1978/79-1986/87
5.5 - Government Capital Expenditure and Net Lending, 1978/79-1986/87
5.6 - Government Consolidated Expenditure and Net Lending, 1978/79-1986/87
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5.7 - Percentage Distribution of Government Consolidated Expenditure and
Net Lending, 1978/79-1986/87

6.1 - Summary Accounts of Comercial Banks, 1976-1984
6.2 - Breakdown of Commercial Bank landing, 1976-1984
6.3 - Interest Rates, 1976-1984
6.4 - Rates of Exchange Between The Pula and Other Currencies, 1976-1984
7.1 - Agricultural Output, 1973/74-1981/82
7.2 - Structure of Tradtttonal Agricultural Output, 1974/75-1981J82
7.3 - Cattle Population and Recorded Offtake, 1977-1983
7.4 - Estimated Area, Yield and Production of Main Crops, 1979-1984
7.5 - Livestock Tnventories, 1978-1984
7.6 - Cattle Mortality and Offtake by Herd Size, 1980-1984
7.7 - Ministry of Agriculture - Actual/Estimated Capital Expendttures
7.8 - Ministry of Agriculture - Capital Expenditures
7.9 - Recurrent Budget for Ministry of Agriculture, 1979/80-1985/86
8.2 - Mineral Production, 1974-1984
8.3 - Electricity Generatton, 1974-1984
9.1 - Cost of Llving Index by Income Group and Item, 1975-1984
10.1 - Profile of the Formal Manufacturing Sector, 1984
10.2 - Total Investment in Manufacturing in Botswana as of end 1984
10.3 - Employment in the Formal Manufacturing Sector, 1979-1984
10.4 - Retail and Wholesale Business Establishments, 1984
10.5 - FAF Summary Reaults, Medium-Scale Industrial Projects, 1982-1984
10.6 - Funds Invested by BDC
10.7 - Projected BDC Investment NDP VI

Soctal Indicators Data Sheet
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Table t.1: BOTSWflNA - Selected Dographic Date

Population (1985) 1,eee

Birth Rate (per thousand) 46.0

Death Rate (per thousand) 7.S

Total Fertility Rate 6.2

Rate of Natural Increase ({ per annuR) 3.85

Population 6rowth Rate 3.77

Infant Mortality (per thousand) 44.1

Life Expectancy 68.14

Source: World Bank estimates.

October 19G5

Tls1
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Table 1.2: BOTSWANA - Population by Sax and Age. 1985
(thousands)

Age 6roup Total -Male Female

0-4 202 102 180
5-9 162 8f 81
10-14 142 71 71
15-19 114 5s 58
20-24 87 40 47
2S-29 72 29 43
30-34 58 24 34
35-39 42 18 24
40-44 34 15 19
45-49 31 14 17
50-54 26 12 14
S5-59 22 10 12
60-64 19 9 18
65-69 14 7 7
70-74 11 5 6
75+ 17 7 18

1052 498 553

Note: Column totals do not add exactly due to rounding.

Source: World Bank estimates. WOR 1985.

October 1985

T1s2
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lable 1.3U: 91f f-wmd Ster [lq"nt bV tcwae c ktiit
1975-1983

Econicc Rtiuity 195 1976 117 17 19 191 15919 1982 1913 1954

cialture 1.3 4.0 4.3 5.2 1.3 4.3 1.8 t2 - 1.5 5.4
riaing f Qwrying 1.5 5.5 5.5 4.7 6.3 7.2 7.3 ?.1 ?.2 ?.
Manufacturing 3.8 1.3 4.2 4.4 5.S 5.6 6.L 7.2 5.8 5.5
Electricity and Uater 0.6 0.? 1.0 1.3 1.3 1.S 6 2.2 1.9 2.0
Construction 9.0 6.1 6.9 9.2 11.4 13.4 15.2 13.6 9.6 11.1
Curct 10.3 10.S 10.0 11.0 9.8 10.4 15.3 16.6 15.3 18.1
Tranot Ceurncatlon 2.0 L0 1.8 2.0 2.3 3.1 3.9 3.? 3.9 5.5
Finuce & Business Se es 2.0 2.8 2.1 L. 3.4 3.4 .9 S.1 6.0 6.2
Crdnty 8 Social Srdces 1.6 1.3 2.1 2.0 2.0 2.1 3.8 3.5 3.5 3.5
Education .1 5.0 5.8 6.1 1.2 1.3 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6

Subtotal 42.5 12.? "1.0 .6 17.5 52.9 61.8 65.8 63.3 70.1

Central 6o hver t 12.2 13.6 15.t 16.6 23.0 21.1 26.3 27.7 30.1 32.1
Local Gov6wat 2.? 3.1 3.3 1.3 5.1 5.4 6.3 6.? 7.2 7.5

Total 57.1 59.4 62.? 69.5 75.6 92.4 97. tO0.2 100.6 110.0

E{plowent in Swut Rrlcan 20.8 20.3 2011 17.5 18.6 1l8.8 18.9
llines

Note: ata are as of du . 198 dt are prellidory.

Source: Statisticd lulltln, Ibrch 1985. tss Cetrd
Statistical Organzation

October 1985

1183
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table 1.4: fWSfh- El 1 of kPen Eqly and 8Wc
Papn bq (come kUytp aw by Citimu p, 19*

b*w df pis oql.dept lo Ibde "Nnthl M mnY Bog,
Econi Rctivlt ithu bn tiz. Hrtt'dts C,1 pl) aub} 1_4 Peru (pl)

Ehis rust. rth rwmte Total Citizens (ON l PM tims fmCl W

Rgriculture 134 105o" 5 23 s56 42.3 6lt2 11.3 1I256
Hining and r 561 se 3% 4 7509 201.0 170.6 337.7 3177.1
Iauftactring 7066 1917 51 37 9531 1942.4 952.4 216.2 1741.2
Electricity and Ute I9Z5 77 114 3 2141 659.6 556.5 W7.? 471.1
Construction 1OZ9 5 116 1t 11015 2115.6 A9.8 19L6 13W.1
Egtece 1Ion 732 52? 57 16115 3121.t 7355 1M0 13S1.9
Tranort. Cvmicatio 523 m 23 37 554 1130.3 509.4 253.4 1756.1
finane I 0 na S c NW 1V6 3s5 70 6191 11170.? 106.9 150 2415.6
gvuity and Sec SI. 1915 1161 316 116 54" 712.1 41.5 210.3 915.3

Education 60s 610 176 176 1567 359.4 422t. 219.6 119?.7

Subtotal 51634 15711 3121 S 70156 1469 6169.8 2N.1 126. 0LO

central emt nL L na. na. 3Z5 no. n.L n.L n.
Ll ocrmmnt 5s6o 236 33 16 741? 2C4.6 54.? E5I3 117t.2

1164 Toti (1) 561 177 315 5S 77933 17612.5 674.5 23t.3 1816.4 L0O

1983 total (1) S113 1557 2702 511 70392

Notes: (1) Total Exudn g C 6lw wet

Source: Esplopnnt Surt. _Ot 191f. Centra Statiscd Office, NW

October 1995

Tls4
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Idle 1.5: EITbIII - &tplamn in Rmteen * Ilium, 1971-1989

'1973 1m7 1g75 117 1977 .1178 1979 191Q 1911 1902 51183 1981

Wibw Ot lofeW (a) n.& n.aa 24076 2t5f6 2529? 2010Q 20307 2091 17531 150 16049 160

lr*w of buuits 211 2710 3333? 390 3W564 23 19523 20497 17M5 256 17052 1BM

Earnintpof lefeWedPy n.e. 4102 6972 9954 10695 976 912 11 112 1131 16355 16?76
(land '00D)

,j t9gg (34 la) n.a 640 1098 1N 25?1 2155 433 7 5159 6036 7660 6063

bte: (a) asatuaid d od.

ourem: Statotied hdletn, Ibr 1905, CSO, llotm

11,5
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Table 2.1 OISIHI - MSS Ol[iTIC if St lWNT MIlECCI PRICES BY IUSTRIIL 01116111., 1974/3-I
Olllnso a)

1974/7 1975/76 1976/ 1977M 1M 78M 9 19791/9 19is"1 1981/2 198243I1w 13m
-_ _ ~~~~~~~~............ __

figriclturl a/ 61.2 65.7 - iA 71.7 91.? 83.3 90.5 87. 74.1 00.1
Hiting I Qurrying 18.0 33.6 42.0 55.8 1O7.4 21O.7 203.7 129.5 286.4 43.1
lmnufaturing - 15.5 20.9 25.3 24.4 42.6 29.2 43 71 7B.? 85.4
Electridtv uster 6.9 11.1 9.2 10.0 11.5 15.0 19.3 21.8 29.7 34.5
Construction 20.1 19.6 15.3 17.1 21.4 36.4 38.3 1?.6 45.0 51.6
Uholeale a Retail Tre 34.3 42.5 55.5 ?1.9 102.4 157.0 175.0 182.4 225.3 289.4
Transprt a Cwmunicatist 7.5 12.5 11.9 15.0 13.4 13.6 16.6 19.8 306 30.9
finance a lusiness Sevies 14.6 18.2 24.6 29.9 4. 705 68.3 07.6 90.0 117.3
Generaw eent 29.4 40.2 52.3 58.6 78.5 92.6 124.1 14.1 171.4 198.4
kusehold, Com. Scial Se. 9.8 13.1 12.5 15.2 18.2 20.9 21.Z 3Z.7 3?.5 47.0
Omny Sector -3.3 -2.7 -7.9 -9.3 -17.6 -2?.7 -33.1 -5.3 -52.4 -69.7

GOP at harket Prices 213.0 m.9 315.1 360.3 516.1 711.5 779.2 m.2 1024.3 1269.0
Indirect Taxes, Net 18.1 22.9 29.2 4O.9 61.6 102.0 120.6 118.B 131.9 M1

GOP at factor Cut 194.9 251.0 295.9 319.4 454.5 599.5 650.6 660.4 992.4 Mll

al Rgriultural auaft d thlatesf197M wvd hwe recetly be reuiued the CS t correct the
LEssion of cattle ales aq traditional furners and of bnu pmtents reited by such bfmars fro the
K. The chngs are reflectd in the following btiond kit tables as uel.

Source: Natienl RAccots of Dotsua, 197374-199243 and official sources.
NOVenber I9
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lable 2.2 SIWM - PEIm S6E OTStRIUUOIN Or iAl OM P1CEM U? 1IUS[ ORIGIN. 1P -191-8IW184
_- {(Pwt)

Prdl.
s9m9 1975/6 1116/7? 1917/78 19N19t9 191/ l9S1 82 tS112183 1983

RgrlcAltural 2a.7 21.0 23.6 19.9 15.8 19.9 11.6 11.3 ?.2 6.3
N1ing a ourrving 8.5 12.3 13.3 1.S 2.? 30.0 26.1 16.6 28.0 31.8

nufaturlng 7.3 7.6 8.0 6.9 8.3 4.2 6.3 9.1 7.7 6.?
Electricity l ater 3.2 4.1 2.9 2.8 2.2 2.1 2.5 2.8 2.9 2.7
Construction 'I 6.9 4.9 V.? 4J. 5.2 4.9 6.1 4.4 I1
Woleule 8 Iktal Trek 16.1 15.5 1t.6 20.0 19.8 22.4 22.5 23.1 22.0 22.8
lruiort I Cwmutcations 3.5 1.6 3.8 .2 2.6 1.9 2.1 2.5 3.0 Z.4
rinsma 8 usie Srices 6.9 6.6 1.8 8.3 9.0 10.8 8.0 11.2 9.6 9.2
5eae bnet 13.8 14.7 16.6 16.3 15.2 13.2 15.9 18.5 16.7 15.6
ousewld, Cam. 8 Soial SIru. 4.1 1.8 1.0 t.2 3.5 3.0 3.S 4.2 3.7 3.?
-uw Sector -1.5 -1.0 -Z.S -2.6 -3.1 -3.9 -1.2 -5.8 -. 1 -5.4

UP at lrket Prices 100.8 10.0 100.0 100.0 101.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.
lndirect Taxes, Net 8.5 8.1 9.3 11.1 11.9 11.5 .5 15t2 12.9 NI

Surce: Nationl Rcouts of Botuam, 1973-19W283 ad official esiates.
Novusber 1985
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lable 2.3 SOI - 1go OICt MUt RT CAliSI m IUCIRI S ilt IN SRIUL UI61R 197515834
.* ..... s(lim d 1979/I Poo)

1973171 1975 175f6 1976/M 1977/7 19" 179 ISM11 1 1911/621912/83 t1113/l

Rgriilturul 98.7 81.7 58.9 92.8 68 66.6 83.3 75 71.0 58. s7.6
mmi i rvvi-ag 52.9 53.2 87.5 92.1 11.4 lli9.1 210? 260.6 M2. 393.3 531.6
Rhnufcturing 17.6 1.5 31.1 34.6 32.4 t3.6 29.Z 37.8 45. U2.1 40
Electricity& Itr t4.3 U.8 13.3 t1.t 12.2 15.6 15.8 1I3 IS59 15.? 22.1
Construction 57.1 17.8 3I.5 22.8 21.3 26.9 36.4 32.Me 7.2 26.2 28.9
uolele & RItr Ifi E.6 66.2 73.? 61.4 91.2 123.4 157.0 163.6 151.? 162.1 107.5
transport a C4mcitimns 9.9 9.0 10.5 10.3 11.8 10.? 13.6 .t 18.1 23.6 22.3
finnce a huai Seice 24.9 2t.2 26.2 29.2 32.2 49.1 70.S 66.3 70.6 81.1 89.3
6enr hwAmnut 61.? 60.5 71.6 78.3 81.5 90.6 92.6 14.? 113.9 122.9 133.9

e$iold, cm. I Sa s. 13.0 15.0 19.9 10.? 19.0 20.9 20.9 25.6 29.2 35.8 35.4
Oam" Sactar -1.2 -2.8 -4.2 -7.9 -11.6 -29.2 -27.7 -31.3 -4.8 -63.4 -2

? at nuaet PIrc 399.3 31.1 53.3 463.4 569.4 615.1 701.5 761.8 7.5 91t.5 1095.5

Sowce: NBtimm Im s of Rturn 131-1W23 and off19al eticia ats.
fNuetber 195
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table 2.4 1UJW - IIIIhE 01510U11 Wil 60P or t UIIISMN mm PlItES IIV 1151 . -no. lmH11M

kd.
197 41971761976M?? 1977/76 197079 191 lWIP 11A42 I 18t 1131

22.3 11.6 20.0 15.8 14.1 11.9 1. 9.7 6.4 L.2
fl1ninjSn ttirny1no 13.S 19.3 19.9 3.2 2.5 ILI 34.2 2U. I2. 48S
Ibufactw1iq 6.2 6.5 7. 5.t- 7.1 f.2 4.9 2 .6 3.?
flecti I ahter Z.Z 2.9 2.4 2.2 2.5 2.1 2.0 2.1 1.? 2L0
Cmstructm 12.1 ?.6 4.9 4.4 1.2 L.2 4.2 I 2.9 2.6
1i&leule 6 lehil trade 16.0 16.3 17.6 16.6 20.1 22.4 21.5 20. 1?.? 17.1
truiprt * Cwumetimn 2.3 Li 2.2 2.0 1.? 1.9 1.9 2.4 t.6 2.0
fniace t Ibda SWlcns 6.1 L.8 6.3 5.9 8.0 l00 8.4 10.6 LO L2
Cavrl 6kumat 15. 15.8 16.9 1t.? 14.? 1.2 13.7 15.3 13. 12.Z
lIou5ed, Ca. S S& al d S. 3. 4.4 4.0 3.5 34 3.1 3.4 3. 3.8 3.2

m Suctor 0V -0.9 -1.7 -2.1 -3 -3.9 4.1 -5L -4.? -4.9

U at lhket Prices 100.i 0 0 100.0 100.0 100.0 11110 1000 10a00 10.0 1001.0

boc: Rbol kwltc of et8d , 19734-19024 and offiei esustes.
!mbe 1916
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Table 2.5 IOtUS - 6SN or 6UP AT 9IThIr IIn Igm PIICmS eV l1iURIRL MIIN, 197/75t1983/8
~~~~~~~~~~~~(Percat

* ~~~~~~~~~~Prtl.
t97 197&46 196M 19W797 19779 1979/U I01 1981/82 19wo3 19

agricultural -11.1 1. 4.4 -6. -0.2 -3.8 -10.8 -4.3 -119? -t.?
Ilning 8 IIuarriyinp 0.6 64.5 5.3 1.1 -1.3 24.6 23.? -14.8 77.1 35.2
Ianufacturing 40.8 28.2 10.Z -6.4 39.6 -33.0 26.7 23.8 -. 1 '-5,?
Electricity I Uuter 10.7 51.1 -16.5 9.9 27.9 -3.8 2.10 3.9 -1.3 42.7
Construction -16.3 -27.8 -33.9 6.6 6.6 0.5 ^t2.1 16.3 -29.6 1.3
Uholeale I Retail trade 9.2 11.3 10.4 12.0 35.3 27.2 4.3 -8.9 7.6 15,?
Trart & Ccdcatimns -9.1 16.? -1.9 6.8 -2.7 27.1 8.8 22.3 31.5 -6.3
Finaa e usiness Serices -Z.B 8.3 11.5 10.3 52.5 U.6 48.8 2M2 3.2 10.1
6eneral over6 nt -1.9 19.3 9.4 2.9 12.3 2.4 13.1 8.8 7.9 9.0
Houseolmd, Corm. B Soical Serti. 15. 30? -6.0 1.6 10.0 0.0 2.5 14.1 19.9 1.1
Imu,y Sector 133.3 50.0 08.1 16.8 74.1 37.1 13.0 30.4 6. 22.6

SUP at larket Prices -1.3 15.0 2.2 18.6 12.0 14.0 8.6 -2.S 23.6 19.4

Sowce: NatiWenl Accomts of btum, 1974-19823 and official esues.
%mber 1985
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Table 2.6 Q0191R - IOPUCIT OLRTORS nR 611P at RRE PRICES BY IWStERI 011R9 117-19

Pe.
197175 19.75176 1976177 19 i78 / 19h89 0 19011 1918 1M9 3 193

Rgricultural 68.8 ?3.9. 80.2 82.6 9.3 100.8 120.? 122.3 fZ6.9 139.5
idinZg & Owrymng 33.8 384 1.6 32.6 69. 100.0 78.2 58.3 -72.8 75.8
Ibfctrng 63.3 66.6 ?3W 75.3 98Z 100.0 133.2 155.5 185.6 213.5
Electricity ater 78.1 ILS 029 82.0 73.? 13.0 126. 137.1 168.2 1S5.U
Con trucion 42.1 54.5 6?.1 70.4 2.6 t10O.8 119.? 1280 171.8 17Q5
Uholele a Retail Trade 51.8 5?.? 68.2 78.8 83.0 100.0 i46.8 121.0 139.0 15.3
Transpt Cnicatiwmn 83.3 119.0 115.5 - 136.4 125.2 108.8 112.2 109.4 12L6 138.6
frna lOusiness Serdces 60.3 69.5 84.2 92.9 9t.5 100.0 106.2 111.5 120.8 131.4
weral Gouent t8.6 56.1 66.8 72.8 86.6 108.0 118.5 1Z6S 139.5 148.2
Nousdh, Cam. a Sca serw. 58.7 65.8 66.0 8.0 87.1 1iO. 106.3 112.0 187.1 132.8
0kw Sector 117.9 64.3 111080 802 87.1 100.0 105.8 hUtO 120.7 129.1

6OP at larket Prices 54.0 60.t 68.0 65.6 83.9 100.0 102.3 101.9 111.6 115.8

Source: Nbtional Rccounts of 8otmn,197-192A3, and official estntes.
Noumber 1985
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table L? wom E IUJE a P 6 CU T NM FEic. 19741596
- Iflims of Pud)

ImnS IS" ,mm 19mn 178,M nsu 1u1 gS M wj 1V 0s

Total Consitimn 169.6 210.0 269.9 31S.9 3.S 19.0 602L MA9 1.I 1021.)
PAlic tt.5 St.7 7 91.3 109.3 tL.? 12.3 238.1 21.8 W3
Cena 37.3 1.6 0.4 63. 9t.5 1.2 17.4 2. 2u. m0
LOca 4.2 6.1 S.3 8.1 9.8 1LS 1?.9 21.? 2.0 33.3
Priut 12I I5LI3 19.2 224.6 29.2 363 109.6 1.5 S69.6 66L6

-Proftt Svices 2.2 3.3 3. 5.3 t.1 S.0 7.4 9.6 1Z. 7.1
Hhuh . Itrketed 65.6 110.2 14l1 168.3 211.3 291.4 335.9 tVU "lOS 593.9

mis, Imurketed 1LI3 41.8 46. 51.0 18.0 56.9 6h5 71.? 76.3 0t.6

6 O tic lnuest 101.? 115.0 98.7 142.6 197.6 297.8 3M9I9 359.6 303.3 260.U
lacrne in Stacks 49.4 35.9 20.9 32.4 34.? 49.0 13.3 50 -17.0 -1.1
Cattle 13.5 13.2 15.6 21.5 15.7 12.5 9.0 2.0 -2a.0 -23.0
all NW I3.9 22.? 5.3 7.9 19.0 3L5 3t.3 63.0 11.0 12.9
koss rixed C. f i 57.3 79.1 77.1 110.1 162.9 2468 306.6 30.6 320.3 270.9
Ex"rts of 6oods 98 135.2 15S.S 161.1 2.9 357.1 396.0 349.9 616.3 771.1

1at of 6oods -119.6 -15t.t -175.3 -213.3 -302.7 -31.1 -41 -564.0 -637.1 -67.5
bwt f Srvice (A) -2Lo -1 -33.? -1.9 -53.2 -50. -70.6 -71.4 -112.7 -98.0
kt u'rv a issia -4.5 1.2 -M -9.6 1.1 1.5

UP at et Prices 213.0 27.9 3 31. 03 £161t 708.4 7792 m.2 1024.3 1269.0

Sorce: ktd llu kcaits d ht 1973/?l-19183 an officia es ite
._mer 1965
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Table 2.8 M -I ?ER OSIUIOT - EPElDE 08 W CM MM, 1914fl1- 4

t9nM 191516 19767? 1MM/B 197879 1979110 191"1 1 t 193 198II8

Total Cmnmption ?9.6 76.7 85.? 87.? 77.2 ?L.4 77.3 I1 I831 605
Public 19.5 20.0 21.0 25.3 201. 19.9 24.? 246 2 27.5 2.4
Central 17., 17.7 22.3 21 18.3 18.1 22.1 2.IL 24.9 23.8
Local 2.0 Z.2 1 2.Z 1.9 1.8 2.3 2.1 t.6 2.6
Private 68.1 56.7 61.6 62.3 57.8 50.6 CL 6S 55.6 51.0
NonProfit Services 1.0 1.2 1.2 1.5 0LO B.? .9 l.2 1.2 0.6
toueods, Noktted 10.2 10.2 45.1 16.7 6. t1.6 43.1 1.1 6 16.8
bxlds, oalrketed 18.9 1S3 15.4 14.2 9.5 8.3 8.S 9.2 7.4 6.7

Gross O Cmet Illeat 47.7 42.0 31.3 39.6 38.3 42.0 4.9 I1 29.6 20.6
Increase in Stocks 2.8 13.1 6.6 9.0 6.7 6.9 5.6 7.1 -1.7 B8
Cttle 6.3 4.8 5.0 6.8 3.0 1.8 1.2 .3 -2.7 -1.8
ll Other 14.5 8.3 1.? 2.2 3.? 5.2 4.1 6.8 1.1 1.0

Bross fixed Cap. frtion 26.9 28.9 2t.? 30.6 31.6 35.1 39.3 3IL 31.3 21.3
Experts of 6Bnds 11.0 49.4 49.3 ".7 53.5 50.5 51.1 44.9 6. 6118
lnports of 6oods -56.2 -55.6 -55.6 -54.2 -58.7 -54.? -6LS -72. -2 -51.2

,wrt of Sulces (nd) -11L -12.8 -10.? -12.? -10.3 -83 9.1 -4.5 -11.0 -7.7
Net ear 9I idsulm -2.1 0.4

6P at tHrket Primes 110.0 1O.0 108.0 100.0 100.0 1.0 118. 16. 168. 100.0

Soe: ational codts of dhtMana, 1'73f19Z/3 and official estt
.ouuder 1585
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Table 2.9 901319 - EMPEIOItURE 0 G110S OhStIC PROT RI MYS MIET P71CES. 1974/75-8189
(lUillons Of 1979180 Pula)

Prul.
197344 1971?5 1975/75 1976177 1W/l 1977 1979/80 ISOM 1981/82 19243 1983/

Total tons iptlon 281.0 30t.7 330.1 37.8 3 151.6 499.0 520.0 566. 6803 665.5
Public 83.1 83.6 WS. 115.1 125.3 119.3 110.7 163.6 181.1 203.1 222.7
Central 7S.1 76.1 86.8 109.9 117.3 110.3 128.2 149.0 166.8 102.9 199.8
La 8.0 .5 8.9 6.2 8.0 9.0 12. 14.6 1?.3 20.3 22.9
Priute 197.9 21801 234.4 256.? 273.1 332.3 358.3 356.4 381.9 397.? 412.0
Hon-Profit Seruic 3.8 3.8 S.0 5.0 6.6 4.7 5.0 6.9 8.7 8.8 5.4
huseholds, tarkeut 171.7 150.1 171.6 193.9 209.3 2?6.? -294. 291.? 313.9 330.3 375.2
Ihusiholds, Ntuked 72.4 64.2 57.8 S7.8 57.2 51.4 58.9 57.8 59.3 58.6 62.2

fross Donestic Inuestnent 214.9 188.7 181.7 134.5 189.4 225.5 290.9 296.2 285.9 196.5 160.8
Incrase in Stocks 32.0 ?6.2 53.1 26.1 39.4 38.2 42.1 31.5 38.5 -15.2 -7.8
Cattle 11.8 18.0 17.0 19.0 29.9 16.0 12.5 7.5 1.7 -21.5 -17.4
Rll Other 17.2 59.2 36.4 7.4 9.5 22.2 29.6 24.0 36.8 6.4 9.6
6ross rised Cap. fation 182.9 112.5 128.3 108.1 145.0 107.3 248.8 261.7 247.4 211.7 168.6
Expwrts of 6oods 188.9 194.2 261.0 261.8 316.5 369.7 357.8 155.5 391.5 695.2 868.9
INorts of koods -252.0 -243.3 -266.1 -258.2 -290.6 -369.5 -3.4 -29.5 -47.1 -435.2 -163.7
IWrt of Services (net) -33.5 -47.2 -3. -49.5 -59.3 -62.2 -50.8 -61.5 -56.3 4.4 -57.3
&! errors t Tisslmns -18.9 2.5 -65.5 -?8.?

G0P at ket Prices 399.3 391.1 453.3 463. 549.4 615.1 701.5 ?61.8 742.5 917.5 1095.5

Source: Iational Accunts of tA, 193-192M and official estMrts.
ouwber 1985
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Table 2.10 *ISNN - HI OF DUI1IE SO 1 C PRUE MM 1 MUMAI MAE RIC,1911/7"1
-^ ~~~~~~~~~~(ut)

197/75 197 197/77 1977 78 9 19/9M 15Ism 19042 192/83 t913t8

Total Coaptjon 7.4 9.4 12.6 7.2 13.1 10.5 4.2 8.8 6.2 10.8
Publi Q0.6 11.5 20.3 0.9 4.8 17.9 16.3 12.5 10.1 9.6
teitrul 1.1 1.1 25.5 7.7 -60 16.2 16.2 11.9 V.7 9.2
Lol -63 18.7 -30.3 29.0 12.5 30.9 I6.0 18.5 17.1 17.8
Private 10.2 7.5 9.5 6.4 21.? 7.8 0.5 7.2 4.1 11.3
nmtrotit SpAies 0.0 31.6 0.0 32. -21.8 6.1 16.0 26.1 - .l -38.6

Houseolds, Ihrkeed 23.3 14.3 13.0 7.9 32.0 6.6 -0. i.6 5.2 13.6
Ibaseholdi. Ibuteted -11.3 -10. 0.0 -1.0 -1Q1 1.6 -t.9 2.6 -1.2 6.1

ross uOestic Imetrmnt 12.2 -3.7 -26.0 37.1 22.3 29.0 1.8 -3.5 -31.3 -1t.2
Increase in Stocks 138.1 -29.9 -50.6 19.2 -3.0 10.2 -25.2 22.2 -139.6 -18.7
cattle 21.6 -6 11.8 7.4 -46.5 -21.9 -40. -77.3 -1370.6 -19.4
.ill Other 236.4 -37.5 -79.7 20.1 133.? 33.3 -1.9 53.3 -02.6 50.0
rass fixed Cap. fUtion -3.5 14.0 -15.7 31.1 29.2 32.8 6.4 -6.5 -14.1 -20.4
xperts ef 60ods 2.9 31.6 1.5 19.5 16.8 -3.2 27.3 -14.1 77.6 25.0

Inorts Of 6ocus -3.5 9.4 -3.0 12.5 27.2 4.8 10.9 1.1 -2.7 6.5
Irot @1 Senict (et 10.9 13.1 -7.3 19.8 1.9 -5.5 4.6 -8.5 32.1 -23.0
Net errors a Odosim

GOP at lhrket Prices -1.3 15.0 2.2 18.6 12.0 11.0 86 -2.5 23.6 19.4

Source: tiol Recounts of Nutn, 1973/74-193 and official eslite
monber 1985
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Table 2.11 80TSURI - aE DIECI TES o DPS IW ERI 0 , 1W1# l41WZ43M
(Illin of Mua)

19W73 1914MlI175/7 6 16/?? t 97/M I 9 1978/ 191900 I "1119 13s

fgrkultwal 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 -0.2 -0.j -0.1 -0.1 0L1
tUning a Ourwng 0.8 0.
tlanufacturing 0. 0.5 0.1 1.3 0.? .6 0.3 t.1 5.6 0.5
Electricity a Iater -Q2
Co*struction L. 0.1 0.1 01 0.1 0.1
Trade, Iotels & Restwants 13.5 16.8 20.9 2?.8 39.4 51.9 100.9 lBS 111.7 130.L6
(Customs uty) 13.4 16.4 19.1 2.S 38.9 57.6 14.7 13.? 10.? 121.S
Transpt, Storage at Cr 0.2 1.4 0.7 0.8 1.0 0.Q 1.1 06 0.2
Finance 3 Busines Suces 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1 -0.2 0.6
General 6cnmt 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.2 0.0 0. 0.3 0.3 E 3 0.
Business Ent. Sruing oushd 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.2
Ihn-Profit Inst.Sering Houtseolds 0.1 01

Total 14.3 18.1 23.5 30.4 t0.9 62.1 102.3 121.3 119.0 132.2

Source: CSO, Natiol Accounts f 0eots , 1383.
Noueber 1985
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able 2.12 8019wl1 - IuIuIaT mULOtOIS fro aCir T[ 61iP, i -9l

1574/m 195/6 1MM77 15777 m7 1m 191 191812 198 19

low 6 .2 63.6 n.6 79.3 8.2 11.0 I11S 126.8 141.7 153.t
Public 45.6 1.2 65.G 2.5 8. t. 1t7.5 125.1 13.? 150.6
Cenral 450 56.0 61.6 70.9 9.? 7 . -117.0 12.1 139.3 1S1.2
Loa -56.8 68.5 8.5 101.3 18.9 10.0 WM6 125.4 t33.0 115.4
Prlivte 5.7 66.3 7. 82.? 8. 10.0 115.0 -12.7 1R3.2 154.9
ka*oit SFia 66.0 71.0 0.3 V-.? tilD 107.2 110.3 110.9 131.5
Nsehlk. trwktd 57.0 64.2 73.3 08.4 97.1 100.0 115.2 125.4 116 158.3
Htndiulds, Nmarke 62.8 72.3 03.7 69.2 5.9 1 100.0 115.1 120.9 130.2 136.3

grss mtit lwut 53.5 63.3 73.4 77.3 87.6 102.4 118t 125.8 154.1 162.2
Inree in Stocks 59.3 67.2 79.2 82.2 90.8 116.4 137.5 1L2.9 111.8 129.5
cattle 75.0 7.6 82.1 81.9 59.1 100.0 120.0 117.6 129.6 132.2
ill Other 53.1 62.4 71.6 93.2 95.6 123.3 112.9 14.0 171.5 134.4
6ro fixed Cap. reriun 50.9 61.7 72.0 75.9 07.0 100.0 115.8 123.1 151.3 160.7
xwrts of Scods .3 51.8 58.7 50.5 71.6 100.0 87V 89.1 88.5 v8.7

Ipots d 6eeds 4.2 57.3 67.9 73.4 81.9 100.0 115.3 126.1 11.4 148.3
purtA Series (ut) 59.3 65.? 61.1 77.4 .5 100.0 114.8 132.1 151.5 171.0

et am. I bissdon

GP at tkt Prim 54.0 60.4 68.0 65.6 83.9 101.0 102.3 104.9 111.6 115.8

$urc: ltionul kctmts f dBotsam, 1374-1582i83 And offici! t5ttiltB.
Ibhuw s1m1
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Table 2.13 MItUN - PlOtIOCIISI, COHSTIOIIH U INuEStI 1q"/n75-9864
lfh1ions ot Pul)

19741 197 1976M 19h7M8 1789 1979/88 19w81 1991/8 198243 1983m

6DP at etbrk Prices 213.0 M.9 31S.1 3603 516.1 701.5 776.2 7Mt.2 102.3 1269.0
kt Factor Pents -21.9 -25.9 -2.4 -31.9 -15.6 -39.6 -106.0 -55.- -128.? Re

Oms Ratiol Pou a/ 13.1 28.8 29.7 328L. 470.3 661.9 673.2 724.1 895.6 -IR

Crmsimnestic itnustent -101.? 115.0 91.? 142.6 197.6 29.8 316.9 U.6 303.3 260.8
fixed Inuestnet 57.3 79,1 77.8 110.1 162.9 248.8 306.6 31.6 32.3 270.9
Increas in Stock 4A.4 35.9 20.9 32.4 34.? "9.0 43.3 55.0 -17.0 -1.1

Constion 169.6 210.0 269.9 315.9 399.5 496.0 602.1 717.9 651.4 1020.8
Private 128.1 15.3 164.2 224.6 264.2 358.3 409.8 487. 569.6 685.8
Public t1.5 54.7 75.? 91.3 104.3 140.7 192.3 230.1 281.8 335.0

Gross Domestic Sainp 43.4 63.9 45.2 4.4 117.6 202.5 177.1 61.3 172.9 248.2
Net Curent Transfers 8.3 26.2 27.2 32.5 44.0 62.7 -16.0 61.1 59.?7 
Net factors Pamts -24.9 -25.9 -24.4 -31.9 -45.8 -39.6 -106.0 -55.1 -128.7 MR
Gross National SwulP 26.8 61.2 48.0 45.0 115.8 215.6 55.1 67.3 103.9 H0

Not adjusted for tets of trade.
Source: National Rccuoots d btan, 197411982183 and official esmes.
Novmber 1585
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table 2.11 vT"I - 6IIS CI?1lltl fUomm INf S[tlU,, 19im-Im9643
(Nuhiliu of PO)

19W79 19757 1976m 197nn 1T7 1T" Is" 191S14 19

Rgriculturw 14.1 17.6 17.2 26.6 1S9 16.4 13.6 .1 -28.0
11ing8 & Uang 1S.S 17.7 9.0 39.8 74.6 128.8 t26. 117.0 66.1
lWacturing 6.9 11.2 7.3 1.2 7.? 2.3 20.S 18,8 12.?
Electricity t hater 2.5 3.7 2.2 0.? 3.3 8.2 17.6 22.2 53.8
Construtian 7.5 6.3 5.4 2.1 3.? 7.2 12.? 1.4 9.0
Ubulesale , Retail Trade 15.7 11.2 9.8 9.3 18.4 22.0 20.1 42.3 25.3
lramport l! 1unAtiktns 2.8 4.3 t.S 2.8 5.0 7.2 8.9 19.0 14.2
fiqa a Bu61ne! Senvies 9.8 10.3 10.3 15.5 16.2 20.5 34.1 28.9 26.0

ewal 6ovent 24.5 29.2 30.3 41.1 57.5 7.6 90.1 111.3 123.4
kshold, Cam. Socil Se. 2.6 3.6 2.? 3.9 3.3 6.6 6.0 2.6 2.8

Total Grows Capital ramton 101.8 116.0 98.? 12.5 197.6 297.8 349.9 359.6 303.3

Suce Nadal Rc ts of btsu, 1973- 3 and official estt.
Noer 198i
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teble t.15 - 8091TR - 6105$ CIIIL fUTlURf TIV 01 RSSET, 19?4fl5-IM
-llion of NO)

Pe.
197TW 1975I76 976im 1W/7 19709 1979A01 190 1911A 19l 19

Total Chnge in Stocks 4f.4 35.9 20.9 32.4 34.? 40 .3 S5.0 -17.0 U

Raw terial a mods for hale 14.2 8.6 S.9 - 7. 9.6 29.3 12.9 35.8 .? 11
Uor* if Prowess in rio. ods 16. 11.1 -0.6 0.1 9.4 7.2 21.4 17.t 3.3 H
Incree in tattle-erds 13. 13.2 156 Z4.5 tS.7 I5 5.# 2.0 -4L1 -2L3.
Total rixedCcapital Fonwrion 57.3 79.1 77.8 11.1 162.9 Ml 306.6 303L. 3Z0Q3 209

Residential Suildinps 11.0 13.4 9.6 17.0 2.6 23.9 37.1 29.0 3W. IIW
Hon-Residential Buildils 9.4 10.7 11.0 8s 19.0 25.7 50.8 40. 30.8 IR
Other Construction 21.2 2W.6 33.4 55.1 59.3 104.0 90.7 59.5 92.s 
NaMhnery & Trso Etuipent 15.7 26.4 Z0.8 29.2 64.0 5;.2 127.7 17.6 161.9 U

Total Cross Capital Fontion 101.7 115.0 98.7 142.5 197.6 m2. 349.9 358.L 33 20.8

Source: Natinal Accouts of BImI . 19734-19V8A and official estintm
Nuetber 1985
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197t 19?? 197 1979 19110 198 1912 133t 1391

Tranb-2. -1 4.2Z 1 -45. -2me -n122.? 2.5 13.
[qVts, f.L. . 141.6 151.3 5. 160 . 423.2 35L3 4743 N34 V7
lwts f.&.b bi -175. -1*1 -. 2 -3113 -4683 -m4 -5.8 44 -738

SaMe.. Xta) -21.0 -21.0 -9.5 -75. -115.3 4L5 451 -152.7 -202.
Sfrdws flt 1130 122.0 O.? 18.6 231 1s. 34 32.2 ".1
Tr tatiua a trud 4.8 47O 41 61.1 IL1 44 3.5 12L3 134.1
iatiat IWO 13.0 12.0 3.3 52.1 *.6 35.0 41.4 142.5 20113
irbnt titanf 32.0 34.0 2. 26.2 356 351 31.6 24.7 23.5

09kv 0ZSO 29.0 352 42.2 49.8 53.0 61.9 81.1 89.2

Swice Pacu 92.0 111.0 9l.2 100.6 157.3 17.1 187.3 209.5 244.2
Tru _ortatom & Tr611 29.8 31.0 28.2 31.B 53.4 51.6 73 81.0 03.1
Imun.t Inca 3.0 5.8 6.4 17.4 5i4 34.3 34.? 39.3 65.5
%igrt dutteues 49.0 53.0 4.2 1.4 53.D 54.4 5L 52.1 50.0
Other 11.0 12.0 13.4 1.8. 25.8 29.? 32.2 37.1 47

bi el. of6kds 6 Snrdes -49.4 -S.8 -101.7 -74.9 -160.4 -20?.5 -16L8 -135.2 -66.9

Trer Pqenk (et) 0.0 79.4 67.1 15.0 9".3 116.3 119.9 13?.3 131.0
Phiwt !ruufrs (net) 5.0 5.2 5.2 1.8 -1.0 -1.4 -0.? -Q4 7.5
OffIci traders net)c/ S.0 74.2 61.9 10.2 100.3 117.? 120.1 137.7 130.5

bu emn sotnt PtccimI 0.6 21.6 -37.6 301 -61.1 -171.2 -49 2.1 64.1

Idn an Capital Iccowot 26.0 2.1 70.5 72.5 118.2 91.3 91.5 105.3 69.5

Prit, tUR ram 14.0 15.1 ".5 90.0 97.2 93.8 53.9 SL5 75.0
lrime har Tlm 22.0 20.2 26.2 -6.1 4.0 -5.1 13.1 23.5 -15.0

to, t CapitCO -10.0 -33.W -1.0 -10.5 14.8 1.2 41.6 19.6 30.9
8 lag Sectcr -0.2 08 -1.7 2.2 1.4 -17.1 3.? -21.4

heal b0nce 26.6 23.7 32.9 102.6 57.t -79.9 42.6 107.9 133.6
g in tErnl ksrm -17.0 -17.9 -42.2 -91.9 -67.3 62.9 -9.6 -136.6 -160.5

RltIon of Sl$s 0.9 0.9 -2.1 -1.9 -1.5 -4.1
Eamn tbte dljustant 2.6 9.2 -3.3 -5 27.9 29.4 10.0 112.4
at Errors S biions -9.6 -8.4 0.1 -8.3 14.? -L -15.5 20.? -81.4

at pwrtud cstn statistics adjusted for ttfini.
' llrted custo statistics adjusted fr lusltion (to exclude duties and freight and imanc drges)

rdd eaaw.
eC Incldiag rats but not lws crted into Want.
Source: Bank of ista BuIletin, Oecei 1984 ad June 1985, and dots provided by the Wa of Bdt_aa
11Ae 1985
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Table 3.t: LSIIR -E 0 lES IlNlK, 1975-I98i
flillis of PM)

1975 1976 77 1978 1979 196 1981 192 1993 1989

[sports, f.o.h. 1.0 153.2 161.8 113.5 356.1 319.0 319.7 4.8 670.1 780.2

Rest I Products 3. 30 ".4 27.2 63.9 28.9 51.2 82.9 7.2 55.1
lhiw$ 0.1 0.2 0.? 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0?2 0.2
Hides R Skins 1.5 3.t 3.8 2.3 .7- 3.0 4.4 7.4 5.4 5.3
Diamonds 32.1 37.6 S0.0 75.5 193. 2. 123.8 236.8 W Ss7 516.8
Copper hicile 80th 22.0 51.8 42.6 S0.1 60.8 8L05 76.6 67.3 63. 02
Texiles 2.5 6.1 6.5 0.2 13.1 15.6 15.4 28.6 30.7 37.1
Aill th Soods 10.4 ll. 13.9 20.1 25.6 25.5 35.3 47.6 47.2 75.7

Iuports (Bity,icl.c.M.f.) 1S9.3 181.4 247.7 29M.A 425.0 534.2 631.9 73?.7 781.8 815.0

f.dverie"sJ,Tah 29.0 35.5 49.1 53.4 72.0 84.0 90.8 121.1 153.6 174.3
fuel 16.8 19.2 26.2 26.8 57.2 69.7 80.9 103.4 98.4 97.3
Chldculs, Ruhbu Products 10.5 14.0 19.4 21.3 32.6 41.5 49.7 60.4 64.8 70.8
Uw a Paper Products 6.5 6.4 8.4 8.9 ILS 17.0 20L0 3.9 27.0 29.8
Tetiles, fouer 16.3 21.0 26.5 28.6 36.? 44.9 5L8 71.6 72.4 73.2
rktul, tidal oducts 15.9 13.1 23.6 33.8 46.0 58.6 73.7 68.4 76.3 79.5
HuchlneryElectric. Equip. 166 20.8 32.4 45.0 64.9 87.6 194.7 101.3 99.4 126.6
fticles.1ramport. rqdp. 21.6 21.2 2X.0 36.2 50. 631 79.4 86.1 89.8 99.0
Other 6Scas 26.2 30.2 37.1 39.5 51.3 67.8 80.9 93.5 190.2 114.5

Saurct: Statistied Blletin, Ibreh 1985, U1.10 - No.1.
#iUer 1985
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1A). 3.3: m0m16 - FE1iEll[ 1311 tIRL DS ll OWS M o KltD EolUlC 11T0m, 197-1984
-- (Pect)

1975 1576 197i 1578 1t79 158 1S1 1982 1983 1s"

tiplts, t.o.. 10.1 IO.8 100. 10.0 101. .O 1N. 0L 0.1 0 51. 100.0 1UL.0

at IProdwcts 34.7 2L1 27.1 14.8 17.3 7.2 182 17.8 llA 7.1
Ihisals 0.1 0.1 Li .0. V1 0.0 0.0 0.0 8. 0.0
Wd I Skin. 2.0 2.3 1.3 2.1 i. 1.1 1.6 0.8 0.7
Diuaudb 30.6 24.5 30.9 41.1 S1.6 60.?7 46 S2.0 66.7 70.1
C liickle hItt 21.0 33.8 26.3 27.3 17.1 20.? 21.0 13.8 9.S 7.?
textiles 2.4 5.0 t40 4. 3.? 4.0 1.8 5.9 4.1 4..
Rll Other Soce 9.9 7.S 1.5 11.0 7.2 6.6 11.0 9.8 7.0 9.7

I1pht (outy,ind.c.j.f.) 1110.0 100. 10 100.8 100.0 100.0 180.0 0II0 100.0 I00.0

Vud,h'qn,jobcco 19.2 19.6 19.8 18.3 16.9 15.7 141.2 16.5 19.6 20.2
ril I0.5 10.6 10.6 .8 13.5 13.0 12.7 14.1 12.6 11.2
Oi1ds, Rbber Poducts 6.6 7.7 .8 7.3 7.7 7. 8 8.2 9.3 82

5ood Paw Pro cts 4.1 3.6 14 3.0 3.2 3.2 3.) 3.9 3.5 3.4
lTetiles, rob 10.2 11.6 10.7 9.8 8.6 8. . 9.2 9.7 9.3 85
Net, aetal Products 9.9 7.2 9.5 11.6 10.8 11.0 11.5 9.3 9.8 9.2
fIhshnly,Oectric. Eqdp. 10.4 11.5 1IL 15.4 15.3 16.1 16.4 13.8 12.7 14.6
Ucls,trn rt. Eqip. 13.6 11.? 10.1 12.1 1.8 11.8 12.4 11.7 1l.5 11.4
ithr 6ds 16.4 16.6 15.0 13.5 12.1 12.7 12. 12.7 12.8 13.2

Souce: Statistied b8letin, Irch 19585, Uol 10 - 0.1.
m6er 1s5m
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lble 3.4: 811 - KSIlINAS M 1S, 1926-1916
d~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~(lilis of .ua

195 1971 1971 19791 9 9101 013 1912 1I31 9H1

me ECnt" am 40* 2L. 23L. 1.? 25.0 24.9 26.8 62.9 56.3 56.6 !

Other ki.c t? 11.6 1LS 13.6 3t.0 32.8 33.7 61. 61.7 11
Europe 61. 61 IL6 93.2 27.7 26. S16. 3016.3 601.2 61
United KLqdm #1? 63. 6.6 9.6 1.3 8.2 21.3 66.2 29.9 aI
Other 2.2 2? 2.0 01.6 191.4 230L? 1331 25Q01 171.0 
R a Sth th AuZlm 6SL ILl S50.6 61.7 8.5 77.6 19.9 199 I

e1l OthIr Coune 1.0 1i L? 1.1 1.8 L2 1.1 2.9 2.9 10

Eqorts ( b.o.b ul) 15.0 153.2 161.9 103.5 356.1 391.0 319.7 7.8 C71.1 710.2

al Cupis ktu, S fi1u, LUt ad Sa 8frica

Source: Statstabl hile*b, bb 115, hi. 10 - #I.
Noaher 1s5
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Ilet k.L mom - ElfiN w ws, 1976-134
- m~~~~~~~~~~dlini of r.wo

19751971sn71971m 9796 t9111 lY121tl33 19t

Cam Ctu nu 1o7.1 147.7 212.4 2.7 3.6 l.0 G5.5 35. 645 U
low Iri W3 L2 tt.6 29.1 9.3 LB. 4.5, W7 P.1 0
e. 7.3 Li0 .5 7.? 136 13.1 1.1 29.5 0.3 0
bldud Kiqio IS9 3. 4.8 4.9 9.6 7.3 7.2 1I7 9.8 a
UhV- 3.4 3. 1.4 .i 4.0 LO8 t1. 12.8 40.5 

a . Suthb &wica Li L? 4.2 LS S7 16.1 14.3 L2 La2 0
Ml) otC ulus (L 1.9 Lg9 2LI 4.2 L.5 1.9 1S.S. U

1rat t&ip indcisu,
c.i.f. 'ilam) 159.3 181.4 247.S 292.5 45 S34.2 63Q.9 734.? 776.6 O1L5.

a C.s ts motm, ShUl, Ltofi ad Sot Arica.
Sm.: Stistca Miii., bef 1916, B.10 - N.1.
Nolmf 1915
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Table 3.6: - 959* -UHT UJLE IUJIC[S liNDM P TfiIE, 1973-199h/
- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~(197T tO0

19s AKt197 977 1979 1979 190 198 19982

Unmit Vaiwu Indice
Total xprats 74.2 90.9 MO.0 115.8 163.3 166.9 162.6 1Wt.5
total lwits 4.9 91.0 100.0 129.2 152.5 187.9 216.2 2302
lems of Trade 87.4 99.9 1090 90.3 107.1 9.8 7S 65.0

Ouein hitlimle lIdices
(in Percent)
Total E rts 22.6 D.0 15.8 t1.Q 2.2 -2.6 -1.7

lli_mis 11.0 36.7 46. 37.2 10.1 -20.1 -12.3
it 30. 9.1 6.1 32.4 -11.8 36.1 12.2
qer-ltiel 21.4 -13.3 -2.5 331 5.0 3.? -19.2

Other 89.7 46.9 -25.0 211.0 -3.5 -4.1 9.6

Total Iorts (of uhch);
Petrole Prdats 34.1 21.5 -2.2 86.2 12.? 7.3 16.9
fertilizers -13.6 18.0 66.1 -16.3
tf nery 18. -35.4 33.3 52.6 67.8 6.3 9.9

Ter of Trade 14.3 0.1 -9.7 18.6 17.0 -15.8 -13.9

a/ lo tes of .itsofc mts (Ul) of the Soutber Ofric ustom Union. To date the go hs be
qUlUaleot to the Souh Bfricw U

Sore: Exktrn Trade Statistics, 199 and .W
Nweber 1985
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table 3.7: BUS" - lMtEM11KI S S19?6-19"
- lillius of Mua, en of piod)

1976 1977 1978 197 198 1981 192 193 19"

Ia Otfficia Raerv l 82.8 129.5 210.8 250 2230 30.8 5s?.73 73.6
SHolding 1.5 1.6 2.6 2.3 5.9 7.2 L8 12.9
esee Podtion in i 1.2 1.2 2.3 4.8 9.3 10.7 13.? 18.2

foreign ficop Rerv 65.1 80.1 121.7 2M.9 2M7.9 28.3 2.9 43.8 75.5

lqiorts (Goos a Srvices) 289.0 3U. 37.9 543.9 711.5 793.3 8w 17.1 186l.

Grin Offical Resus?
rge onUthlv Inrwt 2.7 3.1 3.9 9.7 4.1 .i 4.5 5.2 7.5

So-ce: W oh f Otmw lletin, June 1985.
Houshr 198iS
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TABLE 2 - ROtSNANA ;:34 VW

PAGE 20
SERVICE PAYMENTS, COMMITMENTS. DISBURSEMENTS AND OUTSTANDING AMOUNTS OF EXTERNAL PULIC DErT

PROJECTIONS BASED ON DEBT OUTSTANDING INCLUDING UNDtSURSEO AS OF DEC. 31. t 194
OEBT REPAYABLE IN FOREIGN CURRENCY AND 60S

(IN THOUSANDS OF U.S. DOLLARS)
TOTAL

YEAR OEBT OUTSTANDINSAT : T R A N S A C T I O N S D U RI N I P E R I OD OTHER C"ANGES
S: ENIMtN OF PEItOO : D

:DISBUSED : INCLUtDING COMMIT- : OISBUQSE- : S E R V I C E P A Y E N T S : CANCEL ADJUSt-
ONLY zUNDISSURS90: IENTS : MENTS : --------:---------- : -----------: LAtIONS MEW?.

: : : : : PRINCIPAt : INTEREST : TOTAL
(1) : (2) : (3) (4) (: ) (0) : (7) : (a) (9)

1sso 134.273 210.073 19.325 24,418 5,972 6,622 12 594 2.669 .42961 151,650 260.503 45.043 24.185 1,983 6,667 6,660 83 -13.790
1982 164,551 309,690 10.5S52 56,579 3.723 9,669 13.392 - -9,174
1983 210,630 402,345 148.36 35.672 11.142 12,760 23.922 t.631 -12.2SS
1984 230.223 S25,713 50,714 75,519 17,822 15,229 33.051 20 -24.278
1985 276.132 534.307

*THE FOLLOWING FiGURES ARE PRdECTEO* * *

1985 27,6132 534,307 74,68S 28,646 19.662 48.30? - 5
1966 322.175 S05.6t ,4,240 in,6s 22.898 40.07 - -2
1967 36,8.33 487,484 - 3,9407 28540 26,093 14.633 3
196 379. 104 456,947 - 30.306 33,679 26.672 90.551 - 3
1989 375,s32 42S,071 - 19.59 35,636 26."10. 1.714 - -7
1990 359.468 369.426 - 13.305 35,430 24.717 00,141 - 4
1991 33736 353,992 - 9,340 34.971 22,9 57.60 - -3
192 31.76 319.06s - 5.31 34.976 20.656 55.834 - -2
1993 282.059 24.06 - 1.978 #4,881 16.527 53.406 - -4
194 249,153 249.5 - - a4,7a1 ,oa039 50.70 - -
1995 214,422 214.422 - - .25i1 13466 4S,717 - -3
996 17", S S 79 1" - -s2s506 10.892 43.406 - s
1997 14.465 140. - - 30.974 0,497 39.471 - -5
1998 113.6 1 t._ - -n2.007 6.221 34.22 - -3
199 m7,676 7,676 - 22.546 4.209 26.755 - 4
2000 66.134 69.134 - - *5.227 2,737 17.964 -
2001 49,906 49,906 9.959 18s31 11.790 - -
2002 39,946 39.946 - - 0,.36 1.282 7.920 - 1
2003 33.309 3a,309 - - 3,014 944 3.95 - 1
2004 30.396 30.29 - - 3.014 773 3.767 - -

* THIS COLUMN SHO5S THE AMOUNt OF ARITHMETIC IMBALANCE IN THE AMOUNT OUTSTANDING INCLUDING UNDQISRSED FR04 ONE
YEAR TO THE NEXT. THE MOST COtON CAUSES OF IMBALANCES ARE CHANGES IN EXCHANGE RATES AND TRANSFER OF DEBTS
FROW ONE CATEGORY TO ANOTHER IN THE TABLE.
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Table 5.1 WSM - uwV d Iurt IPui. 1S?- 19?
(ailliu of pal'

1978t9 1979/0 1980/8 18A 3 119 1" 15 196 186

karruat kuenue 136.8 212.2 269.5 230 3. M 1S . 163 9? 1153.5
Rearet E ture 99.1 122.0 166.8 00.0 2U3 M 93 4.1 St2.2

Curreat Surplus 37.8 90.2 102.? 8Q0 12. 22 2.1 ) 59.7 631.3

Capital dpeitire 79.0 91.3 12.9 121.3 161.1 19 2T 2L1 m.3 316.
kt Leuidla -5.9 7.8 2? 2 27?.O 6. 4 11.9 6.1

0ea1 Officit/Sp -35.9 -15.9 -39.5 -54 -602 St? 11.T 213.0 251.2

fimming of kficit 35.1 15.9 39.5 50L. 60L2 -. ? -lIl.7 -213.1 -251.2
1us i! ? 36.9 37.9 39.? 97.2 t2 39.5 29.4 41.2

Extu Loms 16.2 13.3 12.2 13.0 62.2 31.3 1 .6 65.O 75.0
Interna Ls .1 2.0 1.t -13.Q -0 .0 -1 0.0 0O
Les bwtization -2.6 -3.? -2.5 -1.5 -3 -1.3 -24.9 39.5 -23.1
III Tratimus 0.2 -2.9 -0.8 -4.0 09 -1.3 LI -1.0 -1.0
Otwr fltuing 1.8 2.? -2.6 1.9 4.8 -2.6 -1.5 25 -2.0
ampe it Cah Iaba -9.9 -33.1 -6I 2L28 48 -19.0 -21.3 -269.5 -341.3

(-in )

Source: fiungid Statomts, Tables and Esttes of da 
Deteopit d Rom". 19968

114 19t6
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table 5.2 eO i am- 6uretE 1s 78ns - 1916/8
nllis of Pua)

tS71U79 1919/91 1981 9/81fl 1 98,U19283 1983/8 194/5 1565/86 1986/8

Rems and Giants 166.5 249.1 307.3 322.6 393.7 563.1 M2.9 101S.2 1176.2

iax R weu 112.1 181.3 21.3 226.6 279.1 .? 7.3 993
tintrai Reeus a/ 3B.8 76.6 101.1 77.1 99.5 193.8 376.5 560.3 685.8
Cyst.Unin Receipts 98 8.2 J. 102.0 14.3 114.3 15C.0 155.1 tf.t 193.5
Hnt-neal Irn tax 20.9 24.3 38.5 t1.6 58.3 78.9 87.2 822 109.4
Export Duties 0.5 0.6 8S 0.5 0.6 0.6 8.6 0.6 L.S
Property Taxes 0. 0.6 0.3 0.9 0.9 0.S 0.8 05 0.5
Hotr Uddldes Taxts 0.8 1.0 1.1 1.3 1.3 1.4 1.6 1.S 1.5

ines ad Profeusioal
Licnses 0.9 0.9 0.8 1.2 1.3 1.0 1.3 0.9 1.0

ste Duties .0 
Geal SalesTax - - - 2.9 7.0 5.8 3.1 3.1

NnTax Reeunes 21.8 27.9 25.3 56.4 67.1 7.1 134.6 191.4 141.7
Interest 9.5 9.3 8.4 10.? 13.5 14.4 25.5 16.3 4.0
Other Property Inoe 62 8.7 3.9 27.5 35.4 37.5 79.5 160.3 75.5
te 9.0 I0. 12.9 18.2 18.6 22.2 29.7 2t.8 62.2

Srmts 29.7 369 37.8 39.7 17.2 48.2 39.5 29.1 41.2
kecurrent 0.1 2. 2.3 1.4 2.6 0.1 5.4 1.2 1.2
Ovelopnnt 29.6 31.3 35.5 38.2 44.6 42 34.2 28.2 40.0

a/ includes royaties and divideds

Soce: firanid Statents, Tables and Estiat of Consolitited ad
Ileeopnt rund Reu s, 1 p.
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Table 5.3 Jbts.a - Sswunt kun 1978M - 19- 64?S
(percetage distribution)

199711739 ISM19 198141 199/8 193 Iwo 1989i5 IM S 196
RE &

kven and 0rants 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100 .0 Lo 1.0 10 0 L 108.0

Tax Reues 673 74.0 79.5 78.2 70.9 7.3 70.3 78.2 64.5
Iinel Reene A/ 23.3 30.7 3t.9 239 X.3 34.4 16.9 55.2 58.2
Cossw Ui a eceipts 29.1 32.2 3$4 32.3 29. 27.9 15.1 1 .3 16.1
Nolnera Ince Tax 1.6 9.B 12.5 12.9 11.8 14.8 10.9 8.1 9.3
Expwrt utis 0.3 0.3 0.2 L1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 .8
Property Tas 02 0.3 0.1 L2 02 0.1 0.1 01 .0
llotu Uiles Tls 05 0.4 0.4 0.1 0.3 0.2 .2 0.1 Ll
Dim and Preaigol

liU s 0-6 0.4 03 0.4 0.3 02 0.2 0.1 01
Stamp Duties .0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 LB LO 0. 0.0
General Sdl Tax 0. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.7 1.4 0.6 0.3 0.3

N-Tax Reutues 14.9 11.2 8.2 17.5 17.1 13.2 16.8 1.9 12.0
Interest 5.7 3.7 2.? 3.3 3.4 2.6 3.2 1.6 0.3
Other Property ln 3.? 3.5 1.3 0.5 9.0 6.7 9.9 14.8 6.4
other 5.4 4.0 1.2 5.6 1.7 3.9 3.7 Li 5.3

Granth 17.6 14.6 12.3 12.3 12.0 8.6 4.9 2.9 3.5
Rcrt 1 1.1 0.7 0.1 0.7 .0 7 0.1 0.1
Bedlopent 17.8 13.7 11.6 11.9 11.3 8.6 1.3 2.8 3.1

at inludes roylties ad divinds

Source: rinancial Sttents, Tables and Esttes d Cmndited and
Deelent Furn R nue, 198M7.

Ibg 1986
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table 5.4: Rotanw - oewment Reuret Expiture 1978/79-1986
(Iilliom d Pul)

M9789M 199/8 il 1901t62 1982/83 1983/m 198"5 1981/6 t986/8

Geeal Pulit Services 35.8 47.0 62.3 74.1 60.9 96.6 118.4 142.6 171.6
Gnral lniuatien 25.2 32.2 10.3 4 .0 51.6 61.Q 78.7 95.6 121.1
Ulic Order 6.2 7.3 10.1 11.6 13.3 16.6 18.8 22.4 27.
Defense 4.3 7.4 11.9 1I.5 16.4 18.3 20.9 24.6 27.0

Social Srwices 37.5 42.8 57.2 67.2 77.5 91.7 112.2 142.0 169.1
duatimin 23.4 28 2 37.7 43.6 1L8. 58.7 71.6 89.3 1065.0
Hadth 7.2 7.6 10.1 12.3 14.1 16.4 20.2 2W3 29.4
Scal Uifae 1.1 0.3 0.6 0.6 2.9 2.3 3.6 7.1 9.0
eusing 4.3 1.9 6.3 7.8 9.9 10.1 11.8 15.? 17.6
0th.' 1.5 1.8 2.5 2.9 3.2 3.9 5.0 6.6 8.1

Ecmi=c Servces 17.5 21.6 30.4 33.8 36.9 168 60.6 82.6 108.
Rgriculture 8.6 9.8 15.3 16.9 18.7 22.6 27.7 331 t 3.4
14ning 1.0 1.4 1.7 1.8 2.2 2.4 3.2 4.4 '.2
lectricity a Uater 2.1 2.8 39 4.1 5.2 6.3 7.0 9.8 14.6

fods 2.3 2.5 3.2 3.7 4.2 6.5 10.3 11.4 21.2
Hir Transprt 0.6 0.7 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.5 2.1 2.6 3.2
Rail Transort 0.3 - - - - - 0.5 3.5 5.3
Telecownications 1.1 1.8 1.7 1.6 1.0 1.1 1.6 2.0 2.1
Other Transpert 0.1 .0 0.1 0.1 Q.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
cm,e aclndotrv 0.5 0.6 0.9 1.1 1.2 1.6 1.9 2.6 4.0
Other 1.0 1.9 2.7 3.2 3.1 4.5 6.3 9.9 9.7

Uallated 8.3 10.7 17.0 24.8 31.1 35.5 51.1 58.9 69.8
Public Debt Intrest 1.8 5.0 5.0 5.4 11.0 13.1 19.2 22.4 28.1
Traders to Local
Rutboities 3.4 5.5 11.5 18.3 20.1 22.5 31.9 36.5 41.7
Other .0 0.2 0S 1.1 -

Total Recurrent peniAture 99. 122.0 166.8 200.0 226.3 270.6 342.3 26.1 522.2

Source: fiuncida StBtuents, tables and Estirates of Consolidited
and Deepoent rud Reumes, 1986/07

1986
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able 5.5: btam - 6evermt Cital Ependitures and Net Lerling 19877-111647
(Iillians of Pol)

Il7? lthG l9UIAI 1184t2 19821831183 118145 1115/81 111I47
RE BE

Cer7al hulic Sesruc 13.4 21.0 19.4 It07 14. 19.1 30.4 3.9 31.2
6 l RIhniutration 1 5.9 3.8 5.2 4.? 5.? 10.8 7.3 12.9
WIt Order 1.0 0.7 1.8 1.8 Z.1 3.7 1.6 6.1 10,8
Oefait 9.4 1W.5 13.1 11.7 7.6 9.7 15.0 I2.S 7.5

ociKl Serices 20.5 35.3 19.2 53.6 6109 68.4 79.1 109.8 152.2
Eietin 8.7 16.1 29.4 19.9 t7.2 19.2 20.2 31.0 16.1
eIbth 2.1 1.8 1.0 5.5 4.2 6.2 S.0 15.1 23.0

Socid iledre 0.2 1.7 1.3 0.3 3.8 8.7 19.0 19.5 18.0
busing 8.8 14.8 22.3 25.8 34.3 25.0 32.8 10. 6.2
Othr 0.8 0.8 1.2 2.2 1.5 1.3 2.1 3.8 1.9

E_mic Swics 39.2 9.8 7S 68.9 112.1 107.8 160.1 193.2 190.2
Ruiculture 8.6 9.3 11.1 13.9 12.2 17.4 22.0 39.7 30.9
fining 3.9 10.5 17.1 12.8 7.4 1.2 5.2 5.0 3.2
Electricity I lUkl 2.9 4.3 7.5 6.3 14.2 38.1 68.5 63.8 61.4
lds 15.1 15.0 15.0 20.6 32.0 19.1 16.4 29.9 24.0
Air Tranqrt 2.7 3.2 2.3 4.0 18. 14.0 16.8 S.5 3.7

rhu Tnqrt 1.1 0.6 4.2 3.3 7.0 1.4 4.4 21.2 40.1
leleunCatl 1.4 3.1 6.2 -2.2 .0 -0.2 .1 8.2 .3
Other Tranulwt - - 0.1 .0 0.3 .0 0.1 0.3 0.2
Cmee. 8 Irditrg 2.9 0.7 8.5 8.9 16.0 11.? 19.? 18.9 21.5
Other 0.6 3.1 1.3 1.4 4.2 2.2 0.5 0.8 0.9

I balet 0. 0.0 0. Q .2 1.0 2.3 2.6 5.8 ,'

frnders to lul - - 0.1 0.2 - 0.3 0.2 0.5 a.?
Afhorities

Ots - - - - 1.0 2.1 2.4 5.3 6.0

Totd C*tal E ltre 8 73.1 106.1 142.2 141.4 188.4 189.6 m.5 346.? 380.1
Ikt Lending

Soice Einca Stati,s, Tales an Estites of Coslideted
and kolopt rond eues, 1986M

NW 1966
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Table 5.6: Bctsa - verm nt Conlidated Expediture an Nit Lnding
1928479 - 1986-7
ilillians of Pula)

1978/ t9?9/80 1980/81 1981V82 1982A3 19i 1984/85 198586 19M687
RE ilE

Gerwal Public Seruices 49.23 7.97 81.63 92.85 95.23 11S.65 148.74 1815 205.66
Cnrl Rnistratipn 28.30 8.11 4.08 53.24 56.22 67.50 89.46 112.94 133.01

Public oder 7.2 7.97 11.90 13." I5.10 20.23 Z3.39 30.51 38.15
Defee 13.69 21.89 25.65 26.17 2.61 27.92 35.89 37.M0 34.50

Soial Services 58.0? 78.06 106.38 120.83 138.43 152.06 191.28 251.0 3 .25
Education 32.11 4.24 S8. 63.50 65.62 77.8? 91.83 12Q.28 1S1.0
Hedth 9.35 9.4 14.10 17.85 131 22.60 25.14 38.35 52.31
Social Ulfare 1.26 2.05 1.85 0.82 6.65 10.98 22.64 26.59 26.96
Nousing 13.05 19.76 28.68 33.55 43.18 35.4S ".58 56.15 7.65
Other 2.30 2.59 3.67 5.11 4.67 5.16 7.09 10.43 13.06

Ecooic Services 56.63 71.32 103.89 102.71 18.98 154.57 220.99 .83 298.95
kgriculture 17.22 19.09 26.71 30.79 30.84 39.93 49.65 ?3.1? 74.32
nining 4.87 11.87 18.79 14.50 9.65 6.61 8.32 9.36 8.41
Electricity a Mater 1.99 ?.12 11.35 10.69 19.39 ".35 75.51 73.59 76.0
bids 17.36 17.41 18.21 24.31 36.20 25.61 26.62 1.26 4S.16
Rir Transport 3.30 3.84 3.28 S08 19.99 15.50 18.88 8.07 6.82
tbil Transport 1.36 0.63 4.15 3.29 6.98 1.38 1.88 24.63 45.39
Teleoavunicatioas 2.52 4.9S 7.91 -0.61 1.01 ;.13 8.63 10.19 6.39
Other Transport 0.05 i. 0.10 Q0.0 0.39 0.09 0.13 0.t1 0.35
Com e a Inistry 3.38 1.32 9.40 9.99 17.26 13.27 21.60 21.50 25.52
Other 1.58 L.OS 3.99 4.59 7.27 6.70 6.77 10.65 l.SS

Unallcated 8.27 10.68 17.08 21.97 32.12 37.84 53.70 64.66 76.4f
Public Debt Interet 4.83 4.96 5.07 5.59 10.95 13.33 19.39 L86 28.71
Transfers to Local

uthwrities 3.4l 5.53 11.54 18.28 21.17 21.51 34.31 41.80 17.73
Other 0.03 0.19 0.47 1.10 - - -

Total Recrent Expnditure 172.20 228.03 308.98 341.36 411.76 460.12 614.71 M.74 902.30

Souce: fiwaial Statmets. Tables and EstLtes of Cmonlidated
and Daeeqnt fwd Re e, 9687

Iby 1986
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table s.1: ktua - 6Oermnt Comoliduted Exediture ad Net Ledng
1978i79m-986/9?

(perpeta distributn)io

1978,79 979/ 198041 1991182 MAR Il 13 419 190165S1985/86 198641

General Public Services 28.6 29.8 26.4 27.! 2 e 25.1 21.2 31t 22.8
Genera R*inistration 16.1 t6.? 14.3 15.6 13.6 11.7 11.6 14.6 tt.?
Public Order i.2 3.5 3.9 3.9 3.7 1.4 3.8 3.9 4.2
odef 8.0 9.6 83 7.7 5.7 6.1 5.8 1.8 3.8

Social Serces 33.? 34.2 31.1 35.1 3314 33.0 31.i 32.6 35.6
Education 18.6 19.4 18.8 18.6 15.8 16.9 11.9 15.6 16.?
baelth 5.4 1.1 1.6 5.2 4.4 1.9 4.1 5.0 5.8
Social Uelfare 0.? 0.9 0.6 0.2 1.6 2.t 3.? 3.L 3.0
Rbusing 7.6 8.7 9.3 9.8 10.4 7.7 7.3 7.3 8.6
utler 1.3 1.1 1.2 1.5 1.1 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.1

Econmic Seruices 32.9 31.3 33.6 30.1 35.9 33.6 36.0 35.? 33.1
griculture 10.0 8.1 8.6 9.0 7.4 8.7 8.1 9.5 8.2

fining 2.8 5.2 6.1 4.2 2.3 1.4 1.4 1.2 0.9
Eletricity & later 2.9 3.1 3.7 3.1 4.7 9.6 12.3 9.5 L.i
ROds 10.1 7.6 6.9 7.1 L.? 5.6 4.3 5.7 5.0
Air Transport 1.9 1.7 1.1 1.5 4.8 3.4 3.1 1.0 0.8
Rbil transport 0.8 0.3 1.3 1.0 1.7 0.3 0.8 3.2 5.0
Telecawoicatio 1.5 2.2 2.6 -0.2 0.2 0.2 1.4 1.3 0.7
0ther trurt .0 .0 .0 .0 0.1 .0 .0 0.1 .0
Cerce Industry 2.0 0.6 3.0 2.9 *.2 2.9 3.5 2.8 2.8
Other 0.9 2.2 1.3 1.3 1.8 1.5 1.1 1.1 1.2

llnalocated 4.8 4.7 5.5 7.3 7.7 8.2 8.?7 04 8.5
Public Debt Interest 2.8 2.2 1.6 1.6 2.6 2.9 3.2 3.0 3.2
Transfers to Local

uoities 2.0 2.4 3.? 5.4 5.1 5.3 5.6 5.1 5.3
Oter .0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.0 0.0 0. 0.0 0.0

Total ecurrent Eqeenditure 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Source: rnaial Statmats, Tables and Estinatu d Comlidated
and eeopIt fud Renues, 19687

ray 1986
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Table 6.: 3119S - SUfY ACCWUIS OF CIKEI 935.19*41
- (Nllem of Fua, e df period

1976 1977 1m9 1979 1911 1981 192 198 1984

fash 3.6 2.6 3.7 5.3 7.1 7.6 1t.4 12.0 13.?
6sals aet Bk of tm 18.7 21.4 15.8 33.2 28.? S.5 SB.2 69.3 75.7
Treasy Bills 8.5 10.0 7.6 6.6 5.2 9.2 a
Bills Eligible for Iiscount 0.1 0.6 1.1 1.6 2.6 3.5 6.0 . 16.0
Claim en Oth 1Was 0.9 2.9 3.0 5.? 3.9 2.6 11.9 -8. 3L8
Loans and dnces 70.6 74.2 75.2 86.1 9.S 147.6 142.6 169.4 222.?
Omtic Inveunts 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 Q3 0.3 03 Q.4 0.1
fixed Asts 7.6 4.0 4.4 4.7 LI 9.5 9.6 10.6 14.S
Other Assets 8LI 8.5 10.3 16.4 10.1 2W9 11.0 22.9

Total Aets -otl Lbabilities M1.? 125.7 121.0 15.2 16t51 212.9 261.9 2Z93 391.9

Balance Be Other bnks
(Foreign liabilities) 1.0 2.5 2.7 2.2 2.9 6.? 32 8L? 12.2

ate t keposits ad Lom,ae/ 22.3 ILI 3.8 1.5 12.8 0.? 0.4 0.3 99
Pbic Depts
flend 33.1 45.8 45.2 64.2 66.2 85.2 104.6 121.4 11.2
Tire 29.? 35.7 35.7 47.2 29.3 49.? 60.2 60.6 128.9
Saungs 12.9 14.1 16.4 19.S 25.7 31.8 36.8 49 51.3
C'ital and Ress 3.6 5.7 7.5 9.4 9.5 13. 20.9 53 29.5
Other Liabilities 9.0 8.6 £.8 11.2 18.7 t5.0 5.? 2Q.2 35.7

a? Inclodes pstaw s.
Suee: Bank of DotSan Bletin, June 1985.

195
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Table 6.2 OOTSU - UT ff ETBL I LNDIN, 197-1964
-illions of Pi, en of pid)

M9 IJW 197 19 19 198t 12 f90 19

Ca" Sntfd 3.1- 2.6 1.7 0.8
Lclu bUtoriti 0.2 LS L? 1.2 LI3 O. 0.3
Paastetal5- 1.2 .8 0.2 1.7 S.0 7.8 14.? 18.3
_Iaosulmlds 4.8 4.1 9.1 1O.0 13.7 21.0 23.1 32.2 3W6

hslnesms 59.2 65.6 61.5 67.8 75.9 114.8 111.5 122.5 183.4
igrlcultwIe 13.1 8.4 18.3 15.0 16.7 17.7 16.t 1.0 16.4

Mn aid Owrylq 21.3 24.2 231 2S 30 36.0 21.7 21.5 38.5
flnuatung LB 3.3 2.6 3.4 4.6 5. 6.9 12.2 9.3
Oect.ricltyaueter 0.2 0.2 0.2 1.1 1I 02 L3 1.2 t.3
tairuction 6.4 5.3 5.? 4.1 4.1 6.5 9.S 9.2 t2.5
Trade $.S LI 7.7 9.3 11.8 31.0 40.5 39.? 93.8
Trasort S Cudautictm 0.6 17 1.3 2.4 2.3 7.3 SLO 3.2 4.6
Fimace 1.5 1.0 0.7 1.8 1.8 4.2 2.3 2.? 4.5

ruslum Sgruices 4.7 L9 1.4 1.4 3.4 6.6 6.9 17.4 9.0
Other 1.8 1.9 0.S 1.9 1.1 1.4 1.2 0.4 2.S

Total 68.3 72.3 76.3 79.3 92.0 141.0 142.7 169.S 238.6

Source: Dnk of Ibt_m 11lletin, June 1935.
Isumber 195S
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Tablie 6.. O M - IERM uES, 1916-1989
(Pect per mm, d of piod)

196 1n7 1978 199 199 199t 1912 193 1984

h* Of Actar

Lnding te (l rate) .25 7.3 6.16 5.75 7 L.D 121 10 9.I
Cw drciul IAs' Call te 60 4.9 3. 3.O 3. 0 3O9 3.S9 3L0 3

Trewsy klls a 7.S0 7.3 6I. .0 5.L0D S.0

Cesiecial Bmnks

Saings Ac ts 3.S0 3.50 3. 3.0 3.50 7.60 11.5 9.50 LOD
Call Deposits 5.00 3. 2.00 LED 11.13 5.00 5.00
31 ps oice upto 12 months 7.00 6.00 S.0 4.0 1.00 8.99 12.00 lO.S0 Ls0
e Ib,s Notice 7.95 ?.00 6.00 S.00 500 9.00 12.50 11.00 9.0

Fixd Deposits Up to P 260,000

6 manats 8.00 9.00 7.010 L00 6.00 9.6O 13.00 11.50 9.59
12 sathl L.SD 9.0 7.50 6.S0 6S. 10.00 13.99 12.00 0.OO

fixed Lposits Omr P 2W,0U

Pri Lding lte 11.99 11.00 110 9.00 9.00 11.00 1t.50 1&0 11.50

a/ Nfe issues of trea y bills ere usuded stating DecB r 18, 1991. The last trswy bill expired
in Nereh 1982.

Surce: Obn of Ibt_a ulletin, June 195.
Iovbr 1905
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Jbc C6.4: IMOtI - "intS X E EtU[ llE PUf 1110 OTtER aEIRICS, TES976-1984
(E_n of period)

1976 19T7 198 1973 19 8 9 1903 1? 19Bt

foreipl Carency Per Pula 1000

South& fnrcan had 1,900.0 I,060.8 1,100.81,010.6 1,911.7 1,0?7.8 1,012.8 1,05.9- 1,m.4

05 Dollar 1,160.0 1,207. 1,207.5 1,267.9 1,317.3 1,136.2 9U.5 166.4 611.0

S611 5.8 SK.I 326.3 362.6 1,155.6 370. O54.6 825.6 65t.1

Sofurce: Ib of Wot= Bletin, June 1965.
Novager 1985



Table 7.1: BUYMI - AMIaLRA4L aJLn , 1973/74-1981/82
- - ~~~~(ttiions of Pla.)

1973/74 1974/75 1975/76 1976/77 1977/78 1978/79 1979/8) 198/81 1981/8

Towlittu *ttwe 9D.9 54.2 61.8 70.8 73.2 785 70.6 77.0 72S

NeduM 1n,rg 17.3 193 14 21.4 14.7 13.0 158 7.S 2B.1

Ast lmtlrz 5.6 3.9 2.6 2.9 3.2 3.7 4.6 5 .4 I1

TFatt1dh IFovesty 3.6 4.0 4.4 4.9 5.4 6.1 7.8 7.5 8A4

adherzt 1.3 1.5 1.8 1.9 2.1 2.4 2.8 3.5 3.9

Gross &tput 78.7 82.9 89.0 101.9 98.6 103.7 101.6 )Z).9 117.0

hteaedte tlx 16.3 21.7 23.3 27.5 26.9 25.6 26.3 3_9 41.0

VaUe Ad"d 62.4 61.2 65.7 74.4 71.7 78.1 75.3 82.0 76.0

Soam: Nattcmd Aauits of sotomu, i981/82 and preylou is.

Nhtdi 1985



Table 7.2: 31MM - S1WTI OF TRAUTENUL AWIa RAL ? MWR
- 1974/75-1981/82 (tn uIllitc f Pula)

1974/75 1975/76 1976/77 1977/78 1978/79 1979/8D 1980/81 1961/82

Cattle Si 20M.1 23.5 3D*6 20.4 38.8 3D.3 36.5 35.3

Not lctem in Cattle Nerd 127 12.6 1.3 24.4 15.8 10.7 6.4 1.5

fto&wtp for Om Unja b 21.0 25.3 26.5 27.0 34 284 329 34,4

Othe Proilctim tk*ted 0.4 0.4 0.4 1.4 0.5 1.2 1.2 1.3

Gr output 54.2 61.8 70.8 73.2 18.5 70.6 77.0 72.5

t eiWteC tm 9.3 9*7 11.9 13.8 15.3 16.7 17.9 23.3

Va Added 44.9 52.1 58.9 59.4 63.2 53.9 59.1 49.2

a Te most iqortat itm ts mIlk, fo1bwmd by crqu and _t fra dem_sssI ails,
b Imhie pwu&m hold in sdc ad mt axoi.d

Smsa thtlwL Aina of ootw, 19H1/82 ad p_AS Isin.

*Ktb 195



Table 7.3 : B(7UNNI - CAMtLE PORICTN AND REXS==ID OFCEGC, 1977-1983

1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983

Cattle P#bzLatiou (MU-Year)
(X 1000) 2,600 2,717 2,817 2,911 2,967 2,979 2,818

Totlb Sla*itered 235,72D 193,833 274,961 184,283 242,394 284,435 20D,350

SMC 195,850 149,346 228,961 140,783 2D1,394 237,135 233,900

cAunnerctal Slau1tet for
Txnestic Cosxwiption 16,270 22,487 2D,OOD 16,000 17,000 17,000 13,150

VAxe Sl1akter 23,600 22j,000 26,000 21,500 24,000 30,300 23,000

Uve Eorts - - - - - - -

Estiblted Total Offte Rate(x) 9 7 10 6 8 10 10

Smwroe: C(D, Nattkcual Aoxmunts of ottusnwa, 1982/82; C(D and Mifnstry of Agriculture, Bot.xia AgriculturAlA
Statistics; *EC knl Rteports and staff esttmutes.

MaLC 1985
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Table 7.4

BOTSWANA

DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY AND PUBLIC EXPENDITURE

Estimated Area, Yleld and Production of Main Crops, 1979-1984

1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984

Sopghum

Area-planted ('O00 ha) 68 146 140 93 126 114
Area harvested ('000 ha) 42 130 122 37 34 49
Ratio of area harvested to

area planted 62 88 87 40 27 42
Traditional (kg/ha) 91 215 224 103 131 114
Commercial (kg/ha) 423 460 450 131 988 153
Production ('000 tons) 4.3 29.1 28.3 3.8 5.2 5.7

Maize

Area planted ('000 ha) 52 80 87 64 61 48
Area harvested ('000 ha) 21 46 59 23 19 35
Ratio of area harvested to
area planted 40 58 68 37 32 74
Average yield
Traditional (kg/ha) 84 167 306 282 257 67
Commercial (kg/ha) 310 907 893 774 1,123 217
Production ('000 tons) 2.3 11.6 21.4 12.4 8.5 0.5

Millet

Area planted ('000 ha) 13 17 20 16 17 17
Area harvested ('000 ha) 8 14 13 4 6 8
Ratio of area harvested to
area planted 62 84 65 25 35 49
Average yield (kg/ha) 112 159 148 132 69 86
Production ('000 tons) 0.9 2.9 1.8 0.5 0.4 0.7

Beans/Pulses

Area planted ('000 ha) 26 44 26 20 21 17
Area harvested ('000 ha) 14 13 15 4 3 3
Ratio of area harvested to
area planted 53 53 56 17 15 17
Average yield
Traditional (kg/ha) 70 144 176 118 64 135
Commercial (kg/ha) 200 250 700 500 350 50
Production ('000 tons) 1.0 1.8 2.7 0.5 0.3 0.4

Total

Area planted ('000 ha) 159 287 273 193 229 196
Area harvested ('000 ha) 86 205 210 69 64 64
Average yield (kg/ha) 98 194 230 223 182 119
Aiduction ('000 tons) 8.5 44.8 54.2 17.2 14.4 7.3

Source: MOA Statistics and BMA.
Note: Average yields are per hectare harvested.

November 1985
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Table 7.5

DBVRWPHKI4T STRATEGY AND PUBLIC EPDITURE

Livestock lnventories1 1978-1984

(1.000 head)

_Ca1t.t..lShe,,,_ , IGoats-
YTar Con . Trod. Total ComM. Trad. Total Corm. Trad. Total

1978 425 2,300 2,730 13 108 121 12 616 628
1979 400 2,400 2,840 13 95 108 12 545 557
1980 456 2,455 2,911 1S 134 149 14 624 638
1981 472 2,495 2,967 19 120 140 18 603 621
1982 475 2,504 2,979 24 116 140 19 617 636
1983 411 2,407 2,818 25 140 165 21 762 783
1984 379 2,306 2,685 23 140 171 25 865 890

Soures: HOA Statistics; commerical farm estlates by Planning Unit, MOA.
Note: Comn. a Comerical; Trad. a Tradltional farms.

November 1985
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Table 7.6

BOTSWNIA

PUBLIC EXPENDITURE AND DEVELOPNKII

Cattle Mortality and Off take by Nord Uise. 1980-1984

Herd Ratio of Deaths to Total Cattle R*21* of Sales to Total Cattle
Size 1980 1981 982 1983 1984 1980 1981 198 1983 1984

1-10 31.6 30.1 30.4 54.1 65.0 9.7 7.4 8.0 12.3 13.0
11-20 19.7 15.7 20.2 30.1 42.7 8.3 6.9 7.9 9.0 8.0
21-30 17.0 16.2 17.1 21.5 32.4 6.9 6.3 7.6 4.9 9.5
31-40 17.2 15.3 17.0 20.1 21.3 6.5 6.9 7.8 6.8 7.6
41-50 14.1 16.9 12.3 14.7 25.3 8.3 6.4 6.3 5.3 6.2
51-60 15.5 17.1 20.2 13.8 21.3 8.7 7.9 8.0 4.1 8.8
60-100 13.1 14.4 15.8 14.6 15.6 6.4 8.0 8.2 6.9 6.4
101-150 11.9 11.7 16.0 7.0 11.9 8.9 8.4 9.0 7.8 6.3
151+ 8.7 9.2 15.4 12.2 7.2 7.6 8.6 8.4 11.9 6.5

Total
Trad. 13.8 13.6 17.0 17.8 19.3 7.7 7.8 8.2 8.5 7.3
Coum. 3.9 4.0 5.9 8.9 10.0 21.3 23.7 33.7 39.9 38.8

Source: MOA Statistics.

November 1985



Table 7.7

D_VBWRCEr STOAT AND PUILIC EXPDITIU

Ministry of Ajiculture - Actual/Estlmated Cqpital lxp itswes

(P 'OOO)

#11W VI:
Actual Estimated Tbtal NW V TbtAl Rstimtd Estitated

1979RAM 1980/81 1981/82 1982183 1M3714 1984/85 1979/80-1984/85 ('85 Prices) 1985/86

Headquarters 1,534 2,980 4,510 6,285 4,475 7,367 27,062 61,378 10,285
Dept. of Anial Health 3,900 5,981 3,190 5,375 2,271 5,857 26,575 4,795 2,278
Field services 3,039 2,610 2,413 2,652 3,297 7,300 21,311 20,748 3,234
Agricultural research 235 138 210 848 562 587 2,582 1,645 575
Agricultural college 694 1,382 1,996 254 259 200 4,786 300 50

Total Ministry of
Agriculture 9.403 13.092 12,321 15,415 10,76* 21,321

Total Goveniaent
Expenditure 98,284 121,436 121,254 160,358 140,677 200,000 842.010 1,261,365 271,914

2 agriculture 8.8* 4.72 6X

Al1P 1/ - - 668 774 735 3,500 5,677 19,200 2,200
AP/ - -- - - - - 29,O(Wf A.S.
Drought relief progra 3/ - - - - - - 10,624 6,699 6,699

Source: MDA, 1985/86 Estimates of Expendlture from the Consolidated DeveloPment Fund.
1/ Included in the Headquarters allocatioms.
-i Not lncluded tn the ortignal hudget plan, l.e, not withtn the totals included above.
3/ tncluded wtthin the Mintstry of Agriculture's total budget.

Mov"dber 1985
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TabLO 7.8

0DU_ SZUA,G *5 HI.CUII

NLnst of Muiturs- cILsta beitute. '(Oa t WS92

oDr V up VI hittrted
1ctwd gooMme - nti_ _ _ _ el betiil £Ilocatioa fendture

- 19_ ISI I"IM 19013's MM 1086l5 1979 - 85 MS - 91 19"586

meal badquareewe 1.5 3.0 4.5 6.3 4.4 7.4 27.1 61.4 - 10.3

. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.&

> 1 _ ~~~~~~~~~~0 03 2 03 1 o 19 Z 

Xoptt9e _ 0. - -~~0.0 0.0 8 - 0.0 6 . 0I 1. 0.04
*3*P - - 0 - - 0- 20.0 5.8

so C 0n lo: - 2- 00- -? - - 0.2 0.2
.03 04 - 1 A _ 13

Z m d o 0.2 0.2 - 0.0 - 0.06 0: S O IO2

ore at a - ek v - - 0.3 0 0.2 0.2O
-htd u"toc je _ - - _ _ 0.6 

Agr1cut. lrtSmataUni ht - - - - - 1.3 -

.t. of .i F itel ce 3.9 6.0 3.2 5.4 2.3 5.9 26.6 4.8 2.3

==.th diwem
-al t n 0.008 0.03 0.03 0.7 0.1 0.2

Veermr 0,1wtc 0.02 0.02 0.0? 0.6 02 2'4 1° 220 °02

viterdlcary WA* 0.6 t2.0 12 0.2
orou4bt - 0.tu2M 0.1 n- 0.3 4 0. 0.5

=o =7o tom 0.2 0 - - - 0.6 0.29

9ept. o Iur Feld Service 3.0 2.6 2.4 2.7 3.3 7.1 21.3 20.7 3.2

Mral troetni ,mter 0.00o 0.03 0.03 0.7 0.2 0.1 1.0 1.2 0.2
tFrieds bd uSOSe - -m- - - 0.2 0.04
UtorpnizaeionJezeewmn 0.1 0-1.02 0.2 .W O 0.06 0.2 0.4 1.2 0.2

0.006 0.008 0. 8 0.3 0 3 00.9 813
0.2 0.3 Oi3' 0.4 0.4 0.5 2.1 2.2 0.5

Develc.n1t f C!0 0.4 0.2 0.04 - - - 0.6 0.2 0.2

OriC. veztefn - n0.03 0.5 0.05 0.02 0.1 0. 0 1.3 0.2

_L~nb _lO Q2 C0.06 0.03 0.1 02 8 0.3:8 0.3
S au-0 0.002 0.00- 0.002 3.0 0.3 0.0.5
Deral affofeatato_ 0.005 0.01 0.21 0.06 0.02 0. 19 0.86 0.16

0.07 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 t.3 0.9 0.3
0.02 0.02 0.001 - 0.00 AIM0 0.06 0.2 0.02

omuro D 0.4 0.4 1.3 0.1 0.1 0.2 1.6 2.2 0.3
Dro.~~~~~ht ~0.5 0.3 0.2 0.002 0.9 2. 4.1 0.001 0.001

- - ~~0.02 C.0S 0.02 0.013 0.1 0.3 0.03
- - ~~~0.02 0.2 0.2 1.0 0.2

-- - - ~~~~ ~~~0.3 2.6 3.0 0.001 0.001
Mnl. trvigftifl Unit - - - - - - - 1.0 -

Dept. of hi. U eb 0.23 0.14 0.21 0.84 0.56 0.59 2.58 1.6 0.5

Sotewau Airne. callec. 0.69 1.38 1.9 0.25 0.26 0.20 4.79 0.3 .0

TOta Dmveoiane MpIfe3 9.40 13.09 12.32 15.41 10.76 21.32 82.32 88.86 16.43

Soure: W, 1985/86 Etitmte of enditur f Com olda and Dwulo_1t ?mia.
If BnAde l D rlief pogrm, Aqniuclturl Water Cdttee wi Cattle Yaeut.

t rrigatio etui".
/Tota tob me poects not smu in table.
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Table 7.9

__n for _iolat: ter iat1, 197918 - 190/f6

(Pa, xent)

2979/Ut _ rb/2S Aqb3M 1_ AC Ilu1s
11UMMI hVngA 11mlftwe 48m,wmw4 1 e 1 twft AtWM b t0nuuwl IwaItww hsw, w e d 'um !di@{1t', V * to Mt 110k

t.

t* 1 6270 0 34,80 49821) 474,90D 508 2 0,740 794 wl$8u 8 1.3
Othmr 43,8 2,9 409,19) 440,22 528,110 M:6I8 992.50 : -. '91 $.SS M"4~ I

lbtal 1W,470 659,6 987,46) 915,210 1,00,7) 1,074,%O 2,031,29D 1.321,50 1,679,14D 1.499,41) 1,847,N) 1,691,20 2.153.150 - ,9v

It. Wat H"tth

2nriws emhuwnw 2.249,76 2,232,811) 1,410,15) 31,91A3) 1,11) )19,50 4,742,MD1 4.237,919) W,18,1 5,544) 7046 ,7,1) 4otkJ 1.071J, .gn 6 tA $2213,022,21) 2,532,52) 4,02670 4,063,74 I,571D 4 975,1 5,57a,210 5,642,40 6 ,7? tM 6, 474 41 I: i fl 
Total 5,271)98 4,815.350 492,8 8,254,77( 0.429,3VD 8.884,90 10,3),44) 9,01,7 12091,190 11,90,43) 15,112.6) 15,M,9% ,16,13) 4An2,O

fi1. lwlattaml Felid Snv

06uo401 tutrar 2,451,74D 22)4,) 3,168,56 3,021,52) 321ON43 3,566,28D 4 26.7W 3 2,..,,,9)8)4D 43;,97i8 7,775 6 ,96 5
812,5'1 2184, I 1,050-,49D I,150,01 1,172,550 1,151,03) st1,5 1,279,54 1,401,590 1 .7,1 26.572,90 1,g

Total 13,24.2W) 2.13.78 4,227.050 4,171,53D SJID3,610 4,717,7W 5,997.770 5,0S7, 6,4t9,0D 5,86,714 7,539,85 7,452,1(01 8,747,4D 2,S18,61D

TV. rtw wrta) W n

NI=91 U t7 729,410 1, 990 906,789 1.859,D 171 ) t358 1,13,590 1 ,18) I,3l4,2 168.13 1 B I IZ1165 5f(~~~Iws 435.85) ~~~~~~~~ 40,1 72,M3 992.381) 0M, ,4) 0819 831 183.31) 1,4, 171)

Total 1,s95.3(10 1,149.40) 1,711,090 12679,.) 2,41t,050 1,1167,18) 2,180,21) 1,976,78D 2,590,510 2,662,A050 3,225,6 2,463.30 3,632,110 7,8

V. Q

06mmII mI,wot 1,0t 1484*8,) 2Z944 27,473 290,8 27I M Il10 , 512 "4146) 42770 17.8 5i2 52 %.6 4, 199,44)
(iwrs 5.71) P4A1 4,6 740 102,90 9),14) 142,51) 107,11" 19971 in79 319W 2153 4081 9,8

t"] 253,h1) 2)4,150 313,7 297,80 393,4M) 361,43) 4ff,410 43h,67Q 64,14) SSS,570 80n,t) m78 892,03) 269,320

VI. SW_A MrLawl OA l)

l3.rm1l uA m 173.9I V 1A 7,49) 254 6127) 2416,41) 337$ ,5140 454,743 3'41* , 34D,3 31,0910 3211,7 2112,55D 455,8W 7.61 5612,61 )7) 64W73J

Tatal 421,h9 384,191 575,90 528,0(0 792,MW) 70,84D 1,015,910 875,H10 1,147,380 3,103,m 1,.36s1 I15,6ISS 1,413,218) M3,D

Mesu8Bl 4,hnt*o 6,26,4 5,109) ,694 8,3A44,5 1D0,03,6 9,56)1.65 3,S141,28) 33,8),)1,6,1 6W" ~ ~
5_ 1 56,21) 4,35.80 7.5$7,*740 97,01.9DI 5 7.6M2,931) ,0 3: 'I $4 8,951S- 0 11 11 2 2 1,5750 * 11 .9R W u
1.25:1 1.39:1 1.13:1 1.11:1 1,12:1 1.25:1 1.22sl M.ad:I 1.22:1 1,21 1.17:1 1.31:1 1,1921

T1tal 11,W67,II 10),1t6,2) 16,127,KD0 ISD6,6)4 17,$8,M 27,409,906 22,801,09 19,517,SX 24,579,6M 23,460,9) M,121,50 2381O, 32i,72 *,m.1
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1#. e.2 aiim - m~a. rtmcno , 19*1mi
- OIiIlips of Pb)

19N 197n 1 197 1978 1979 1X98 1S1 18 199 19s

PrwA,etim (SI) 6.7 IL5 3L5 30.8 3. 39.8 41L1 466 i4S 4.1 51.8
bw 7.9 22.2 516 3.0 51.3 71.1 33 79.4 60. 61.1 7t.7

9rekbctiaa ('lM 1) 3.7 71.2 24.1 294.0 314.5 35I1 371.5 3.9 32.1 39.1 3929
blue Q,3 Q6 1.? 2.2 i2.3 .? 3.5 4.2 4.S S.4 SS

liwunds

.ruwc 041. fa ) L7 2.4 2 L 2.8 4.4 5.1 4.9 7.6 10.9 1 2.9
Wm 3L1 29.6 33.8 49.6 79.0 163 226 8 419.8 687.9 695.?

Inude Md lni Pleduction
t 1 S7.0 71 t0.0 188 0 184.0 123.0 147.0 161.0 16.0 211.0 M.8 310.

:w s -95 w , r 1s.
_Sed 195
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lai.e Lb 0911 - ELCcifl CEI[0, 1974191"
d~~~~~~~~~~~(dll.XW d 0)

1974 197 1976 197? I7 197 97 90 1 1182 1993 198

sotrm Pr lrpoaton 196.4 232.6 -29.9 301.6 356.7 396.2 387.0 429 42L9 39.t 412.3

Swonthrn livsin G6 36.0 41.0 4.? 57.6 66.9 73.8 ?7.2 7t.? 18.2 6.6
Shae Division 16S.8 196. 241.9 251.9 299.t 333 313.2 49.7 351,2 76S . L?

Frncmistam IS5

Inustria 36.8 37.1 42.3 46.2 S1.S 74.7 86.5 106.7 9S.9 67.9 62.5

TOl 234.7 269.? 332.2 37.8 400.2 470.9 13.5 535.6 2.8 462.6 474.0

Source: Statisticl Bulletin, lhrch 1986.
Rovbr I9N5
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9.1 - .I ItF - iM I GM1 15S1A t4 I G 0 It 1
-v (tkhm md sud-fro frs &Au t9*f1 )

1ti5 1976 I1W 19?8 179 1911 1981 92 193 199

row, & " It Td OC X6i 8.S 69.2 7.3 6.S 100.0 12.6 138.8 164.9 161.0
L)*tMus B Own 56.9 64.9 ?1.1 75.9 19.7 10.0 119.1 119.2 128.3 190.2
lastd Effectsudl,
ght a Xi( SU3 62. 65.7 .1 97 10.0 113,t 12.S 136. 5 41.1

lot, Snvice & wu 6i. 8.6 91.9 11.? 102.9 10o.0 118.t 120.1 127 139

An Inane 6vup - fit Item SU 6t.3 72.S 78.9 89.8 1.0 116.0 13.2 12.S 153.T

at Indicates aftA lac for its bwkb,m 1976-?9.
Suee: MC Statistica &dIatin, JunAqt*6er 1983 wad Ibrcb 195.

.hsu 1915



Table 10.1: Profile of the Fonal mnufacuring Sector 1984

Number of Establishlents Operating lowatUl Ilabrur Forces

Bot1ana Mxed Fore1;n Total Urban Rual lal Foreig
S9bector omed te*rship owned

Meet & RctPhodts - 1 1 2 1 1 1,956 41
hI)ry & Agr-oud Pro&wts 1 4 3 8 6 2 46 9
11eraas 1 7 5 13 9 4 579 27

BakeyProyucts 3 3 7 13 10 3 377 3)
Mmxtiles 8 8 32 48 43 5 2,432 87
Tminng&e & Iatter PrWx - 4 3 7 6 1 419 23
Wbod & Ioden Prmducts - 2 14 16 16 - 393 32
Pspr & Pper Produ±s 1 6 5 12 9 3 448 22
tal Products - 2 4 6 5 1 238 22
BLlldidg Materlals 9 7 21 37 33 4 1,490 79
Plastics 7 4 15 26 19 7 1,063 38
Electrical 1 3 6 10 9 1 318 33
Hwhlerafts - 1 2 3 3 52 4

Tbtal 32 55 122 2D9 177 32 10,073 453

Surce: Ministry of zemrce aind TEnitry

Ibte: Mes aove data fo the foiml f t secto is bsed t data rq d ao Ifactur liceser sppli-
cati held by tie Maiistry of Cauerce and Isstry. These statistics do mt caipere directly with data
cmllected by the Cmtral 9aistlcs Office an ea1m In earlier dbtprs bcame of different referen period
and differewtes in Industry clanificaio.
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Table 10.2: Total Investment in Manufacturing in Botswana as of end 1984

Number of Investment Investment per
Subsector companies (P'O0) company (P'oo)

Meat & Meat Products 2 19,151 9,576
Dairy, Other Agro-based -

Products 8 7,327 -916
Beverages 13 16,357 1,258
Bakery Products 13 2,104 162
Textile 48 21,541 449
Tanning & Leatber-

Products 7 3,793 542
Cheminal & Rubber
Products 16 15,702 981

Wood & Wood Products 12 1,934 161
Paper & Paper Products 6 2,022 337
Metal Products 37 10,932 295
Ruildinr Materials 26 6,803 262
Plasttc Products 8 4,623 578
Electrical Products 10 2,444 244
Handicrafts 3 399 133

Total 209 115,132 551

Source: Ministry of Commerce and Industry.

Note: Investment includes capltal outlay in botb fixed and current assets.



Table 10.3: Employment ln the Formal Manufacturing Sector 1979-1984

1979 1984 1979-84
number % number 2 S change p.a.

BMC 1,652 36 1,970 18 3.6

Other 3,073 64 8,926 82 23.8

Total Jobs 4,725 100 10,896 100 18.7

No. of compantes 88 - 276 - -

Jobs per company 53 - 40 - -

(inc. BMC)

Jobs per company 35 33
(exc. BMC)

Source: Ministry of Commerce and Industry

Note: The above data on the formal manufacturing sectr Is based on data

reported on manufacturing ticense applications held by the Ministry

of Commerce and Industry. These statistics do not compar directly

with data collected by the Central Statistics Office and shown in

earlier chapter because of different reference period and

differences In Industry classifications.
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Table 10.4: Retail and Wbolesale business Establiebauts 1984

Icense Type Foretgn Ounership Total Batawana Z
Bat.wana

Trade Act
General Tradtnt 190 478 668 72
Small General 7 751 758 99
Fresh Produce 27 340 367 93
Restaurant 18 403 421 96
Spectalty -7? 103 190 54
Petrol Station 26 56 82 68
Wholesale 47 70 117 60
Chemlst I 10 13 77

Subtotal 405 2,211 2,616 a5

Liquor Act
Bottle Store and Bar no na 630 na
Other ma na 749 na

Subtotal ea na 749 -

Source: Ministry of Commerce and Industry.
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Table-10.5: FAP Summary Results, Nedlum-Scale Industrial Proiects
May 1982 - November 1984

Project Sector No.-of Projects Proiected Employment
Rural Urhan Total Rural Urban Total

Textiles 4 13 17 42 778 820
Concrete products 5 2 7 121 53 174
Mechanical Projects 1 7 8 10. 157 167
Woodwork Projects 3 5 8 -92 157 249
SorRhum Milling 8 1 9 53 8 61
Bakery Projects 5 2 7 178 37 215
Leather and
Leather Goods 1 4 5 27 293 320

Meat Products - 1 1 - 17 17
Paper Products 2 4 6 115 144 259
Chemieal Products 1 2 3 8 34 42
Food Processing 3 3 6 145 90 235
Other 7 11 13 352 305 657

Total 40 55 95 1,143 2,073 3,216

Source: Ministry of Com_erce and Industry
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Table 10.6: Funds Invested by BDC
Percentage by Sector

Funds Invested
1975 1980 1985

Commercial and 48 32 21
Industry Property

Commerce and Industry 11 32 14

Agriculture 10 6 15

Hotels & Tourism 14 10 25

Residential Property 14 16 -

Financial Services 2 3 2

Transportation 1 1 11

SSEs - - 2

Source: BDC Anniversary Report, 1985
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Table 10.7:. Projected BDC Investment ND?6
(P Million)

Sector 1985/86 1986/87 1987/88 1988/89 1989/90 Total

Agriculture (1) 2*4 2.3 2.6 3.0 3.7 14.2
Major Industries 3.8 2.6 3.2 4.6 5.8 20.0
Other Industries 1.3 2.1 2.9 4.6 5.8 16.7
Hotels, Tourism, -
Transport (2) 1.0 2.9 3.5 1.9 2.4 11.7

Industrial Property 4.7 S.8 6.4 8.5 9.6 35.0
Commercial and
Residential Property 1.3 1.8 2.4 3.1 3.7 12.3

Total 14.5 17.5 21.0 25.7 31.0 110.0

Source: Botswana revelopuent Corporatton

Notes: (1) exclt es large-scale irtigetion (see Chapter 7)
(2) excludes purehose8 of new aircraft
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T A 3 P AA I m I

IOTSVARA - 606Wg. INGAT48 AT SILS

-s fInALE (lesr RECIUT 18126411) b

1960& i970(k RsTiinalb tRICA S. Or vAfUA b . FiiiCA tau UaT

aml (1U13 01. VP)
TOtAL 00.4 600.4 604
AGEICULTUAL 424.1 A"9.? 433.6

-w Ru CIPTA (80) .. .. 9.0 163. 1l4.9

-am oamm k CA MR
(RILCEUA OF OIL SQUIVALSI) 117.0 251.0 337.0 SSI-S 023.9

POLATS MD VITtL S tlS0
PUPALATION,-1AYkAR (11OUSUrS) 445.0 577.0 991.0
1w6 PUPUA?tUU (2 s TOTAL .7 .5 .9 o2.4 .2.0 Q

POPMAITIO PAOiICMtONS
Pw t"u I TE. (tWI.8 .A
STAttOWtRT POFIAtIUI (IM) 5.6
POPULATIOII 10H3R11 3.9

POPULATtON AsITY
9t1 sq. Ml. 0.1 1.0 1.7 654 3r.*
P9R SQ. ID. £651. LAND 1.0 3.) 2.t 124.1 470o.

POPtATIOS Ag: STUJCIUE (1)
0-14 YRS 45.6 48.7 47.6 45.6 43.5

15.44 YRS 53.4 48.4 47.9 51.5 53.0
65 ANO ADM39 2.4 1.6 4.4 2.7 3.3

PULAtIoR CR0Wfl RATS (2)
TOTAL 2.1 2.6 .2 2,9 2.8
SiA 18.1 19.8 11.1 5.1 0.4

CR13Z 1tWT1 AIM (KR 103) 51.7 2.2 44.2 47.0 40.0
CRUD0 DAn RATE (R Tom) 12.7 10.6 9.4 15.0 11.5
CIISS IlPROgOWTCN RATE 3.1 3.2 3.2 3.2 2.8

FAILY PLANNIIN
ACCQTORS. ANNUAL (THOUS) .. ., 1.t.
usRs (2 07 "MUD O) .. .. .. 6.4 214

INKX. OF POOD PROW MR CAITA
(1969-71 100) 91.0 96.0 70.0 82.9 9S.1

PEI CAPITA SUPP5I Of
A RIES (I 05 REQUIREMENTS) 99.0 1.0 94.0 98.5 118.2

PROTINS (GRANIS MR DAY) 80.0 80.0 69.0 55.4 77.,
OP uto1C AMA"L AND PUS 40.0 37.0 34.01k. 16.5 17.8

CR11. (MIS 1-A) 0541 "TR 22.6 18.7 13.5 16.6 12.8

Sm11
Lin ExltPl. aT 511 (TS) 54.6 57.9 61.0 52.0 57.6
INFAN MITS. Atla (PVR TIOUS) 114.6 100.1 74.2 108.6 96.8

ACCESS TO S8JB 11T2R (%POP)
TOTAL . 29.0 .. 42.4 67.2

aN .. 71.0 110.0 Z 67.5 93.4
RURAL .. 26.0 .. 5.8 45.6

ACCESS TO EXCUM DISPOSAL
(X OF POPULTION)

TOTAL ., .. .. 28.9 45.9
URSA; .. .. .. S7.7 63.0
URAL .. .. .. 20.7 28.6

POPULtO P msiciA 2220.0 14070.0 ., 119.7 4331.0
POP. PR NIURSING PERSON 4790.0 / 1140.0 .. 2459.8 1645.0
POP. MX HOSPITAL BED

TOTAL 440.0 350.0 340. 0 91.1 621.8
RBA .. .. 60.0 368.8 545.0

RUA .. .. 4230. 0I 4371.9 2511.3

AItSSEUNS PER ROSPITAL D .- 15.3 *- 27.2 25.7

1081100
AURME StZE Of IUSEBOL

TOTAL .. .. 5.0 Ia .. .
014 .. ., *,8 J, .

RRL.. * . 5.0, ..

AVERAGE No. OP ftRSRIROI
TOTAL .. ..

U334 .. *-*....
RURL .. *.

PRCWAOS 0P Of IlAINGS VITR SLid.
TOTAL .. .. *- ..

RuA .. .RURAL~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ . .. 
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NOTSWANA - SOCIAL INDICATORS DATA SNEEt
OYrSNANA IIEFEiIKNCE GROUps (WSIG'T AVEAR /S) at

IDST (VST RECENT EStAE) A -

RCENY dIDDRL INCOM :110D1OE I1Cm

1W6U._ 197OL! ESTSATE&! AFRICA S. UF SAhARA N. AFRICA 4 HID LAST

rnoM
ADJUST6D ENROLU4WF RATIOS

PRUfARY: TOTAL 42.Q 69.0 102.0 95.7 h9.8

NfALE 35.0 65.0 94.0 100.0 103.7

- FEHALE 48.0 73.0 110.0 83.2 75.2

SEOONDARY: tOTAL 1.0 7.0 23.U 17. 42.9
KALE 1.0 8.0 21.0 25.0 50.9

- FPiALE 1.0 7.0 2S.0 14.8 34.6

VOCATIONAL (Z UP sp.mNxg) 4.2 19.6 7.- 5.9 10.0

PUPIL-TRACHER RATIO
PRIMARY 31.0 36.0 32.0 41.1 29.t

SECONDARY 12.0 15.0 16.0 25.5 18.8

Cu)autmiS
PASSENGER CARS/TKOUSAND POP 2.9 3.1 8.7 a 20.8 17.8

RADIO RECVERS/SllNOuSAND POP 4.7 34.7 103.5 107.8 175.9

TV RECElVMRS/IHOUSAND POP .. *- *. 208- 51.2

NEWSPAPER ("DAILY GENERAL
INTEREST") CIRWOLAYTON
PER THOUSAND POPMATION .. 22.5 19.7 18.4 37.2

CINEM ANNUAL AYTENDANCE/CAPITA .. 0.2 .. 0.4 2.4

tABD FORCE
TOTAL TAB0R FORCE (THOUS) 227.0 270.0 435.0

PEEALS (PERCENT) 49.8 52.6 50.1 36.2 11.0

ACRICULTURE (PERCENT) 92.0 87.0 78.3 /d $4.5 42.4

INOUSTRl (PERCENT) 3.0 4.0 7.7 E4 18.3 27.9

PARTICIPATION RATE (PERCENT)
TOTAL 50.9 46.7 43.6 3O.8 26.2

KALE 53.2 47.7 46.6 47.1 46.2

FEKALE 48.9 45.9 41.8 27.2 5.6

ECONOMIC DEPENDENCY RATIO 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.8

tNoo DISTRiWIOU
PERCENT Of PRIVAtE INCOME
RECEIVED BY

aiGNEST 52 OP tOUSEHOLDS .. 28.1
RLut,bi .-.. OF OUSENOLDS .. 60.3
LOWEST 202 OF NOUSENOLDS .. 1.6
LOWEST 402 OF HWSENOLUS .. 7.6 ..

POYS8Mf TAME? 08051
ESTIMTED ABSOLUTe POVEk INCOOE
LEVEL (USS PER CAPITA)

JRSAN .. .. 284.0 /d 590.7 226.3

RURAL .. .. 154.0 27S.3 134.0

ESTIMATED RELATIV POVERTY ICOE
LEVEM (USS PER CAPITA)

URBM .. *. 303.0 Jd 545.6 431.5

RUML ,. ., 303.0 201.1 326.0

ESTIfATED POP. BELOW AISOLUTE
POVERTY INCOME LEVEL (2)

UR8AI ,. .. 40.0 /d

RURMAL .. .. 55-.O .. 29.0

NOT AVAILLE -
.NT APPLICABLE

N sI T E S

Ta he group averages for each tOdtictor are populstion-weited aritimatic maenas. Cvwarap of countries

anong the indicators depends on availability of data and to not uifora.

/b Unless otherwise noted, "Data for 1960" refpr to any year between 1959 and 1961; 'Data for 1970" between
1969 and 1971; and data for 'Nut Recant Estimate" between 1981 and 1983.

/c 1977; /d 1980; 1. 1962; /f 1976; ,j 1978; A Econocaaly acti"e population.

JUNE, 1985
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SOTSIIANA - S0CIAL INDICA1ORS RATALSHINY
8fTWM _SlNC _ RU' _ #IGItRSED -AWJ1ACES) /a

- PST (DsT RECR NSTIDATB) /b
9Itt .Dtrool ilot :1100.4 INctE

;96ath 197 A./b S.>9 A S. OF SAA .. AFRCA & UZO "ST

ADJUST EiNRlOIMEN? RATtOS
PaRIllt 1'4. 42.0 649. 1(62.0 95.7 *901

t6WE 35.0 65.0 94.G 100.0 to3.7
FWwkLEl 4a.0 73.0 110.0 83.2 75.2

SgCONDaRY TOTAL 1.0 7.0 23.Q 17.3 42.9
MLE .1.0, 2.0 21.0 J5.0 SU.9
FrUI" 1.0 7.0 25.0 14.8 34.6

VOCATIONAL (2 Ur SNt) 4.2 1..4 7.8 5.9 Iwo.

FOL-TRAcE RATIO
PRIARY. 31.0 16.0 32.0 41.1 2.7
SZco*)DAR 12.0 15.0 16.0 2S.5 18.I

PASSYENR CARS/TIIOCSAND POP 2.9 3.1 8.7 /d 20.6 17.8
RADIO R8EgUvs/TVR tSMT POP 4.7 34.7 103.5 107.- 175.9
TV RECEVERS/TOUSA P . .. 20.8 - 31.2
NRM8iPAPU (A4tLY GgllERAL

INTrEST") CISCULATION
PER THOUSAND POPUIATION .. 22.5 19.7 18.4 37.2

CINmU ANNAL ANd CAPITA .. 0.2 .. 0.4 2.4

LAot M=
TOTAL tAWI FOPCE (TNOUS) 227.0 270.0 435.0

FEnlE (PNEIT) 49.8 52.6 50.1 36.2 11.0
AIRtILTUM (MARCHM) 92.0 67.0 78.3 V 14. 42.4
INDSTR (PERC ) 3.0 4.0 7.7 a 18.3 27.9

PaRCtIATION RAtE (PERCENT)
TOTAL 50.9 46.7 43.6 3o.8 28.2
KW5 $3.2 47.7 46.6 7.1 46.2
FEIALE 48.9 45.9 41.8 27.2 5.6

ecox00I o _rSuw RATIO 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.8

- DISUlIWIC
PECWI OF PRIVATE IWNC(IE
RECtEliED 11

HIGilESS OF W0 OUSLEO8OS 28.1 A
-2LolS 20_ OF WlSWOM .. 60J* . ..
LGIEST 20S P01 lm .. 1.6/b ,...

ASST 40X OF 114USSRI .?7.6 ..

- , AW -u0M
ESTDUWIE AM=OWTB FOWT vENcI
LEL (US PIER CAPITA)

URBAN .. .. 264.0 /d 590.7 226.3
RURAL .. .. 154.0 275.3 134.0

STMAED MATIE MUM xM
IB91L (U8 PERl CAfA)

URal .. .. 303.0 / 145.6 451.1
RURAL .. .. 303.0 201.1 326.0

ISTDAUD MOP. IBUY A80OW8IS
Pr t2 INCONS LEU (S)

611563 .. .. 40.0 id
RURAL .. .. 35.0 Id .. 29,0

.NTr DV'IM-''
* NUT APLICAILe

It O t E S

.Le The 8r0Gp average fee e4ch indicator are popultcion-e_ltd erittUtic woe. OvUr of oUAtriet
inng the I,icatou depends on avalabiUty of 4atde avA nto iofenw

/b Unles othebise noted. 'Dta for 1960" refer to any year beam, 1959 sud 1961; "Data for 1970" betwn
1969 an 1971; ad data for -At ecet utimate betee 1981 and 1983.

/c 1977; /d 1980; t 1962; /f 1976; jg 19t8; 1 & enwommaliy active population.

.1JU, 1983
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DEFITI ONSOF SOCAl NICAlTS!
Nota; Although th dalta aredrw from suesenemaly judged themost h*itutive and rial.it shul also be ntedtha they say not beiaenonalyI
comparabe became of sh leek of standarited deflinions and cacepis ued by di tco atin cet th dt he data am no_ useful to t
desmbe orders of maud indicate ueand characeief certain majr dferes bwn coutis. 
The atemmm groups are ( 1) the same coun"r group of the subjet country and (2) a couatry gopw snt bat hIsw *r ie tn t c
group of th subjet country (except for Hib IncomeOil Exponrts vroup wbee -Midd letocone Nonth Afria ad Midd East' is chowen becauwse of srong
socio.cultural afftiest tn th. e referen group data the aveae ae populaton weigted aitmaet mani for eao indicator ad s only when majority
of the coun1iMt in a gruv has daut for that iniatot Sicetlwec. age eofcowutrie ang the indicato dependtom theavaiabtity of daa and is not unifonm.
caution uttm be eerced in retating avere of one indicator to another. The averaps ae only usfu in compwn th value of oae indicator at a time among
the country and refernce groups

AREA (thousand sq.kni) Cat*R B&Rter (pw themwd)-N m ber of ite births in theyear

Toial-Total surface area comprsing land amea and inland wat; per thousd of midyear population: 1960. 1970. and 1933 date
1960, 197O and 1983 data. Cm* Death Ra (pe thousaadj-Number of deaths in the year

Agrsfitimate of agricultural are a usedtemporarily or pe thousand of Mid-year population; 1960, 1970, and 1983 data.
prmanently for crops. pastur market and kitchen garde or to Gress Repvedt RAtw-Avrage number of dattghters a woman
He fallow. 1960, 1970 and 1982 data wil bear nt het nomnal reproductive period if she experienc

present ae-spec&ic fertility rate; usuly five-year averagesendig
GNP PER CAPITA (USS)-GNP per capita estimates at current in 1960,1970. and 1983.
market prices, calculated by satme conversion method as World a P1auMg-Accepe5s A l (thessandrj-Annual num-
Bank Atlas (1981-83 basis); 1983 data. ber of acceporsofbirth-control devie under auspic oX_ational

ENERGY CONSUMPTION PER CAPITA-Annual apparent family planning program.
consumption of commercial primary energy (coal and lignite. Faud1_ PbufitM-Uwr (pas of wv*d morn)-The percen-
petroleum. natural gas and hydro-. nuclear and geothermal elec. tPge of martied women of child-beafing age who are practicing or
tricity) in kilograms of oil equivakat per capita; 1960. 1970. and whose husbands are practicing any form of contraception. Women
1982 data. of child-bearing ag are generally women aged 1-49. although for

sgome countries contraceptive usage is measurd for other age
POPULATION AND VITAL STATISTICS groups.

Tot Pepare. Mid 9 em- (thausadr)-As of July 1:1960. 1970. FOOD AND NUTRMiTON
and 1983 data.

Index ef FeedPredscta Per CepRa (1%9-71 - IEIV)-lndex of per
Urban hpadatna (pereN of eataW-Ratio of urban to total capita annual production of all food commodities. Producton
population; differen idefinitions of urban area may agfedctom~par excudes animal feed and seed for agricuture. Food commodities
ability of data among countries; 1960. 1970. and 1983 data. include primary commodities (e.g. sugarcane instead of sugpr
POPUlatn phtject which axe edible and contain nutrients (e.g. coffee and tea are
Population in year 2000-The projecon of population for 2000. excluded); they comprise cerals, root ctops. pulses, oil seeds.
made for each economy separately. Starting with information on vegetab fruits. nuts. sugarcane and sugar beets. livestock. and
total population by age and sex. fertility rates. mortality rates, and livestock products. Aggregate production of each country is based
international migration in the base year 1980, these parmneters on national average producer price weights; 1961.6S. 1970. and
were projected at five-year intervals on the basis of generaized 1982 data.
assumptions until the population became stationary. Per Cqaps Swp of Ca&iks (prent frequiremetsJ-Comput-
S:arieorarv popztorr-ls one in wbich age- and sex-spectfic mor- ed from calorie equivalent of net food supplies available in countrv
taity rates have not changed over a long period, while age-speCfic per capita per day. Available supplies comprise domestic produc-
fertilty rates have simultaneously remained at replacement level tion. imports less exports. and changes in stock. Net supplies
(net reproduction rate = 1). ln such a population. the birth rate is exctute animal feed. seeds for use in agriculture. quantities used in
constant and equal to the death rate, the age structure is also food processing. and losse in distribution. Requirements were
constant, and the growth rate is zero. The stationary population estimated by FAO based on physiological needs for normal activity
size was estimated on the basis of the projected characteristics of and health considering environmental temperature, body weights.
the population in the year 2000. and the rate of decline of fertility age and sex distribution of population. and allowing 10 percent for
rate to replacement level. waste at household level. 1961. 1970 and 1982 data.
Population Momentum-Is the tendency for population growth to Pop Capita Spply of Aretee (grams p day)-Protein content of
continue beyond the time that replacement-klv fertility has been per capita net supply of food per day. Net supply of food is defined
achieved; that is. even after the net reproduction rate has reached as above. Requirments for all countries established by USDA
unity. The momentum of a population in the year t is measured as provide for minimum allowances of 60 grams of total protein per
a ratio of the ultimate stationary population to the population in day and 20 grams of anima' and pulse protein. of which 10 gams
the year r, given the assumption that fertility remnais at replace- should be animal protein. There standards.are lower than those of
ment level from year t onward. 1985 data. 75 grams of total protein and 23 grams of animal protein as an

pation Density average for the world. proposed by FAO in the Third World Food
Per sq.km.-Mid-year population per square kilometer (100 hec, Supply; 1961. 1970 and 1982 data.
tares) of total area; 1960, 1970, and 1983 data. Per Crpta Pretei Supply &om Afiu and Pads-Protein supply
Per sq kcm. agrieultural land-Computed as above for agricultural of food deriyed from animals and pules in grams per day; 1961-65.
land only. 1960, 1970. and 1982 data. 1970 and 1977 data.

Populaim AMe Structare (percvet)-Children (0-14 yearsl. work- ChiN (fa 1-4) Death Rate (pr thousand)-Number of deaths of
ing age (15-64 years). and rired (65 years andover) as percentage children aged 1-4 years per thousand children in the same age
of mid-year population; 1960. 1970. and 1983 data. group in a given year. For most developing countries data derived

Population Growth Rate (percent j-tora,-Annual growth rates of from life tables; 1960. 1970 and 1983 data.
total mid-year population for 1950-60. 1960-70. and 1970-83. HEALTH

Plprdatiou Growkt Rate (percent -,rhan-Annual growth rates Life Expectancy at A&tb (years)-Numbef of years a newborn
of urban population for 1050-60. 1960-70. and 1970-83 data. infant would live if prevailing patterns of mortalitv for all people
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at the time of of its birth we to stay the same throughout its life; Pkttewcher Ratto - primary. and secondary-Total students en-
1960. 1970 and 1983 data. rolled in primary and secondary levels divided by numbers of
Infaw Mortalty Rate (per rhousand)-Numbcr of infants who die teachers in the corresponding levels.
befofr reaching one year of ag per thousand live births in a given
year; 1960. 1970 and 1983 data. CONSUMPTION
Access to Safe Waer (percent of popaelanj-teatal urba, and Pase er Cars (per thouadpopuatio)-Passcnger cars com-
rw4l-Number of people (total, urban. and rural) with reasonabe prise motor cars seating less than eight persons; excludes ambul-
access to safe water supply (includes treated surfac wates or ances, hearses and military vehicles.
untreted but uncontammnated water such as that from protected Rado Receivers (per thosand poplatioj-All types of receivers
boreholes, springs nd sanmry wells) as percentages of their respec. for radio broadcasts to general public per thousand of population;
tive populatons In an urban area a public fountain or standpost excluds un licensed receivers in countries and in years when
located not more thar 200 meters from a house may be considered registration of radio sets was in effect; data for recant years may
as being within reasonable access of that house. In rural areas not be comparable sinc¢ most countries abolished licensing.
reasonable access would imply that the housewife or members of the
houselhold do not have to spend a disproportionate part of the day TVReceivers (per tho#jadpaopAn)-TV receiers for broadcast
in fetching the famili(s water needs. to genra public per thousand population; excludes unliensed TV
Ai s to e f iwa Dwpter (pnesM receivers in countries and in years when registration of TV sts was
and rural-Number of people (total. urban, and rural) Served by (e dffect r
excreta disposal as percentages of their respective populatious. Ab - P w rhawdpopd Shows tht aver
Excreta disposal may include the collecdon and disposal. with or age crculation of daily general interest newspaper. defined as a
without treatment, of human excreta and waste-water by water- periodical publication devoted primarily to recording general news.
borne systems or the use of pit privies and simitar installations, It is considered to be 'daily" if it appears at least four times a week.
Populatis per Physcan-Population divided by number of prac- CiWia Ainud Attendance per Capita per Year-Based on the
tising physicians qualified from a medical school at university level. number of tickets sold during the year. including admissions to
Popultion per Nursig Person-aPopulation divided by number of drive-in cinemas and mobile units.
practicing male and female graduate nurses, assistant nurses.
practical nurses and nursing auxiliaries. LABOR FORCE

opPultioU per Hospital rdtcuad, armt, ad rurPopulation, Toal Laber Frce (thosandsu -Economically auctive personse in-
(total. urban. and rural) divided by their respective number of cluding armed fore" and unemployed but excludmg houseves,
hospital beds available in public and private, general and specialized students etc covering population of all ages. Definitions in
hospitals and rehabilitation centers. Hospitals are establishments various countries are not comparable; 1960, 1970 and 1983 data.
permanendy staffed by at least one physician. Establishments prov- Femak (percent)-Female labor force as percentage of total labor
iding principally custodial care are not included. Rural hospitals, force.
however, include health and medical centers not pemannently staffed Agriclsre (perrent)-Labor force in farmaing. forestry. hunting
by a physician (but by a medtcal assistant, nurse, midwife, etc.) and fishing as percentage of total labor force; 1960. 1970 and 1980
which offer in-patient accommodation and provide a limited range data.
of medical facilities. Industry (percemj-Labor force in mining. construction. manu-
Admssions per Hospital Red-Total number of admissions to or facturing and electricitv, water and gas as percentage of total labor
discharges from hospitals divided by the number of beds. force. 1960. 1970 and 1980 data.

Ariciation Rate (percent)-teotal, male, andfemak-Participation
HOUSIN'G or activity rates are computed as total, male, and female labor force
Average 31e of Houehold (persons per oselho&)-teti Urban, as percentages of total, male and female population of al ages
andraral-A household conststs of a group ofindividuals who share respectively; 1960. 1970, and 1983 data. These are based on ILO's
living quarters and their main meals. A boarder or lodger may or participation rates reflecting age-sex structure of the population. and
may not be included in the household for statistical purposes. long time trend. A few estimates are from national sources.
Average Number of Personts per Room-total, urban. and ewal- Economic Dependency Ratio-Ratio of population under 15. and
Average number of persons per room in all urban, and rural 65 and over, to the working age population (those aged IS-64).
occupied conventional dwelings. respectively. DweUlings exclude
non-permanent structures and unoccupied parts. INCOME DISTRIBU'TION
Percentage of Dwellings with Electricity-stoal, urban, and rural- Percentage of Total Disposabe Income (boti in cash and kind)-
Conventional dwellings with electricity in living quarters as percen- Accruing to percentile groups of households ranked by total house-
tage of total, urban. and rural dwellings respectively. hold income.

EDUCATION POVERTY TARGET GROtUPS

Adjutted Enrollmnt Ratios The following estimates are very approximate measures of poverty
Prtmary school - tofal. male and fnemale-Gross total, male and levels, and should be interpreted with considerable caution.
female enroilment of all ages at the primary level as percentages of Estimaed Absolute Poverty Income Level fUCSS per capitaj-urban
respective primary school-age populations. While many countnes and rural-Absolute poverty income level is that income level
consider pnmary schoo. age to be 6-11 years, others do not. The below which a minimal nutritionally adequate diet plus essential X

differences in country prat'ices in the ages and duration of school non-food requirements is not affordable.
are reflected in the ratios g 'en. For some countries with universal Estinated Relative Poverty Income Level (ISS per capita)-urban
education, gross enrollmei t may exceed 100 percent since some and rural-Rural relative poverty income level is one-third of
pupils are below or abo- the country's standard primary-school average per capita personal income of the country Urban level is
age, derived from the rural level with adjustment for higher cost of
Secondary school - total, male and female-Computed as above; living in urban areas.
secondar- education requires at least four years of approved pri- Esimated Popedrion Below Absolute Poverty Income Level (per-
mary instruction; provides general, vocational, or teacher training cent)-u -un and rural- Percent of population (urban and rural
instructions for pupils usually of 12 to 17 years of age. correspond- who are 'absolute poor."
ence courses are generally excluded.
Vocational Enrollmeni (percent of secondaryj-Vocational institu- Comparative Analysis and Data Division
tions include technical, industnal, or other programs which operate Economic Analysis and Projections Department
independenflN or as departments of secondary institutions June 1985
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at the time otof its birth woer to stay the same throughout its lie: Aitpti-tcher Ratio - prunary. and secan:dary-lotal sudients en-
!960. 1970 and 1983 data, rolled in primary and secondary levels divided by numbers of
Ic,faw.q Morflftp Re" (per *keumd)-Number of infants who die tchen In the corresponding level.
before reaching one year of ape per thousand live birts in a given
year; 1960. 1970 and 1983 daus. CONSUtMPON
Access to Safe Watr (pee of 1 pV a)x i-totaf. rban ad POenau Cars G pr thewsa ppaWeiu)-Passenger cars com.
rwa41-Number of people (totaL urband rural) with sable prise motor can seating les than eight perons ct't ambul.
access to safe water supply (incudes rated surtfat wats or anees. heases and military vehicles.
untreat-d but uncontaminated water sch as that from protected R& R cdt«s (ps d t pp aQ i.-Al types of recevers
boreholes, spn a sanitary well) as percntages of their re. for radio broadcast to general public per thousand ot population;
live populations. In an urban area a public fountain or standpost excludes unt-icensed receivers in countries and in year when
located not more than 200 mete from a houe may be condeed registration of radio sets was in erwc: data for ecent years may
as being within reasonac acs of that house. In mral aeas not be comparable since most countries abolished licensing.
reasonabil access would imply that the housewife or members of the
houselhold do not have to spend a disprportionate pan of the day TVRe 'r (p*e thasu dpopuken)-TV revs for broadca
in fetcung the famuy's water needs. to geal public pa thOusand population excludes unlicensed TV

oop"W -it a rb. rcevs in countries and in year whe registration of TV se wasAecoss to r xen m 04POsd (Pmaa of in effect
and rural-Number ef people (totL urbwn and rural) srved by
excreta disposal as perctags of their respective populations. ANtWP9W CkmhifdsSh (Po Lsdpoepe m-Shows te ave-
Eacreta disposl may include the collection aEd disposal, with or age circulation of daily ener interest newspaper defined as a
without treatment. of human excreta and waste-water by water periodic pubication devoted primarily to recordg gneal news.
borne sysems or the use of pit privies and similar installations. Itisc to be daaly" if atappeasaslast four timesa week.
Fbptaiaon per Phyacia-Population divided by number of prac- CeU Autg Atedanc pe Ca pe B-ased on the
using physicians qualified from a medical school at university level. number of tickets sold during the year induding admussions to
Papadtio/ pe iVwsha Perscn-Npulation divided by number of drive-inemas and mobile units.
practicing male and femae graduate nurxs assistant nures. LABOR FORCE
practical nurss and nursing auxiliaries. Total Labor )Wm (thouandsj-Economically active peons, in-
Poption per Hosl -teora4 uwhm and nural-Population cui amed f unemploy but e nousewies
(total, urban, and rural) divided by their respectve number of studing armed foces and unemployed bout eoxcuding houseniio s.
hospita beds availble in public anid private, general and specialized vrostudents. iet. coverinot potpuatinb fll ages. De70 nitionsinta
hospitals and rehablitation tentrs. Hospits are ea W variouscountries are not ompparabble; 3960. 90 and 3data.ns
permanently staffed by at least one physician. Establishments prov- fpert)--Fema labor force as pctage of total labor
iding pnncipally custodial care are not included. Rural hospitals, force.
however. include eWalth and medical centers not pema dy staffed Agriutu (perem)-Labor force in faming, forest hunting
by a physician (but by a medical assistat. nurse. midwife. etc.) and fishting as percentage of total labor force: 1960. 1970 and 1980
which offer in-patient accommodation and provide a limited range data.
of medical facilities. Industry (pereaj-Labor force in mining. construction. maUm-
Admssions par Hospital &d-Total number of admissions tO or facturing and eectricity, water and gas as percentage of total labor
dischargcs from hospitals divided by the number of beds. force: 1960. 1970 and 1980 data.

P.4epatioa Rae (pevcens)--oL mle, andfema -Participauon
HOUSING or activity rates are computed as .otal, male. and female labor force
Aerage Si:z of Howhed (pwns per ho&seheld-rar uba, as percentges of tral. male and fanle population of all ages
and ral--A householdconsists of a group of individuals who share respectively, 1960.1970. and 1983 dta. Th are based on ILO's
living quarters and their main meals. A boarer or lodger may or particpaton rates reflectng a-sx ture of the populadton, and
may not be included in the household for statistil purposes long time trend. A few estmates ate from nauonal sources.
Average =,Ver of Perons per Room-ettl, whrn,. ad rural- Economk Depeadency Rtio-Ratio of popuation under 15. and
Average number of persons per room in al urban, and rural 65 and over, to the working ag populaton (those agd 15.64).
occupied conventional dweUlings, respectively. Dwellings exclude
non-pcmanent structures and unoccupied parts. INCOME DlSTRIBDLION
Percentage of Dwllg wih Ekerrkcitora4 wren, and rual- Arwcentag of Total 0psabl Ime (b arn csk and kid)-
Con%cntional dwellings with electricity in iving quarers as percen- Ahcnuing to percentile groups of households ranked by total house-
tage of tota, urban, and rural dwellings respectively. hold income.

EDUCATION POVEf TARGET GROU'PS
.4djusted EnrofUvn Ratios The following estimates are very approxitnat measures of poverty
Primaryv school - tot0l. make ad fepmale-4Gross total male an levels, and should be interpreted with consideable caution.
female enrollment of all ages at the pnrmary level as percentages of Esd nArebsolPteawy ncom Leve fUSS per capitap-,rban 
respecuve primary school-age populaions. While many countries and rura-Absolute poverty income lvel is that income level
consider pnmary school age to be 6-II years. others do not. The below which a minimal nutritionally adequate diet plus essental
lifferences in country pracices in dte ages and duration of school non-food requirements is not affordable.
are retlected in the ratios given. For some countries with universal E *W Rladive Poverty incee Lee MSS pr capita jarhan
educauon. gross enrollment may exceed 100 percet since some and rua-Rural relative povetly iotne lvel is one-third of
pupils are below or above the country's standard primary-school average per capita personal incomtn of the country. Urban level is
Age derived from the rural level with adjustment for higher cost of
Secondary tchool - total. male and female-Computed as above living in urban areas.
secondary education requires at least four years of approved pri- Edo t Popatio Below Absohr Anerrp ncome Leveld (per-
mar% instruction: provtdes general. vocational, or teacher training cent)-rba. and rural- Prcent of populaton Iurban and rural
instructions for pupils usually of 12 to 17 years of age. correspond- who are "absolute poor."
encc courses are generally excluded.
VI,catonaI Enrolmneni fpercent of secondan,-Vocatwonal insutu- Comparative Analysis and Data Division
,ions include technical. tndustnal. or other programs which operate Economic Analysis and Projeciions Department
independently or as departnents of secondarv institutions. June 1985
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